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ABSTRACT

Abstract

To date, many subjective evaluation methods for measuring the performance of audio systems have
been published. Most prominent examples originate from recommendations of the International
Telecommunication Union, namely BS.1534, BS.1116, and P.800. Typically, in such evaluation
methods, assessors rate audio quality-related attributes of stimuli processed by audio systems
under test. These audio quality-related attributes are of perceptual nature and, therefore, are
not expected to involve any personal preferences, feelings, or emotions regarding the used test
material. Since customer decisions are not purely based on audio quality-related aspects in many
real-world scenarios, these subjective evaluation methods are of limited use to indicate whether
the audio systems under test will be appreciated by potential customers.

In this work, a new listening test method is presented in which participants rate the so-called
overall listening experience (OLE). In contrast to previous subjective evaluation methods, the
participants are explicitly asked to take everything into account that is important to them when
rating the test material. Thus, the results of the proposed method indicate whether the provided
technical audio quality of the audio systems under test significantly affect the participants’ overall
listening experience, or Quality of Experience (QoE).

This thesis is structured as follows: First, the term overall listening experience is established,
since it has been used differently in the past. Then, a formal listening test method is proposed,
including guidelines for the statistical analysis and statements about its reliability. Next, a
selection of experiments is presented which were carried out based on the proposed listening test
method. The purpose of these experiments has been to discover several influencing factors for
the overall listening experience. Finally, an outlook is given to possible future research related to
the findings presented in this thesis.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Zusammenfassung

Bis heute wurden bereits zahlreiche subjektive Evaluierungsmethoden für Audio-Systeme veröffent-
licht. Zu den bekanntesten Beispielen zählen die Methoden aus den Empfehlungen der Inter-
nationalen Fernmeldeunion (ITU), wie BS.1534, BS.1116 und P.800. Üblicherweise werden
in diesen Evaluierungsmethoden Audio-Systeme ausschließlich hinsichtlich ihrer Audioqualität
bewertet. Evaluierungsteilnehmer blenden daher ihre persönlichen Präferenzen sowie sonstigen
Empfindungen und Emotionen während einer Evaluierung aus. Eine Vielzahl von alltäglichen
(Kauf-)Entscheidungen für Audio-Systeme wird allerdings nicht ausschließlich auf Basis der
Audioqualität getätigt. Wenn Audio-Systeme ganzheitlich, insbesondere unter der Einbeziehung
von persönlichen Präferenzen, bewertet werden sollen, sind die genannten Evaluierungsmethoden
lediglich von bedingtem Nutzen.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue subjektive Evaluierungsmethode vorgestellt, in der Evaluierung-
steilnehmer Audio-Systeme hinsichtlich der sogenannten Overall Listening Experience (OLE)
bewerten. Im Gegensatz zu bisherigen Evaluierungsmethoden sind die Teilnehmer explizit darauf
instruiert, jeden Aspekt in ihre Bewertung miteinzubeziehen, der ihnen wichtig erscheint. Die
Ergebnisse der vorgestellten Methode können eine Aussage darüber geben, in wie weit die Overall
Listening Experience von Audio-Qualität beeinflusst wurde.

Diese Arbeit ist wie folgt aufgebaut: Zu Beginn wird der Begriff Overall Listening Experi-
ence näher erläutert. Danach wird die neue Evaluierungsmethode einschließlich Leitlinien für
die statistische Auswertung vorgestellt und eine Aussage über ihre Reliabilität getroffen. An-
schließend wird eine Auswahl von durchgeführten Hörversuchen präsentiert, die auf der neuen
Evaluierungsmethode basieren. Ziel dieser Hörversuche war es, Faktoren zu identifizieren, die
die Overall Listening Experience beeinflussen. Abschließend wird ein Ausblick auf mögliche
zukünftige Forschungsthemen gegeben, die auf den Erkenntnissen dieser Arbeit aufbauen.
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NOMENCLATURE

Nomenclature

Symbols

Symbol Description
M Mean
Me Median
Mo Mode
p Calculated probability of a statistical test
R̄2 Adjusted R-squared (coefficient of determination)
SD Standard deviation
α Significance level
τ Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description
BAQ Basic Audio Quality
BRIR Binaural Room Impulse Responses
EBU European Broadcasting Union
IPM Ideal Profiling Method
ITU International Telecommunication Union
LFE Low Frequency Effects/Enhancement
MUSHRA Multi-Stimulus Test with Hidden Reference and Anchor
OLE Overall Listening Experience
PEAQ Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
SPL Sound Pressure Level
VR Virtual Reality
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The process of developing new products, services, or systems consists of multiple stages, including
the initial idea generation and the market launch (Tzokas et al., 2004). At each of these stages
different evaluation methods can be applied in order to verify whether a product still fulfills
the requirements and expectations. In the context of audio systems, many evaluation methods
have been published. Most prominent examples are the recommendations of the International
Telecommunication Union, e. g., BS.1534, BS.1116, and P.800. In these evaluation methods,
assessors rate audio quality-related attributes of stimuli processed by audio systems under test.
In many cases, the so-called basic audio quality (BAQ) is rated which reflects the provided audio
quality of the systems under test. Although this information might be very useful, especially
to improve audio systems that are under development, the significance of the provided audio
quality decreases in the later stages. When launching an audio system on the market, customers
might not appreciate the provided audio quality as much as it was reflected by the BAQ-based
evaluation methods. For example, during the market launch phase, possible customers might
take into account the product color, brand image, and the usability, besides the provided audio
quality, for their buying decision. It goes without saying that in many scenarios, buying decisions
of customers are predominantly based on the BAQ, or more generally spoken, the audio quality
provided by an audio system. However, in many other scenarios, decisions are also based on more
complex criteria, e. g., on the emotions that are evoked by audio systems, as it has been shown
by many interdisciplinary studies from various backgrounds (Baba Shiv, 1999; Molly Eckman,
1990; Zeithaml, 1988; Andersson and Mossberg, 2004). Therefore, it would be desirable to have a
reliable evaluation method that involves all aspects that are important to customers in order to
find out whether the technical benefits of audio systems under test are of practical significance.

The work presented in this thesis contributes towards such an evaluation method by two main
contributions. Firstly, the term overall listening experience (OLE) is established. When evaluating
the provided OLE, instead of the provided BAQ, of audio systems under test, assessors are allowed
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to include every aspect that seems important to them in their rating. Secondly, a subjective
evaluation method is proposed which can be used to evaluate audio systems according to the
OLE. Since the proposed method has been applied many times in the scope of this work, its
capabilities and limitations regarding the reliability are well known.

Besides having an evaluation method for OLE, it would be desirable to know what factors have
an effect on their OLE. For BAQ, many experimental investigations have been carried out to
identify possible influencing factors. For example, Rumsey et al. (2005a) found out that spatial
quality can be seen to account for approximately 30% of sound quality judgments, whereas
timbral quality accounts for the remaining 70% when evaluating multichannel systems. In order
to make similar statements for OLE, multiple experimental investigations were conducted in the
scope of this thesis.

This work is structured as follows: In Section 2.1, the terms “sound quality”, “basic audio
quality”, “Quality of Service”, and “Quality of Experience” are introduced. Moreover, schematic
representations of subjective sound quality evaluation as well as possible influencing factors
of sound quality are presented. Subsequently, in Section 2.2, established evaluation methods
for audio systems are reviewed. Then, in Chapter 3, the term overall listening experience is
established and the need for an evaluation method based on OLE is motivated. Furthermore,
the procedure of the proposed subjective evaluation method based on OLE is presented in detail.
In Chapter 4, multiple experiments are reported that were carried out in order to get a better
understanding of the influencing factors of the OLE. Some presented experiments are strictly
based on the proposed method whereas some other presented experiments are rather loosely based
on the method. The main reason for this is that carrying out the experiments and defining the
method were done in parallel. Lessons learned and participants’ feedback from the experiments
directly influenced the definition of the proposed evaluation method. Finally, conclusions and an
outlook of possible areas of interests for further related research are given in Chapter 5.

1.1 Main Publications

This thesis is based on contributions that were also published as conference papers or journal
articles. The following list consists of all related publications which serve as a basis for this
thesis.

• Schoeffler, M. and Herre, J. (2013). About the Impact of Audio Quality on Overall
Listening Experience. In Proceedings of Sound and Music Computing Conference, pages
48–53, Stockholm, Sweden
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1.1. MAIN PUBLICATIONS

• Schoeffler, M., Edler, B., and Herre, J. (2013a). How Much Does Audio Quality Influence
Ratings of Overall Listening Experience? In Proc. of the 10th International Symposium on
Computer Music Multidisciplinary Research (CMMR), pages 678–693, Marseille, France

• Schoeffler, M., Conrad, S., and Herre, J. (2014b). The Influence of the Single/Multi-
Channel-System on the Overall Listening Experience. In Proc. of the AES 55th Conference
on Spatial Audio, Helsinki, Finland

• Schoeffler, M., Adami, A., and Herre, J. (2014a). The Influence of Up- and Down-mixes
on the Overall Listening Experience. In Proc. of the AES 137th Convention, Los Angeles,
USA

• Schoeffler, M. and Herre, J. (2014c). Towards a Listener Model for Predicting the Overall
Listening Experience. In Proc. of Audiomostly 2014, Aalborg, Denmark

• Schoeffler, M. and Herre, J. (2014b). The Influence of Audio Quality on the Popularity of
Music Videos: A YouTube Case Study. In 1st ACM International Workshop on Internet-
Scale Multimedia Management (ISMM), Orlando, United States

• Schoeffler, M. and Herre, J. (2014a). About the Different Types of Listeners for Rating the
Overall Listening Experience. In Proceedings of Sound and Music Computing Conference
2014, Athens, Greece

• Schoeffler, M., Gernert, J. L., Neumayer, M., Westphal, S., and Herre, J. (2015a). On the
validity of virtual reality-based auditory experiments: A case study about ratings of the
overall listening experience. Springer Journal on Virtual Reality, pages 1–20

• Schoeffler, M. and Herre, J. (2016). The relationship between basic audio quality and overall
listening experience. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 140(3):2101–2112

• Schoeffler, M., Silzle, A., and Herre, J. (2017). Evaluation of Spatial/3D Audio: Basic Audio
Quality vs. Quality of Experience. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing:
Special Issue on Measuring Quality of Experience for Advanced Media Technologies and
Services [accepted for publication]

As these publications are the basis of this work, they are cited repeatedly throughout this thesis.
However, for readability reasons, if a section is mainly based on one of these publication, a remark
is added at the beginning of the section, instead of citing the same publication exhaustively.
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1.2 Additional Publications

In addition to the main publications, many more publications emerged from the work presented
in this thesis. The following list contains all publications that are only slightly or not at all
considered here.

• Schoeffler, M. and Hess, W. (2012). A Comparison of Highly Configurable CPU-and
GPU-Based Convolution Engines. In Audio Engineering Society Convention 133, San
Francisco, USA

• Stöter, F.-R., Schoeffler, M., Edler, B., and Herre, J. (2013). Human ability of counting
the number of instruments in polyphonic music. In Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics
Vol. 19, Montreal, Canada. Acoustical Society of America

• Schoeffler, M., Stöter, F.-R., Bayerlein, H., Edler, B., and Herre, J. (2013b). An Experi-
ment about Estimating the Number of Instruments in Polyphonic Music: A Comparison
Between Internet and Laboratory Results. In Proceedings of 14th International Society for
Music Information Retrieval Conference, Curitiba, Brazil. International Society for Music
Information Retrieval

• Schoeffler, M., Westphal, S., Adami, A., Bayerlein, H., and Herre, J. (2014c). Comparison of
a 2D- and 3D-Based Graphical User Interface for Localization Listening Tests. In Proc. of
the EAA Joint Symposium on Auralization and Ambisonics, number April, pages 107–112,
Berlin, Germany

• Hess, W., Beyer, T., and Schoeffler, M. (2014). Reduction of Comb-Filter Effects by
Alternating Measurement Orientations in Automotive Environments. In Proc. of 11th ITG
Conference on Speech Communication, Erlangen, Germany

• Westphal, S., Schoeffler, M., and Herre, J. (2015). A framework for reporting spatial
attributes of sound sources. In Workshop für Innovative Computerbasierte Musikinterfaces
(ICMI)

• Schoeffler, M., Stöter, F.-R., Edler, B., and Herre, J. (2015b). Towards the Next Generation
of Web-based Experiments: A Case Study Assessing Basic Audio Quality Following the
ITU-R Recommendation BS.1534 (MUSHRA). In 1st Web Audio Conference, Paris, France

• Neumayer, M., Schoeffler, M., and Herre, J. (2015). Distributed pair evaluation in context
of MUSHRA listening tests. In Workshop für Innovative Computerbasierte Musikinterfaces
(ICMI)
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• Adami, A., Schoeffler, M., and Herre, J. (2015). Re-Panning of Directional Signals and its
Influence on Localization. In Proc. European Signal Processing Conf. (EUSIPCO), Nice,
France.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Quality of audio systems

2.1.1 Sound quality

Although there is a common understanding about the meaning of the term “sound quality”, there
is no definitive explanation that is consistently used among researchers. Moreover, other terms,
such as “overall sound quality” and “audio quality”, are often used indiscriminately to refer to
the same type of quality. In order to avoid confusion, the term “sound quality” is introduced in
this section.

First of all, the definition of the term “quality” is briefly discussed. A formal definition of quality
can be found in the standard for quality management systems ISO 2000:2015 (International
Organization for Standardization, 2015): “degree to which a set of inherent characteristics of
an object fulfills requirements”. Here, a characteristic is a “distinguishing feature”, an object
is “anything perceivable or conceivable”, and a requirement is “the need or expectation that is
stated, generally implied or obligatory”. A similar definition of quality has been proposed by
Jekosch (2005, pp. 14-16) in the context to the field of voice and speech quality. Jekosch defines
quality as the “result of [the] judgment of the perceived composition of an entity with respect to
its desired composition”. Moreover, the perceived composition stands for the “totality of features
of an entity”, and a feature stands for a “recognizable and nameable characteristic of an entity”.

Many more definitions of the term “quality” have been published. In order to group the various
published definitions, Martens and Martens (2001, pp. 37-44) proposed to assign them into
four categories: qualitas, excellence/goodness, standards, and events. Qualitas are constituted
of an objective, rationalistic, and product oriented approach. In particular, qualitas describe
properties that belong to an entity and can be objectively measured. In contrast to qualitas,
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

excellence/goodness is constituted of a subjective, phenomenological every-day approach. In
the context of excellence/goodness, quality is any attribute which makes an object good or
bad from a human’s perspective. The third category “standards” targets at linking the two
approaches of qualitas and excellence/goodness in an explicit relation that can be used for
practical purposes. Definitions that fall into this category intend to be useful in operational
practice. For example, the definition of quality found in ISO 2000:2015 falls into this category.
The fourth category “event” describes quality as something that is experienced resulting in an
event. In contrast to other categories, the fourth category describes quality as it occurs from the
first-person perspective instead from the third-person perspective. For example, quality as an
event can describe a situation in which a person listens to music and enjoys it. In the context of
this thesis, the use of the term quality falls into the first and second categories (qualitas and
excellence/goodness).

There exist several formal definitions of the term “sound quality”. Fortunately, most of these
definitions are in line with the discussed definitions of the term “quality”. Letowski (1989) defines
quality as:

...that assessment of auditory image in terms of which the listener can express
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with that image. Sound quality can be judged by
comparing images produced by several external stimuli or by referencing a perceived
image to the concept residing in the listener’s memory. (Letowski (1989))

In this definition an auditory image is the result of physical sound stimulating our hearing.
Letowski explicitly notes that sound quality can only be derived by comparing a stimulus to a
reference stimulus. Moreover, the reference stimulus can originate either from an external source
(external reference) or from the evaluator’s internal memory (internal reference). Blauert and
Jekosch (2003) define the term “sound quality” slightly differently as they interpret sound quality
as a result of assessment. Blauert and Jekosch’s proposed a definition of sound quality that is
formulated in the context of speech quality. Nonetheless, they note that their definition can
easily be generalized to the context of sound quality. In particular, they define speech [sound]
quality as:

...the result of an assessment of the adequacy of a speech sample – considering all of
its recognized and nameable features and feature values – namely, as to which amount
this speech sample complies with a reference arising from aspects such as individual
expectations and/or social demands and/or pragmatic necessaries – considering all
recognized and nameable features and feature values of the reference (Blauert and
Jekosch (2003)).

In contrast to Letowski’s definition, they describe the references in a far broader and more
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sound event

auditory event

description

listener

Figure 2.1: Basic schematic representation of a listener in an auditory experiment (Blauert, 1996,
pp. 5-7).

abstract way. In particular, their reference is composed of any nameable feature, including
individual taste as well as topics such as tradition, economic, and sociologic context. In Letowski’s
definition, the reference is purely represented by the auditory image. On the one hand, Letowski’s
interpretation of sound quality is widely used in many traditional evaluation methods for audio
systems nowadays, e. g., methods based on basic audio quality (see Section 2.1.4). On the other
hand, recent concepts for evaluating audio systems, as Quality of Experience (see Section 2.1.6)
and overall listening experience which is proposed in this thesis (see Section 3.2), aim at a broad
and abstract definition of sound quality as proposed by Blauert and Jekosch.

2.1.2 Subjective evaluation of sound quality

The sound quality of an entity is typically evaluated by means of an auditory experiment. Blauert
(1996, pp. 5-7) proposed a basic schematic representation of a listener of an auditory experiment
(see Figure 2.1). In Blauert’s schematic, the “input” of a listener are sound events that reach the
listener’s ears. Inside the listener, the sound events trigger auditory events which are located
in the so-called auditory space. Unfortunately, the experimenter can not directly observe or
measure these auditory events, as they reside inside the listener’s mind. Nevertheless, the listener
can describe auditory events by descriptions.

In the context of measuring speech and sound quality by means of an auditory experiment,
Raake (2006, p. 17) proposed a more complex schematic built upon an advanced version of
Blauert’s basic schematic (see Figure 2.2). Raake’s schematic contains concepts of the terms
quality elements and quality features (see Jekosch (2005)) as well as concepts of the differentiation
between analytical and utilitarian quality tests (see Quackenbush et al. (1988)). Here, sound
events reaching the listener’s ear result in perceptual events. By comparing the perceptual
events to the desired features (quality elements) of an internal reference, quality events can be
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of a listener in an auditory quality test (Raake, 2006, p.
17).

derived. Both events, perceptual and quality events, still reside inside the listener. Perceptual
events are then expressed by feature descriptions whereas quality events are expressed by quality
descriptions. In this context, a quality element is the “contribution to the quality of a material
or immaterial product” and a quality feature “is the perceived characteristic of an entity that
is relevant to the entity’s quality” (Jekosch, 2005). Feature descriptions are typically obtained
by analytical tests, which aim at investigating the totality or a subset of perceived quality
features. On the contrary, quality descriptions are obtained by utilitarian tests, which utilize a
unidimensional quality rating scale.

In Section 2.2.2, established subjective methodologies are reviewed that aim at evaluating or
assessing the sound quality provided by audio systems.

2.1.3 Factors influencing sound quality

A variety of auditory experiments have been carried out to explore the underlying factors that
influence sound quality. Letowski (1989) proposed a simple model in which sound quality consists
of two separate qualities: timbral quality and spatial quality. Letowski defines timbre as:

...that attribute of auditory image in terms of which the listener judges the spectral
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Figure 2.3: Letowksi’s MURAL (Letowski, 1989).

character of sound. Timbre enables the listener to judge that two sounds which have,
but do not have to have, the same spaciousness, loudness, pitch, and duration are
dissimilar (Letowski (1989)).

In his model, spaciousness is defined as:

...that attribute of auditory image in terms of which the listener judges the distribution
of sound sources and the size of acoustical space. Spaciousness enables the listener to
judge that two sounds which have, but do not have to have, the same pitch, loudness,
duration, and timbre are arriving from different locations (Letowski (1989)).

Additionally, Letowski extended his basic model to the MURAL model (MUltilevel auditoRy
Assessment Language), that describes in more detail which attributes compose an auditory image
(see Figure 2.3). The MURAL model has three underlying levels which order the attributes of
an auditory image hierarchically. Similar to Letowski’s basic model, the first level decomposes
an auditory image into the two attributes: timbre and spaciousness. On the second level, these
two attributes are decomposed further. For example, timbre is decomposed into richness, timbre
balance, and distinctness. The third level decomposes the attributes of the second level. For
example, richness is decomposed into sharpness and powerfulness. Although Letowski had
not claimed ecological validity of his model, Rumsey et al. (2005a) confirmed by means of an
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Attributes Description

T
im

br
al

timbral fidelity “degree to which timbral attributes agree with reference”
coloration “timbre-change considered as degradation of auditory event”

timbre, color of tone “timbre of the auditory event(s)”
volume, richness “perceived thickness”

brightness “perceived brightness or darkness (dullness)”
clarity “absence of distortions, clean sound”

distortion, artifacts “noise or other disturbances in auditory event”

Sp
at

ia
l spatial fidelity “degree to which spatial attributes agree with reference”

spaciousness “perceived size of environment”
width “individual or perceived apparent source width”

ensemble width “width of the set of sources present in the scene”
envelopment “degree to which the auditory scene is enveloping the user”

depth “sense of perspective in the auditory scene as a whole”
distance “distance between listener and auditory event”

externalization “degree to which the auditory event is localized in- or outside
the head”

localization “measure of how well a spatial localization can be attributed
to an auditory event”

robustness “degree to which the position of an auditory event changes
with listener movements”

stability “degree to which the location of an auditory event changes
over time”

Table 2.1: A list of attributes related to timbral and spatial attributes (adopted from Spors et al.
(2013)).

experiment that sound quality ratings can be predicted by ratings on timbral and spatial fidelity
scales. Furthermore, Rumsey et al. concluded that timbral quality is predominantly accountable
for judgments of sound quality. According to his results, spatial quality can be seen to account
for approximately 30% of sound quality judgments, whereas timbral quality accounts for the
remaining 70%. Many studies have investigated influencing factors on sound quality. For example,
a list with attributes related to timbral and spatial quality, including the corresponding references,
has been compiled by Spors et al. (2013) (see Table 2.1).

To date, an ontology does not exist which fully describes the underlying quality types of sound
quality, including weightings that reflect their importance. One reason might be that practical
problems make the definition of such an ontology very challenging. For example, the context is
very important when it comes to defining a composition of sound quality. If an evaluation aims at
judging sound quality of cinemas, the spatial quality might be of significant importance. Whereas
if judging the sound quality of headphones, the spatial quality might be of less importance.
Furthermore, even experts do not have a common vocabulary for terms related to sound quality.
Among experts, especially the attribute “timbre” is known to be hard to define. Regarding
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the fuzziness of defining the term timbre, McAdams and Bregman (1979) described timbre as
“the psychoacoustician’s multidimensional waste-basket category for everything that cannot be
labeled pitch or loudness”. Recently, such issues have been tackled by various research projects
which aim to define a common vocabulary for sound quality-related terms (Kaplanis et al., 2014;
Lindau et al., 2014). These vocabularies are expected to simplify the comparison and evaluation
of research results of different research groups.

2.1.4 Basic audio quality

Basic audio quality (BAQ) is a term describing the provided sound quality of audio systems
that came up in the 90s (Gilchrist, 1993; Kirby, 1995; Grusec et al., 1995). In contrast to sound
quality, BAQ has been well defined from the beginning where it had stood for “The quality of
the audio signals reproduced after decoding must be indistinguishable from the quality obtained
from a Compact Disc...” Theile et al. (1992). Meanwhile, the definition has been revised and
brought into a more generic form. In Recommendation ITU-R BS.1534-3 (MUSHRA) from the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), BAQ is defined as:

This single, global attribute is used to judge any and all detected differences between
the reference and the object (International Telecommunication Union (2015b)).

In this definition, “reference” stands for an auditory stimulus that serves as an external reference,
i. e., ratings are given relative to this reference. The reference is also called the “undistorted
original”, since it is typically derived from an audio file that has not been post-processed.
Unfortunately, the term “object” is not explained any further in any ITU document related to
BAQ. Nevertheless, a common understanding is that an “object”, usually called “condition”, is
an auditory stimulus that has the same origin as the reference but was processed by an audio
system under test. In Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2, two subjective evaluation methodologies are
presented in which listeners rate the provided BAQ of audio systems under test.

When the process of experiencing a sound event, starting with the reception at the listener’s ear
to processing it and formulating a verbal response, is divided into the three domains, sensation,
perception and cognition, BAQ (as well as sound quality) would probably be assigned to the
sensation domain. The reason for this is that listeners try to rate it as “objectively” as possible,
meaning they suppress any personal aspects, like mood or liking of the stimuli’s content. Bech
and Zacharov (2006, pp. 40-42) describe BAQ as an overall impression of a stimulus based on
the combination of perceptual attributes.
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2.1.5 Quality of Service

In the domain of telecommunication, Quality of Service (QoS) was formally defined by the
recommendation ITU-T E.800 published by the ITU:

The collective effect of service performances which determine the degree of satisfaction
of a user of the service. (International Telecommunication Union (1988))

The ITU document also proposed an ontology which arranged the underlying performance factors
that contribute to QoS. On the first level, they list “service support”, “service operability”,
“service accessability”, “service retainability”, and “service integrity”. Recently, the ITU revised
the document including the definition of QoS:

Totality of characteristics of a telecommunications service that bear on its abil-
ity to satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service. (International
Telecommunication Union (2008))

Since the term Quality of Service originates from the domain of telecommunications, related
research predominantly focuses on performance of telecommunications systems. In fact, in this
domain, two different meanings of QoS can be commonly found in the literature (Varela et al.,
2014): first, the concepts of measuring network performance, such as throughput, delay, and
jitter. Second, mechanisms related to traffic engineering which aim at improving measures and
performances (e. g., reservations along a network path).

To date, many taxonomies from different domains have been published which describe factors
that might have an influence on QoS. As an example, the taxonomy of Möller (2002) is mentioned
which scope is set to telephone services based on spoken dialogue systems. On the one hand, this
taxonomy contains technical factors that can be easily evaluated by objective measures, such as
costs, availability, and opening hours. On the other hand, there are factors which are very hard
to evaluate by objective measures, such as enjoyability and ease of use. An evaluation of the
latter factors is dependent on the user’s perception meaning how he or she is experiencing the
system. Typically, such experience-dependent factors are evaluated by subjective tests. Among
other things, the differences in nature between technical factors and “user factors” has led to the
concept of Quality of Experience (QoE), which is presented in the next section.

2.1.6 Quality of Experience

As stated in the previous section, Quality of Experience (QoE) is a term used to describe the
quality based on someone’s experience with a system or service. To date, several definitions of
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QoE have been proposed, especially in the domain of telecommunications. One of the first formal
definitions was proposed in a contribution to the ITU-T in 2004:

A measure of the overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived
subjectively by the end user. (International Telecommunication Union (2004))

Later, many more definitions were proposed which have basically all in common that QoE
describes a non-technical quality that is highly related to the user’s perception on a system
or service. Nowadays, a well-known definition has been made by a group of participants of a
seminar related to QoE. In the output paper of this seminar, QoE is defined as:

Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an
application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his or her expectations with
respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of
the user’s personality and current state. (Möller et al. (2012))

In contrast to the definition of International Telecommunication Union (2004), in Möller et al.
(2012) the fulfillment of the user’s expectations was highlighted. Moreover, QoE is defined as
being dependent on the user’s personality and current state, which outlines the complexity
of QoE evaluation. Recently, Raake and Egger (2014) revised the definition of QoE, since it
explicitly addressed applications and services:

Quality of Experience (QoE) is the degree of delight or annoyance of a person whose
experiencing involves an application, service, or system. It results from the person’s
evaluation of the fulfillment of his or her expectations and needs with respect to the
utility and/or enjoyment in the light of the person’s context, personality and current
state. (Raake and Egger (2014))

In order to achieve a more global definition, systems are taken into account. Moreover, in the
new definition, it is explicitly stated the QoE is a result of an evaluation.

The concepts behind QoE, as formulated in previous definitions, should be clearly distinguishable
from QoS. A detailed look into the difference between QoS and QoE is given by Varela et al.
(2014). They state that QoE is from a system’s point of view, whereas QoE is from a user or
person’s point of view. Furthermore, the evaluation of QoS requires technology-oriented methods
and empirical or simulated measurements. On the contrary, methods related to QoE must follow
a multi-disciplinary and multi-methodological approach.

Although the two concepts QoS and QoE are distinguishable from each other, they are still
highly related. Especially in telecommunications, current research investigates the influence of
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QoS on QoE (Fiedler et al., 2010; Shaikh et al., 2010; Alreshoodi and Woods, 2013; Schatz et al.,
2013). In the context of audio systems, Silzle (2007) proposed a taxonomy for Auditory Virtual
Environments1 (AVEs) that connects qualities from the QoS domain to qualities from the QoE
domain. Moreover, levels of importance were assigned to the quality relationships which were
obtained by a systematic expert survey.

QoE is not only influenced by factors from the QoS domain. Reiter et al. (2014) grouped factors
that may influence QoE into three categories: human influence factors (HIFs), system influence
factors (SIFs), and context influence factors (CIFs). The HIFs are properties or characteristics
related to human users. In particular, HIFs range from “low-level processing” factors, e. g.,
sensation and perception of an auditory stimulus, to “high-level” processing factors, e. g., socio-
cultural and educational aspects. Especially, the high-level processing factors are significant for
the OLE, since these factors include also the personal preference of a human. As shown later in
this thesis, personal preference is one key aspect when rating the overall listening experience. The
SIFs are classified into content-, media-, network-, and device-related SIFs. Among these SIFs,
content SIFs are very important for the OLE. As emphasized by Reiter et al. (2014), content
SIFs are highly influential to the overall QoE of a system. In particular, a strong effect of content
SIFs can be observed when the content fits to the user’s personal preferences. Based on the work
of Jumisko-Pyykkö and Vainio (2010), the CIFs are classified into several subclasses: physical-,
temporal-, social-, economic-, technical and information-, and task context.

1AVEs are defined as the auditory components of virtual environments which aim at creating situations in
which humans have perceptions that do not correspond to their physical environment but to the virtual one (Novo,
2005).
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2.2 Evaluation Methodologies for Audio Systems

In this section, some of the most common evaluation methodologies are reviewed. In some
cases, the term “assessment” is used interchangeably with “evaluation”. In fact, there is no
universally accepted distinction between the terms “assessment” and “evaluation” (Möller, 2006).
Möller (2006) published definitions of both terms based on differentiations made by other
authors (Jekosch, 2000; Fraser, 1997; Hirschman and Thompson, 1997):

Evaluation of existing systems for a given purpose: According to Jekosch (2000, p.
109), the term evaluation is used for the “determination of the fitness of a system
for a purpose - will it do what is required, how well, at what cost, etc. Typically
for a prospective user, may be comparative or not, may require considerable work
to identify user’s needs”. In terminology of Hirschman and Thompson (1997) this is
called “adequacy evaluation”. (Möller (2006))

Assessment of system (component) performance: According to Jekosch (2000), the
term assessment is used to describe the “measurement of system performance with
respect to one or more criteria. Typically used to compare like with like, whether
two alternative implementations of a technology, or successive generations of the
same implementation”. Hirschman and Thompson (1997) use the term “performance
evaluation” for this purpose. (Möller (2006))

According to these definitions, methods that measure the performance of multiple audio systems,
such as ITU-R BS.1116 (see Section 2.2.2.1) and ITU-R BS.1534 (see Section 2.2.2.2), would
one probably assign to the term assessment. Yet, the majority of these methods are typically
published under the term evaluation. In the context of this thesis, a clear distinction between
evaluation and assessment is not made for practical reasons, as, e. g., many assessment methods
presented here consider themselves as evaluation methods, although they would be categorized as
assessment methods. Nevertheless, the reader should take notice that a distinction is sometimes
made.

In the next sections, different methods are presented that can be used to evaluate (or assess)
audio systems. In Section 2.2.1, idea evaluation methods are reviewed that can be used in the
initial phase of audio system developments. Next, well-known and widely used subjective and
objective methods are reviewed in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.5, respectively.
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2.2.1 Idea evaluation methods

In an early stage of developing an audio system, idea evaluation methods2(see Westerski et al.
(2013); Bothos et al. (2009)) are suitable tools to evaluate the audio system’s future potential on
the market. Indeed, current research usually does not turn up the application of idea evaluation
methods in the context of audio systems. However, idea evaluation methods fit perfectly to
established methods for evaluating audio systems. Therefore, two evaluation methods, SWOT
and value engineering, are briefly reviewed.

The SWOT analysis is a tool to evaluate the components - strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats - of a product, project, company, business model, or business undertaking (Hill and
Westbrook, 1997; Valentin, 2001). The four components are categorized into internal factors
(strengths and weaknesses) and external factors (opportunities and threats). The strengths
and weaknesses are evaluated from the (internal) perspective of the subject of interest, whereas
opportunities and threats are evaluated from a broader (external) view. The actual analysis
involves identifying important aspects for these four factors. For example, a weakness of a future
audio system could be that license fees have to be paid. The main result of a SWOT analysis
is an overview of the key factors that are related to the subject of interest. Typically, the next
step after a SWOT analysis involves to put into action decisions that extend strengths and
opportunities as well as eliminate weaknesses and threats.

The value engineering aims to improve a product, system, or service’s value which is defined as the
ratio of function to cost (Miles, 1972). In particular, value engineering stands for systematically
following a job plan with multiple stages. There have been various variants proposed which
consist of four or many more stages (Cooper and Slagmulder, 1997). Nonetheless, three basic
stages are shared by almost all variants: function definition, creating alternatives, and function
evaluation(Nagasawa, 1997). In the first phase (function definition), one determines the properties
and features of the product that are required in order to fulfill the expectations. In the next
phase (creating alternatives), one evaluates alternative ways to fulfill the requirements. In the
function evaluation stage, all alternatives are evaluated according to how well they fulfill the
requirements and what are the costs.

Both presented methods can be applied before the actual development or improvement of the
audio system starts. Moreover, the defined requirements must not necessarily be related to sound
quality. Therefore, such methods are a perfect fit to established evaluation methods that focus
on evaluating sound quality.

2In a broader context, idea evaluation methods are also categorized as planning methods or management
methods.
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2.2.2 Subjective evaluation methods

According to Agyekum (2015), the concept behind subjective evaluation methods is to quantify
the user’s QoE of a given service from a psychoacoustic (and visual) perspective3. In the context
of evaluating audio systems, the majority of the subjective listening methods is carried out as
listening tests. Alternatives to listening tests are, e. g., conversation tests in which a two-way
communication takes place between the participants or between participants and the experimenter.
In the next sections, various subjective evaluation methods are reviewed.

2.2.2.1 ITU-R BS.1116

In 1994, the ITU published the recommendation ITU-R BS.1116 in which a listening test
method is described to assess audio systems which introduce small impairments to an original
audio (International Telecommunication Union, 1997). Meanwhile, the third revision of the
recommendation has been published which contains also some statistical considerations in
contrast to the first version (International Telecommunication Union, 2015a). Since the release of
the first version, listeners of an ITU-R BS.1116 test are asked to grade the BAQ between audio
processed by the systems under test and a given reference.

As the method has been designed for audio systems introducing small impairments, only experts
listener, i. e., “subjects who have expertise in detecting these small impairments”, should take part
in the assessment. Although the recommendation does not describe how to select expert listeners
in detail, the application of pre- and post-screening procedures is recommended. Pre-screening
procedures are applied before the actual listening test starts and include, e. g., audiometric
tests and selections based on a listener’s performance in a previous test. The recommendation
divides post-screening procedures into two classes: based on inconsistencies compared with the
mean result and based on the ability of the subject to make correct identifications. A detailed
post-screening procedure is described in the annex of the recommendation.

The size of the listening panel is crucial in order to obtain statistically significant results.
According to the recommendation, experience has shown that a listening panel of 20 listeners
is often sufficient to draw appropriate conclusions. Since one typically deals with nearly non-
detectable differences between the audio systems when carrying out an ITU-R BS.1116 test, a
larger number of listeners might be required.

In ITU-R BS.1116, the actual assessment is based on a “double-blind triple-stimulus with hidden
reference” method. The test method involves three kinds of stimuli: reference (undistorted
original), hidden reference (copy of the reference), and stimuli processed by systems under test

3This definition has been presented at an ITU conference, therefore, this definition mainly relates to evaluation
methods published by the ITU.
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Figure 2.4: A typical graphical user interface used in an ITU-R BS.1116 listening test.

(known as condition or object). The listener is presented with three stimuli which are labeled as
“A”, “B”, and “C”. Stimulus “A” is always the reference, which is known to the listener. The hidden
reference and the condition are randomly assigned to “B” and “C”. The listener does not know
which kind of stimulus is behind which label. The listener is asked to assess the impairments on
“B” compared to “A”, and “C” compared to “A”, according to the continuous quality scale (CQS).
The grading must reflect “B” and “C”’s provided BAQ compared to “A”. Due to the definition of
BAQ, any perceived differences between the reference and the other stimuli must be interpreted
as an impairment. The continuous quality scale ranges from 1.0 to 5.0 and has five “anchor points”
on each whole number which are labeled with “Very annoying”, “Annoying”, “Slightly annoying”,
“Perceptible, but not annoying”, and “Imperceptible” (International Telecommunication Union,
2003b). Figure 2.4 shows a typical graphical user interface used in a ITU-R BS.1116 listening
test.

Typically, listeners assess conditions derived from multiple items. An item is an audio file,
e. g., music or speech, that is typically 10 to 25 s long. The recommendation emphasizes that
experimenters should select “critical items” that stress out the systems under test and reveal
the differences among the systems. In total, a session should not last for more than 20-30 min,
otherwise fatigue may become a major factor which strongly influences grading.

ITU-R BS.1116 is also well known for including a definition of a reference listening room.
The defined reference listening room aims at listening tests with loudspeakers. If headphones
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are used, it is recommended that the listening room fulfills the minimum requirement on the
background noise level. The background noise level should not exceed a noise rating of 10 and
must not exceed a noise rating of 15 (for a detailed definition of noise rating see ISO (1971)).
The recommended floor area is dependent on the multi-channel system that is used in the
evaluation. For monophonic or two-channel stereophonic reproduction a floor area of 20-60 m2 is
recommended. If multichannel stereophonic or advanced sound system reproduction are used,
the floor area should be between 30 and 70 m2. Ideally, the floor area is shaped as rectangle or
trapezium. The recommended average reverberation time, measured over the frequency range of
200 to 4000 Hz, is dependent on the volume of the room:

Tm = 0.25 · (V/V0)1/3, (2.1)

where V is the volume of the room and V0 is the reference volume of 100 m3.

2.2.2.2 ITU-R BS.1534 (MUSHRA)

In contrast to Recommendation ITU-R BS.1116, Recommendation ITU-R BS.1534, better
known as MUSHRA (Multi-Stimulus Test with Hidden Reference and Anchor), is a more recent
description of a listening test method for evaluating audio systems that introduce intermediate
impairments (International Telecommunication Union, 2015b). Furthermore, MUSHRA is based
on a multi-stimulus comparison, meaning the reference and more than one condition can be
accessed freely at random. In particular, listeners are presented with a (open) reference and
multiple conditions. Among the conditions are the stimuli processed by the systems under test,
a hidden reference, and two anchor stimuli. The two anchors, so-called low-quality anchor and
mid-quality anchor, are low-pass-filtered versions of the reference stimulus and were introduced to
make the ratings of different assessors and labs more comparable (Zielinski et al., 2008; Liebetrau
et al., 2014). The low-quality anchor has a cut-off frequency of 3.5 kHz and the mid-quality
anchor has a cut-off frequency of 7 kHz. During a MUSHRA listening test, the conditions are
presented in random order without any information that would identify the condition being an
audio system under test, the hidden reference, or an anchor. Like in an ITU-R BS.1116 test,
listeners can instantaneously switch between the reference and the conditions when listening.
Further, listeners are asked to rate the BAQ of the stimuli as well.

In a MUSHRA test, a different continuous quality scale is used for giving grades. The scale
ranges from 0 to 100 and is divided into five equal intervals with the adjectives “Bad”, “Poor”,
“Fair”, “Good”, and “Excellent”. Although multiple conditions are rated on the same page, the
wide scale range makes it still possible to rate very small differences. Figure 2.5 shows a graphical
user interface of a MUSHRA listening test including the rating scale.

To date, MUSHRA has become one of the most used subjective evaluation methods. Although
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Figure 2.5: A typical graphical user interface used in an ITU-R BS.1534 (MUSHRA) listening
test.

MUSHRA has been designed for audio system introducing intermediate impairments, many
so-called “MUSHRA-based” listening tests have been carried out to assess all kinds of audio
systems (Beracoechea et al., 2006; Beresford et al., 2006a). In such MUSHRA-based listening
tests, the recommendation is not strictly applied. For example, the open reference or the anchors
are often left out for various reasons. Due to the popularity of MUSHRA, the procedure has
been strongly investigated. It is known that especially the selection of the program material and
audio systems under test, e. g., MUSHRA scores may be shifted upwards if additional low-quality
conditions are added (Zielinski et al., 2007, 2008). Nagel et al. (2010) addressed the common
misuse of statistics for interpreting results of MUSHRA listening tests and proposed some general
guidelines for the statistical evaluation of MUSHRA tests.

2.2.2.3 ITU-T P.800

Recommendation ITU-T P.800 describes a listening test method for subjective determination
of transmission quality (International Telecommunication Union, 1996). The method aims at
evaluating transmission quality of analog and digital systems. In contrast to, ITU-R BS.1116
and BS.1534, P.800 was proposed by the Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the ITU.
Moreover, P.800-based listening tests have the special characteristic that näıve listeners are used
for the assessment. Further, they should not have participated in any other subjective test for at
least the previous six months. In particular, listeners should not have been directly involved in
work related to speech quality. Lastly, they should not have heard the stimuli before. In P.800,
three variations of methodologies are described: an absolute category rating (ACR) methodology,
a degradation category rating (DCR) methodology and a comparison category rating (CCR)
methodology.
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Among these variants, the ACR method is the most simple one, in which listeners rate the
conditions on a 5-point Mean Opinion Score (MOS) scale. The ACR method is carried out
as single-stimulus rating, meaning listeners are asked to grade only one condition at a time.
Typically, the test question asks for quality of speech, listening effort, or loudness preference.
P.800 recommends to add different labels to the scale dependent on the test question. If listeners
are asked to judge quality of speech, the 5-point MOS scale should be labeled with “Bad”,
“Poor”, “Fair”, “Good”, and “Excellent”. If listeners are asked to grade listening effort, the scale
should be labeled with “No meaning understood with any feasible effort”, “Considerable effort
required”, “Moderate effort required”, “Attention necessary; no appreciable effort required”, and
“Complete relaxation possible; no effort required”. Lastly, if the experimenters want to investigate
loudness preference, the scale should be labeled with “Much quieter than preferred”, “Quieter
than preferred”, “Preferred”, “Louder than preferred”, and “Much louder than preferred”. It is
recommended to calculate the numerical mean for each condition and each listener for an initial
inspection. For further statistical analyses, conventional analysis-of-variances techniques are
recommended.

The DCR method is used when systems are evaluated relative to a reference system. In the
DCR method, the stimuli are presented to the listeners by pairs, e. g., “A-B” where A is the
unprocessed reference and B the signal of the reference processed by the system under test.
So-called “null pairs”, e. g., (A-A), should be added at least once for each talker to check for
consistency. The reference is always presented first, followed by the sample processed by the
system under test. Due to the use of an external reference, the DCR method aims at detecting
minor quality differences among the systems under test. Therefore, the DCR method has a
higher sensitivity than the ACR method. In contrast to the ACR method, the DCR method uses
a 5-point “degradation scale” which is used by the listeners to indicate the differences between
the system under test and the reference. It is recommended to label the scale with the statements
“Degradation is...” “very annoying”, “annoying”, “slightly annoying”, “audible but not annoying”,
and “inaudible”. For the result analysis, a Tukey Honestly Significance Difference (HSD) test is
recommended, which makes full pair-wise comparisons among the means in order to determine
the significance of the differences in the mean values.

The CCR method is similar to the DCR method, except that the order of the reference and
sample processed by the system under test is chosen at random. Ideally, on half of the trials, the
reference is followed by the processed sample and on the remaining trials, the order is reversed.
Moreover, listeners use a different scale for rating the difference between the two stimuli that
are presented at once. The scale has seven points/categories: -3/“much worse”, -2/“worse”,
-1/“slightly worse”, 0/“about the same”, 1/”slightly better”, 2/”better”, and 3/”much better”.
An advantage of the CCR method over the DCR method is the possibility to assess audio systems
that either degrade or improve the quality. Whereas, the DCR method can only be applied if
the audio systems degrade the quality relative to the quality of the reference.
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2.2.2.4 Ideal Profile Method

In order to identify strengths and weaknesses of audio systems compared to an imagined “ideal”
audio system, the ideal profile method (IPM) can be used (Worch et al., 2013). Originally,
the IPM was proposed as evaluation method for perfumes and other consumer products. In
particular, the IPM is a descriptive analysis performed by consumers where additional questions
about the ideal intensities and liking of a product are asked. The responses to the additional
questions are used to identify an ideal product which was not presented during the evaluation.
Worch et al. (2013) used an unstructured (continuous) scale with unlabeled anchors at 10% and
90%.

The procedure of the IPM is straight-forward: Each consumer assesses a series of products and
rates each product on the same set of sensory attributes (e. g., sweetness, bitterness, freshness
etc.). For each product and each attribute, both the perceived and ideal intensities are rated
on the same type of scale. So, two questions are given to the consumers, e. g., “Please rate the
bitterness of this product” as well as “Please rate your ideal bitterness for this product”. In
addition to the set of sensory attributes, the consumers are asked to rate the individual overall
liking for the products. As a result, the experimenter has a sensory profile for each product,
that is obtained by the ratings of the sensory attributes. Moreover, the experimenter has an
ideal profile for each product, that is derived from the ratings of the ideal intensities. Lastly,
the experimenter has hedonic ratings for each product, as it was asked for overall liking of the
products.

The sensory profiles, ideal profiles, and hedonic ratings can be used to calculate the character-
istics of an ideal product. The ideal product is defined as “a product with particular sensory
characteristics, which would maximize liking”. One potential weakness of the method is that the
ideal product is only expected to be ideal and not evaluated itself. Le et al. (2012) evaluated
the method in more detail and found it to be a quick and easy method to meet industrial needs
in food product development. However, also some limitations were identified, e. g., an order
effect was observed. The authors have proposed some modifications to overcome the identified
limitations.

Although IPM originates from consumer products evaluation research, it has been applied in the
context of evaluating audio systems by Legarth et al. (2014). They utilized the method to evaluate
hearing aids when used for listening to music. Eight attributes were selected for the set of sensory
attributes: “Timbre balance”, “Can sound”, “Shrill”, “Reverberation”, “Loudness”, “Dynamics”,
“Source separation”, and “Treble shadow”. A unique pair of scale range labels was displayed for
each attribute. For example, the 10%- and 90%-anchors on the scale shown for the attribute
“Timbre balance” were labeled with “dark” and “bright”, respectively. The authors conclude that
the identified ideal profile can promote future implementation and refinement of dedicated music
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programs in hearing aids. Also in the context of evaluating audio systems, a modification of the
IPM towards a “multiple stimulus IPM” (MS-IPM) has been proposed by Zacharov et al. (2016).
In the MS-IPM method, listeners rate systems under test in a multi-stimulus procedure similar
to the MUSHRA approach.

2.2.2.5 Other methods

To date, many more formal subjective evaluation methods have been published. When it comes
to evaluating audio systems, the methods published by the ITU are probably the most used ones.
A general overview of existing recommendations, including a guide about which method to use?,
has been published by the ITU-R (International Telecommunication Union, 2003a). In ITU-R
recommendation BS.1284, general information about methods, scales, and terminology used by
ITU-R are explained in more detail (International Telecommunication Union, 2003b).

Recently, Song et al. (2016) presented a combination of an objective and subjective evaluation
method for assessing multimedia services. The final QoE ratings are determined based on an
audiovisual quality evaluation and an analysis of the user interest. The user interest is measured
by features of viewing behaviors, e. g., blinks and eye movements. The viewing behaviors features
are extracted from video streams showing participants’ faces while taking part in their experiment.
The authors conclude that their presented method can well estimate the user’s QoE.

Nowadays, attempts are made to unify existing methods for speech, audio, picture, and multimedia
quality assessment (Zielinski et al., 2015). As there is an ongoing process of technological
convergence, there is a need of a unified evaluation method in order to assess the perceived
quality of new fused applications. Unfortunately, established methods of the various disciplines
have developed very different characteristics in terms of presentation (single-, double-, multi-
stimulus etc.), scale (discrete 5-point category scale, 100-point scale etc.), output (MOS, BAQ,
etc.), and type of assessors (Non-experts, experts, etc.). Besides these method characteristics,
many more issues must be solved, such as finding suited anchor stimuli or unified guidelines for
data analysis. To date, these challenges have not been solved, yet. Therefore, a widely accepted
unified method has not been proposed so far.

2.2.3 Statistical analysis of subjective evaluation methods

Listening tests are usually carried out to investigate whether a specific hypothesis is likely to be
true or false. A hypothesis is tested by methods of statistical inference. Typically, these methods
compare two data sets in order to test whether there exists a statistical relationship between
them. In particular, a (alternative) hypothesis and a null hypothesis are stated. The alternative
hypothesis is proposed for the statistical relationship between the two data sets. On the contrary,
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a null hypothesis is proposed for the absence of a relationship between the two data sets. If
the observed data is unlikely under the null hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected and the
alternative hypothesis is accepted in its place. Instead, if the observed data is consistent with the
null hypothesis, the null hypothesis is accepted. Although in both cases either the alternative or
null hypothesis is accepted, neither of them is actually proven.

When applying statistical methods for testing hypotheses, one obtains basically two types of
results: an effect size and a p-value (Sullivan and Feinn, 2012). The effect size quantifies the
strength of a phenomenon, e. g., the strength of a correlation between two variables or a distance
between two group means. The p-value is the probability of obtaining a result equal to or
“more extreme” than it was actually observed, considering the null hypothesis was tested to be
true (Wright, 1992). Based on the p-value, the null hypothesis is either rejected or accepted.
In particular, the p-value is compared to the so called significance level α. If the p-value is
lower than α, the null hypothesis is rejected. Commonly, α is set to 0.05, which is seen as good
scientific practice and predominantly based on traditional reasons (Batterham and Atkinson,
2005).

Unfortunately, the effect size is frequently ignored in statistical analyses, however, considered to
be at least as important as the p-value (Sullivan and Feinn, 2012). As the p-value only indicates
whether the findings are likely to be due to chance, the effect size helps readers to understand
the magnitude of differences found.

If a true null hypothesis is incorrectly rejected, one speaks of a type I error. A type I error
means that one concludes that an effect exists when in fact it does not exist (“false positive”).
The significance level α is the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis. As the significance
level is typically set to 0.05, the probability of incorrectly rejecting a true null hypothesis is 5%.
If a false null hypothesis is erroneously not rejected, one speaks of a type II error. A type II
error means that one concludes that an effect does not exist when in fact it does exist (“false
negative”). Typically, the rate of a type II error is denoted by the letter β. Moreover, the rate
of a type II error is directly related to the power of a test, which is denoted by 1 − β. The
power, or sensitivity, of a test is the probability of correctly rejecting a null hypothesis when the
alternative hypothesis is true. The power of a test is used in so-called power analyses to estimate
the required sample size (number of observations) to detect an effect.

Statistical methods for testing hypotheses are categorized in parametric methods and non-
parametric methods (Sheskin, 2007). Parametric methods assume that the observed data comes
from a population that follows a probability distribution that can be described by a fixed set
of parameters. On the contrary, non-parametric methods make no assumptions about the
probability distribution of the data.

The ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriances) is probably one of the most used parametric methods
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for analyzing the results of subjective evaluation methods (Fisher, 1921). The null hypothesis
of ANOVA is that all groups, e. g., mean ratings of multiple audio systems, are simply random
samples of the same population. For example, in Recommendation ITU-R BS. 1534-3 (MUSHRA),
ANOVA is explicitly recommended for a statistical evaluation of MUSHRA tests. Actually,
ANOVA stands for a collection of methods rather than for a single method. For example, the one-
way ANOVA is to compare the means of multiple groups of one independent variable. Whereas,
the two-way ANOVA is used to compare the means of multiple groups of two independent
variables.

As ANOVA is typically applied when three or more groups must be investigated, the t-test is
often applied when comparing only two groups, e. g., two mean ratings of two different audio
systems. There exist many different variants of the t-test, such as the Student’s t-test and
the Welch’s t-test. The Student’s t-test is applied when comparing two data sets with equal
variances (Student (Gosset, W. S.), 1908). In contrast to the Student’s t-test, the Welch’s test
does not make this assumption and can be used for data sets with unequal variances (Welch,
1947).

In order to predict a dependent variable based on a set of independent variables, e. g., predicting
BAQ based on condition and item, regression models can be used. Linear regression is applied
when predicting a continuous dependent variable from a set of independent variables. In linear
regression, the relationship between the continuous dependent variable and the independent
variables is modeled by a linear function. If the independent variable is ordinal, ordinal regression
is used. In this thesis, the so-called cumulative link model (CLM) is often applied when predicting
an ordinal independent variable (Agresti, 2002).

In Section 4, more background to the applied statistics is given. Moreover, the selection of
specific statistical methods is justified.

2.2.4 Scales used in subjective evaluation methods

In Section 2.2.2, scales have already been presented that are used in ITU-R BS.1116, ITU-R
BS.1534 (MUSHRA), and ITU-T P.800 tests. ITU-R BS.1116 uses a continuous quality scale
ranging from 1.0 to 5.0. MUSHRA uses a similar type of scale ranging from 0 to 100. On the
contrary, ITU-T P.800 recommends categorical scales, such as the 5-point MOS or the 5-point
degradations scale.

In the subjective evaluation method proposed in this thesis, a categorical scale is also used4.
More commonly, categorical scales are also called discrete scales or “Likert scales” named after

4Sometimes a categorical scale is defined as a scale whose items cannot be ordered, e. g., a scale which shows
names of different colors. In this thesis, the term “categorical scale” is used also for “ordinal scales”, due to the
similar use in ITU recommendations.
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Rensis Likert who proposed this type of scale (Likert, 1932). Likert scales consist of multiple
so-called Likert items which are typically ordered on a horizontal line. In surveys, a five-level
Likert scale with the Likert items “Strongly disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree”, and
“Strongly agree” can often be found.

Likert scales were subject of investigation in many research studies. It is known that having or
not having a “mid-point” on a rating scale influences the results. Garland (1991) summarized
research related to the effect of adding mid-points on a Likert scale. Furthermore, the “mid-point”
itself has been subject of investigation in many studies. For example, Armstrong (1987) found
out that using either “undecided” or “neutral” as mid-point label can have an effect on results.
However, the author concludes that the differences between “neutral” and “undecided” as the
mid-point label are negligible.

A continuous question in research related to Likert scale is how interchangeable are scales with a
different number of Likert items or range in general. Huynh-Thu et al. (2011a) carried out a
study in which four different types of rating scales were compared in the context of HD video
assessment: a 5-point discrete scale, an 11-point continuous scale, a 5-point continuous scale,
and a 9-point discrete scale. Overall, the authors conclude that their experimental data show
no statistical differences between the different scales. Regarding the results of Huynh-Thu
et al. (2011a), Streijl and Hands (2016) assume that one of the reasons for having no statistical
differences might be that people are able to reliably distinguish only a finite, limited number
of levels of a certain quantity. They justify their assumption based on the findings of Miller
(1956) who found this “finite, limited number” number to be 7±2 for many different types of
experiments and stimuli. As a consequence, the potential higher resolution of continuous scales
is lost in the noise due to the limits of human information processing capability (Streijl and
Hands, 2016). Gardlo et al. (2015) carried out a study in which seven different scale designs
were compared in the context of Video QoE assessment through crowdsourcing. Although their
main objective was to investigate the “scale usage problem”5, in terms of statistical results, the
authors conclude that various scale implementations do not lead to significantly different results.

2.2.5 Objective evaluation methods

Objective evaluation methods, sometimes are also called instrumental methods, estimate the
quality based on a prediction algorithm. The prediction algorithms were typically fitted by data
obtained from listening tests.

Objective evaluation methods have a few advantages compared to subjective evaluation methods.
When using a subjective evaluation method, much time and other resources are spent on

5“If more than 10% of users use less than 75% of the rating scale, then the scale usage problem occurs”(Gardlo
et al., 2015)
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recruiting participants, carrying out the listening test and analyzing the results. Whereas
objective evaluation methods typically deliver a result within a few seconds or minutes after
they were configured. Another advantage of objective evaluation methods is that the results are
perfectly reproducible. On the contrary, subjective evaluation methods are only reproducible to
a certain degree depending on the statistical significance of the results.

On the downside, objective evaluation methods have also some major drawbacks compared to
subjective evaluation methods. The results of a subjective evaluation fully reflect the perception
of humans who are mostly the target of new audio systems. Since objective evaluation algorithms
are often fitted with listening test data, it is almost impossible for them to be as accurate as
listening tests. Moreover, there are only a limited number of objective evaluation methods
available. Therefore, if someone wants to evaluate an unusual attribute, the chances are high that
there is no objective evaluation method available. A major advantage of subjective evaluation
methods is that they can be simply modified and fitted to fulfill all kinds of requirements for
answering a specific research question.

A prominent example of an objective evaluation method is “Perceptual Evaluation of Audio
Quality” (PEAQ) (Colomes et al., 1999; Thiede et al., 2000). PEAQ aims at predicting the
basic audio quality of a signal under test compared to a reference signal. In the first step,
perception-related attributes, so-called Model Output Variables (MOVs), are derived from both
signals. Next, these MOVs are integrated into a single metric, the Objective Difference Grade
(ODG), by a neural network. The neural network was fitted to data retrieved from ITU-R
BS.1116 listening tests with expert listeners. The ODG values are comparable to Mean Opinion
Scores (MOS) ranging from 1 (Very annoying) to 5 (Imperceptible). PEAQ comes in two different
versions: the basic version for lower complexity and the advanced version for higher accuracy.
The main difference between the two versions is the ear model used in the first step and the set of
MOVs used by the neural network. Besides PEAQ, several other models for evaluating the audio
quality of audio codecs have been developed. An alternative to PEAQ is the PEMO.Q model
published by Huber and Kollmeier (2006). Two other models which have been developed to
predict the speech quality of telephony systems are PESQ and its successor POLQA (International
Telecommunications Union, 2001, 2011). An overview on recent developments in algorithms for
predicting the audio quality and speech quality is given by Campbell et al. (2009); Möller et al.
(2011).

2.3 Näıve listeners and expert listeners

Some listening tests require to use so-called expert listeners in order to get valid results. In
contrast, there exist also listening tests in which näıve listeners, which have no special training
in evaluating audio systems, are required. Unfortunately, there is no golden standard for the
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definition, what the requirements for being an expert listener are. Furthermore, there exist various
terminologies for describing listeners’ skill level. Näıve listeners are also called untrained or
inexperienced listeners, whereas expert listeners are sometimes also called trained or experienced
listeners. However, there exist many definitions of listener types including the requirements that
must be fulfilled in order to get classified for a specific listener type. For example, International
Organization for Standardization (2008) specifies criteria for the selection of assessors. Although
the standard originates from the food industry, it is recommended to be applied in the context
of audio (Bech and Zacharov, 2006, pp.106-111). International Organization for Standardization
(2008) defines seven “assessor categories”: assessor, näıve assessor, initiated assessor, selected
assessor, expert, expert assessor, specialized expert assessor. For example, an initiated assessor
is someone who has already participated in a sensory test. Alternatively to International
Organization for Standardization (2008), many formal subjective listening test methods include
definitions of listener types. Examples of such definitions were presented in Section 2.2.2.

The type of listener, or the influence of the listener’s skill level on assessment results, has
been subject for investigation for many years. In the following some literature is reviewed that
investigated the differences between näıve listeners and expert listeners.

Basic audio quality is known to be differently rated by experienced and inexperienced listeners.
Schinkel-Bielefeld et al. (2013) analyzed differences in rating BAQ between experienced and
inexperienced listeners in a MUSHRA listening test. In their listening test, the stimuli, except
the lower anchor, were consistently rated higher by inexperienced listeners than by experienced
listeners. Moreover, more significant ratings were obtained from experienced listeners.

Also Gabrielsson et al. (1974) observed that experienced listeners are more reliable. In their study,
(inexperienced) “listeners in general”, musicians, and (experienced) “hi-fi subjects” evaluated
reproduction systems. Besides the higher reliability of experienced listeners, inexperienced
listeners gave higher ratings than the other groups, especially to reproductions systems with
technically rather poor quality. In accordance to Gabrielsson et al. (1974), Olive (2003) found
out that, in comparison to inexperienced listeners, experienced listeners have a tendency to use
the lowest part of a scale when rating preferences for loudspeakers. Nevertheless, the results of
his study showed that different groups with different levels of listening experience generally have
the same preferences when evaluating loudspeakers.

Lorho (2006) evaluated whether experienced and inexperienced listeners differently rate timbral
and spatial degradations. In his study, participants gave preference ratings for excerpts of music
and movie sound, which were degraded by limiting the bandwidth and reducing the stereo
base width. According to his results, experienced and inexperienced listeners discriminated
between the different levels of bandwidth limitation. The different levels of stereo base width
were discriminated by the experienced listeners, whereas inexperienced listeners judged them
equally. Although, strictly speaking, preference ratings and not BAQ ratings were given in the
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study, these findings seem to be in accordance to the findings of Rumsey et al. (2005b), in which
inexperienced listeners did not take frontal spatial quality into account.

In this work, among other things, the influence of the listener type on listening test results
was also subject for investigation. For practical reasons, no formal definition of listener types
was used consistently for all experiments. Since experimenters typically do not have a listener
population at hand that fits perfectly to the research question of an experiment, one must make
some compromises. Therefore, definitions of the listener types may vary between experiments
presented in this work.
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OLE-based Subjective Evaluation
Method

3.1 Motivation

As mentioned before, many subjective evaluation methods for measuring the performance of audio
systems have already been published and are widely used, e. g., BS.1534, BS.1116, and P.800. As
these methods are based on sound quality-related attributes, they might not adequately measure
the performance of the audio systems under test for the given end-user scenario. Figure 3.1 shows
the bigger picture of the innovation phases while developing an audio system, the evaluation
methods and the end-user scenarios (markets) that are segmented by the importance of sound
quality for the OLE. In early phases, idea evaluation methods are generic tools to evaluate audio
systems without the need of prototype implementations. In the problem solving phase, when
only early prototype implementations exist, subjective- and objective evaluation methods can be
applied. If sound quality is expected to be very important for the end-user scenario, established
BAQ-based evaluation methods are well suited. However, if many more aspects, besides audio
quality, are also important for the end-user scenario, results of BAQ-based methods might lead
to false conclusion, since the audio system with the best provided sound quality will always
achieve the highest scores. Therefore, a new subjective evaluation method is proposed that
explicitly allows assessors to take every aspect into account that seems important to them when
evaluating audio systems. The use of the proposed OLE-based listening test method is expected
to be beneficial, when many aspects are important for the end-user scenario. Next, the proposed
OLE-based listening test method is explained in more detail.
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Figure 3.1: Integration of the proposed methods into the landscape of established evaluation
methods. The proposed method is well suited to be carried out during “problem solving”- and
“implementation”-phase. The proposed method fits perfectly into the ecosystem of established
sound quality-oriented evaluation methods, since it focuses on end-user scenario in which sound
quality does not predominantly influence the OLE.

3.2 Definition of Overall Listening Experience

In the field of audio engineering and research, the term overall listening experience has been
frequently used in publications. For example, Zaenker (1981) reported that someone’s overall
listening experience was defined by listening to the “later Beethoven quartets and sonatas”.
In another paper, Yamamoto (1989) reported that dynamic range compression and expansion
characteristics of a musical signal play an important role in defining the overall listening experience.
In a paper of Flindell et al. (1991), the overall listening experience is mentioned as something
that can be enhanced (by early reflections and reverberation). Although, the term “overall
listening experience” has been frequently mentioned, it has almost never been precisely defined.
An attempt towards a more formal definition of OLE has been initiated in the context of this
thesis.
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3.3 Rating scale for Evaluating Overall Listening Experience

When designing experiments about the OLE, the particular design of the rating scale, which is
used by the listener to give ratings, is a decision of vital importance. For example, an experimenter
has to decide which type of scale should be used, how many points the scale should have, and
how the scale should be labeled. In the context of audio quality evaluation, continuous quality
scales and absolute category scales are frequently used and part of many formal listening test
descriptions. In the conducted experiments about overall listening experiments, a five-star Likert
scale has been used which can be considered as an absolute category scale. The decision towards
using a five-star Likert scale was based on three major reasons:

• Five-point Likert scales are well known, widely used, and have been subject of investigation
in many studies. Especially studies in the context of quality assessment or quality of
experience have shown that this type of scale has no major drawback compared to other
scales (Huynh-Thu et al., 2011b).

• There is a wide range of statistical methods available that can be utilized to analyze
participants’ responses given on five-star Likert scales.

• Participants of experiments are already familiar with this scale as they frequently use it in
their everyday life and, therefore, participants do not need a special training to become
familiarized with this type of scale.

In order to demonstrate the prominence of five-star Likert scale, it was analyzed which type of
scales are used by the most important related websites. The Alexa.com Rank was used to identify
the most important websites in the related categories “arts” and “shopping”. For each category,
the “Top 25” websites were analyzed in November 2015 to find out which scale was for user ratings.
If a website used two scale types, both scale types were counted (e. g., facebook.com uses “Thumb
Ups” to indicate liking of user content and a “Five-star rating scale” to rate places and businesses).
In summary, four different scale types were identified: Thumb-up/Like/Favourite (Facebook.com,
twitter.com etc.), five-star ratings (amazon.com, netflix.com etc.), ten-star ratings (imdb.com),
and Thumb-up/Thumb-down (youtube.com, pandora.com etc.). The analysis revealed that the
five-star likert scale is with 22 counts the by far most used rating system on these websites.
Figure 3.2 shows the results of the website analysis.

3.4 Experiment: How to ask for Overall Listening Experience?

Besides the rating scale, also the instructions are crucial for designs of experiments. Various
studies with different contexts have shown that terms, such as “pleasure”, “liking”, “enjoyment”,
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Figure 3.2: Number of different rating systems used on some of the most popular websites. On
the analyzed websites, five-star Likert scales were found most frequently.

“glad” or “happy”, are somewhat related to each other (Koelstra et al., 2012; North and Hargreaves,
1997; Ritossa and Rickard, 2004). Following this, these verbs are expected to be interchangeable,
e. g., changing a question from “How much do you like this music excerpt” to “How much do you
enjoy this music excerpt” should have only a minor influence on the results.

In the experiments that are presented in the following sections, participants were asked questions
like “How much do you like listening to this item?” and “How much do you enjoy listening
to this item?”. According to recent research, the verbs “like” and “enjoy” should be almost
interchangeable, since their influence on the participants response is expected to be comparable.
Nevertheless, in order to investigate whether the question has a significant influence on the
responses, a listening test has been conducted. Furthermore, also the labels of the rating
scale differed to demonstrate that they are also interchangeable to some degree. Four different
“question/rating scale labels” were defined:

sessionenjoy
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Question: Please rate how much you enjoy listening to this music excerpt
Possible answers: Not at all, Not a lot, Neutral, Quite, Very much

sessionlike

Question: Please rate how much you like listening to this music excerpt
Possible answers: Not at all, Not a lot, Neutral, Quite, Very much

sessionpleasant

Question: Please rate how pleasant you feel when listening to this music excerpt
Possible answers: Very unpleasant, Quite unpleasant, Neutral, Quite pleasant, Very pleas-
ant

sessionenjoy,nolabels

Question: Please rate how much you enjoy listening to this music excerpt
Possible Answers: 1 Star, 2 Stars, 3 Stars, 4 Stars, 5 Stars

In the experiment, participants rated music excerpts in single-stimulus procedure and in a
multi-stimulus procedure. In the multi-stimulus procedure, the instructions were slightly
adapted: “Please rate for each music excerpt how...”.

Participants

Eight participants volunteered to take part in the experiment. The listening test experience
differed strongly between the participants ranging from participants who never attended a
listening test before to expert listeners.

Stimuli

Eight music excerpts were selected from the stimuli list used in a previously conducted experiment
(see Schoeffler and Herre (2016) or Section 4.6): “Dynamic Symmetry”, “Danties Dream”, “Ma Fi
Minnak”, “Tonight”, “Sweet Georgia Brown”, “Parque Trillo”, “In My Head”, and “Wet Jackson”.
These eight music excerpts were particularly selected as they led to the highest variability in
OLE ratings in the previous experiment. Due to high variability, the stimuli are expected to
represent a “critical stimuli set”. Therefore, the stimuli list reflects a worst case scenario in which
participants rated the stimuli very differently. Subsequently, three conditions were created which
differed in audio quality: As the undistorted original (“high quality condition”), conditionhigh,
served the stereo mixes of the music excerpts. The medium-quality condition, conditionmedium,
was a mono-downmix and 7700 Hz low-pass version of the undistorted original. The low-quality
condition, conditionlow, was a mono-downmix and 4400 Hz low-pass version of the undistorted
original. In total, 24 stimuli (8 excerpts · 3 conditions) were generated.
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the multi-stimulus procedure where participants were asked to rate the
OLE of multiple basic items.

Materials and Apparatus

The experiment was carried out as a web-based experiment. The experiment software platform
was based on a modified version of webMUSHRA, a fully configurable tool to setup different
types of listening tests (Schoeffler et al., 2015b).

Procedure

The experiment was divided into five sessions. The participants were instructed before the
experiment that they were expected to take a break between the sessions. The breaks should
ideally last between 24 and 48 hours. In the first four sessions, the participants rated the
stimuli. At the beginning of these sessions, participants were given general instructions about
the listening test. The sessions differed in the instructions, in particular, each session asked
differently for an OLE rating (enjoy with labels, enjoy without labels, like, or pleasantness). The
participants were not explicitly instructed that the instructions and rating scale slightly differed
between the sessions. Next, the participants rated the high-quality items in a multi-stimulus
comparison. Figure 3.3 shows a screenshot of the graphical user interface used for the multi-
stimulus comparison. Subsequently, participants were instructed again that they have to rate
the OLE of music excerpts but this time in a single-stimulus procedure. Then, participants rated
all 24 stimuli in a single-stimulus procedure. At the end of the sessions, participants had the
possibility to give feedback to the experimenters.

In the fifth session, participants filled out a short questionnaire. Furthermore, they were asked
whether they share the opinion that the terms “enjoy” and “like” can be used interchangeably
when asking about OLE. The same was asked for the terms “enjoy” and “pleasant”, as well as
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“like” and “pleasant”. Moreover, the participants were asked whether they mainly focused on the
number of stars than the labels beneath the stars when giving a rating.

Results

In the multi-stimulus comparison, the mean difference between sessionenjoy and sessionlike was
0.27 stars (SD = 0.45), between sessionenjoy and sessionpleasant was 0.39 stars (SD = 0.63), and
between sessionenjoy and sessionenjoy,nolabels was 0.30 stars (SD = 0.52).

In order to quantify the correlation between ratings given in different sessions, Kendall’s τ is
used. Kendall’s τ measures the correlation between two ordinal variables and results in a value
ranging from −1 to 1. A value of -1 indicates that the two variables perfectly disagree, a value
of 0 indicates that the two variables are independent, and a value of 1 indicates that the two
variables perfectly agree. The correlation between ratings of each sessions was calculated based on
Kendall’s τ . For example, if all participants gave exactly the same ratings in sessionpleasant and
sessionenjoy, the calculated Kendall’s tau value would be 1 for this comparison. The calculated
values of Kendall’s τ ranged from 0.75 to 0.87 and were all statistically significant (p ≤ .001).
Figure 3.4 shows the Kendall’s τ values for each comparison. The results of a Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum test indicated that there were no significant differences between the session types
(H(3) = 0.40, p = .940).

In the single-stimulus session, the mean difference between sessionenjoy and sessionlike was
0.28 stars (SD = 0.50), it was 0.31 stars (SD = 0.53) between sessionenjoy and sessionpleasant,
and it was 0.31 stars (SD = 0.59) between sessionenjoy and sessionenjoy,nolabels. The calculated
values of Kendall’s τ ranged from 0.75 to 0.84 and are all statistically significant (p ≤ .001).
Figure 3.5 shows the Kendall’s τ values for each comparison. The results of a Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum test indicated that there were no significant differences between the session types
(H(3) = 2.02, p = .568). The mean difference between conditionlow and conditionmedium was
0.47 stars (SD = 0.69), and between conditionmedium and conditionhigh was 0.33 stars (SD = 0.55).
In contrast to the session type comparison, the results of a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test turned out
to indicate that there are significant differences between the conditions (H(2) = 29.28, p ≤ .001).

In Figure 3.6, the answers to the questionnaire of the last session are shown as a frequency plot.
Seven out of eight listeners reported to agree or strongly agree that the terms “enjoy” and “like”
(Me = strongly agree) as well as “like” and “pleasant” (Me = agree) can be used interchangeably.
Six listeners reported to agree or strongly agree that the terms “enjoy” and “pleasant” can be
used interchangeably (Me = agree). Seven listeners indicated that they agree or strongly agree
that they mainly focus on the number of stars than the labels beneath the stars when giving a
rating (Me = strongly agree).
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Figure 3.4: The plot shows Kendall’s τ values which were retrieved by measuring the correlation
of the ratings between the sessions following a multi-stimulus procedure.

Discussion

According to statistical results, the audio quality had a stronger influence on the ratings than
the differently formulated questions in the sessions. Moreover, the correlation values of the
ratings given in the different sessions turned out to be very high. This indicates that the terms
“like”, “enjoy”, and “pleasant” can be used almost interchangeably under the condition that
additional instructions are properly formulated. Among these terms, “pleasant” is the one that
probably leads to the highest differences compared to “enjoy” and “like”. Also the answers of
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Figure 3.5: The plot shows Kendall’s tau values which were retrieved by measuring the correlation
of the ratings between the sessions following a single-stimulus procedure.

the participants to the questionnaire showed that “pleasant” was interpreted slightly differently.
Therefore, the terms “enjoy” and “like” should be preferred when designing an experiment about
the overall listening experience.

Since participants reported that they focus more on the number of stars than on the labels
beneath the stars, the labels are not expected to significantly influence the results of an experiment
as long as they are chosen meaningfully. This is also confirmed by the analysis of the ratings as
there are only minor differences between the session types sessionenjoy and sessionenjoy,nolabels.
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Figure 3.6: The relative frequency of participants’ responses to the question whether the terms
“enjoy and like”, “enjoy and pleasant”, and “like and pleasant” can be used interchangeably when
asking about the OLE. Moreover, participants’ responses to the question whether they mainly
focus on the number of stars when giving an OLE rating (category: number of stars).

3.5 Proposed Procedure for an OLE-based Subjective Evalua-
tion Method

This section describes the procedure of the proposed subjective evaluation method based on
OLE ratings. The description of the procedure should be seen as a basic framework rather
than a strict definition of how to carry out OLE-based assessments. As there is a wide range
of applications for OLE-based assessments, experimenters is given enough freedom to modify
the presented procedure in a way that it fits to their application or hypothesis to be tested.
Since only a basic framework is described, experimenters should take into account also other
aspects that are not described here. For example, a training phase is not described in this section,
though it is usually of high importance in order to get valid responses. A general overview of
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the procedure, containing the “Design of Experiment (DoE)”-phase and the actual “experiment
procedure”-phase, is shown as a BPMN1 diagram in Figure 3.7. Four different types of graphical
elements of the BPMN standard (Object Management Group, 2011) were mainly used to describe
the procedure: roles, data objects, tasks, and gateways.

3.5.1 Roles

Two types of roles are involved in the process “OLE-based assessment”. According to the BPMN
standard, roles are types of participants that are involved in a process.

Experimenter
An experimenter designs and observes the OLE-based assessment.

Participant/Assessor
A participant/assessor takes part in an assessment, in which he or she is asked to rate
stimuli.

3.5.2 Data Objects

The process has five different data objects. A data object is any type of information that is
required or produced.

Basic item
A basic item is an auditory stimuli, e. g., a short music excerpt. Typically, a basic item is
an undistorted original, therefore, it should not have been degraded.

Item
Items are basic items that have been processed (degraded or enhanced) by systems under
test. For example, a basic item could be encoded into various items at different bitrates.

Basic item rating
A basic item rating denotes an assessor’s rating for a specific basic item.

Item rating
An item rating denotes an assessor’s rating for a specific item.

Feedback
Assessors’ feedback is crucial to verify the validity of a conducted assessment, since an
OLE-based assessment is dealing with affective reactions of humans, which can also be

1Business Process Model and Notation
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Figure 3.7: A BPMN diagram showing the general overview of the proposed recommendation of
how to carry out OLE-based assessments.
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triggered by uncontrolled variables. If someone’s affective reaction was influenced by an
unintended stimulus (e. g., by sitting on an uncomfortable chair), the experimenter will
find out about this information by explicitly asking assessors for feedback.

3.5.3 Tasks and Gateways

The tasks (T1..T13) and gateway (G1) described in this section have the same identifiers as the
activities and gateways depicted in the BPMN diagram in Figure 3.7. A task is a unit of work
and a gateway is a conditional forking and merging of paths.

(T1) Define instructions and design rating scale
The first step is to define proper instructions and a proper rating scale. Possible questions
directed to the participants could be “How much do you feel pleased when listening to this
stimulus?”, “How much do you like listening to this stimulus?”, or “How much do you
enjoy listening to this stimulus?”. Moreover, a five-star Likert-scale is recommended for
an OLE-based assessment. Optionally, additional labels can be assigned to each Likert
element of the five-star Likert scale, if they are chosen sensibly.

(G1) Decision: “Are good basic items available?”
A selection of basic items which leads to balanced basic item ratings, i. e., the basic item
ratings follow a uniform distribution in the best-case scenario, is crucial for the validity
of the assessment. For example, if the content of the basic items was not liked by the
participants, this would result in a high percentage of very low basic item ratings and item
ratings. As a consequence, the results analysis might not reveal any useful data due to the
low variances of the ratings. Therefore, an experimenter must take care of a selection of an
appropriate set of basic items for the assessment. An appropriate selection contains stimuli
which content is liked very differently among the assessors. If such a selection has already
been identified by previous experiments, the experimenter can use this selection for the
assessment (T2a). Otherwise, the experimenter has to find an appropriate selection, e. g.,
by means of a pilot test (T2b...T5).

(T2a) Select basic items based on experience
If an appropriate selection of basic items has already been identified, this selection is used.

(T2b) Pre-selection of basic items
The experimenter pre-selects possible basic items for the assessment.

(T3) Set up pilot test
The experimenter sets up a pilot test in which assessors are asked to rate the OLE of the
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pre-selected basic items. It is up to the experimenter which design of experiment is used
for the pilot test.

(T4) Rating of pre-selected basic items
The participants rate the OLE of the pre-selected items.

(T5) Final selection of basic items
The experimenter selects the basic items that will be used in the final assessment. Possible
candidates for the final selection are basic items which were rated very differently among
participants in the pilot test.

(T6) Process basic items with systems under test
Basic items are processed by the systems under test, whereby they become the so-called
items. An example of this activity are up-mix algorithms (systems under test) which upmix
stereo music excerpts (basic items) to “5.1 surround sound” music excerpts (items).

(T7) Set up and supervise assessment
Basic items are processed by the systems under test to items. An example for this task
are upmix algorithms (systems under test) which process “5.1 surround sound” upmixes
(items) of stereo music excerpts (basic items).

(T8) Read general instructions and...
After the experimenter has designed and set up the experiment, assessors start with the
subjective evaluation. At the beginning of the assessment, assessors should be instructed
about the listening test in general. The instructions must especially achieve a common
understanding of OLE among the participants. Moreover, the instructions should reduce
the risk that any uncontrolled variable has an effect on the outcome of the assessment. For
example, assessors should be instructed how much time the listening test approximately
takes, as fatigue, impatience, etc. could have an influence on the results. If assessors have
some clue about the time needed, they have at least a clear expectation which might reduce
the risk of a significant influence.

(T9) Multi-stimulus ratings of basic items
Assessors are asked to rate the basic items by a multi-stimulus procedure. Thereby, all
stimuli are presented on one screen. The ratings are given on a five-star Likert scale, where
the stars can additionally be labeled, e. g., with “Not at all”, “Not a lot”, “Neutral”, “Quite”,
and “Very much” (see Figure 3.3). Assessors should be allowed to play back a basic item
as often as they want to. Moreover, it should also be possible to change a rating that has
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Figure 3.8: An example of a graphical user interface that could be used for asking the assessors
to rate items.

already been given. As the basic items were not processed by the systems under test, the
basic item ratings are expected to predominantly reflect how much the content of the stimuli
is liked by a listener. This information will give very useful insights later in the results
analysis. A very positive side effect of this task is that participants become familiarized
with the scale and the selection of audio excerpts. Since the multi-stimulus procedure
allows to change ratings that were already given, it is expected that the occurrences of
floor or ceiling effects are significantly reduced.

(T10) Read instructions about single-stimulus rating
After the assessors rated the basic item ratings, they should be re-instructed for the next
phase, in which the items are rated. Since the type of rating procedure changes from a
multi-stimulus rating to single-stimulus rating procedure, the instructions must emphasize
this change in procedure.

(T11) Single-stimulus ratings
This task is very similar to (T9), except that the items are rated by a single-stimulus
procedure, in which only a single stimulus is rated at a time (see Figure 3.8 for an example).
As the items are now presented separately, assessors cannot directly compare two different
items with each other. Although such a single-stimulus approach is known to produce
less reliable and statistically more noisy results (Beresford et al., 2006b), it is close to
many real-world scenarios. For example, in a loudspeaker store, customers usually cannot
instantaneously switch between two loudspeaker setups when comparing them in order to
decide which are to buy.

(T12) Give feedback
An important point is that assessors are asked to give feedback to the experimenters.
The feedback might be helpful during the results analysis or when designing follow-up
assessments.
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(T13) Collect responses and proceed with results analysis
Finally, the experimenter analyzes the responses in order to test hypotheses or to make
some statements about the performance of the systems under test. More information about
the results analysis is given in the next section (Section 3.6).

3.6 Guiding Principles for Statistical Analysis

Subjective evaluations are carried out for different reasons, which require different results analyses.
On the one hand, they are often used to test scientific hypotheses, e. g., to find out whether
dithering does significantly improve the OLE. On the other hand, they are used to assess the
performance of systems under test. When testing hypotheses, the experimenter is basically
interested in a “yes or no”. When assessing systems under test, the experimenter wants to obtain
a ranking based on the systems’ performances. Therefore, this section briefly presents some
statistical methods that can be used to analyze the results rather than a detailed recommendation
of how to carry out a results analysis.

A ranking of systems under test can be achieved by ordering them according to the average item
rating of each system. There exist many types of averages, the most common ones being mean,
median, and mode. The decision, which type of average is used to present the data, is usually
based on the type of scale that was used by the assessors to give their ratings. For example, if
the type of scale is interval or ratio, typically the mean is used. If the type of scale is of ordinal
nature, the use of the median is recommended. The type of scale used in the presented procedure
is not clearly definable. On the one hand, the OLE ratings can be interpreted as ratings of an
ordinal scale due to the labels on the five-star Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “very
much”. On the other hand, when analyzing the OLE ratings based on the “number of stars”,
it seems also to be acceptable to interprete the ratings as interval variables. If the median is
used to rank the system under test, multiple systems might be assigned to the same rank. For
example, a system that received a mean of 2.5 stars would be assigned to the same rank as a
system that received a mean of 3.4 stars. As the scale ranges only from one to five stars, many
systems will be assigned to the same rank in actual assessments. Therefore, it is recommended
to interpret the scale as an interval scale and use the mean. The approach of treating ordinal
variables as interval variables for practical reasons is not unusual and was discussed e. g., by
Knapp (1990) and Wang et al. (1999).

When it comes to hypothesis testing by statistical tests, parametric statistics (for interval or
ratio data that follows a distribution) are widely used. Typically, these parametric statistics
have multiple assumptions, e. g., homogenous variances, which are often violated by OLE ratings
interpreted as interval data. However, also original interval data retrieved from other well-
known subjective evaluation methods, especially MUSHRA, will often violate these assumptions.
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Nonetheless, parametric statistics are still often applied, even if the assumptions of statistical
tests are not met. Fortunately, valid conclusions can still be drawn from many parametric
statistics, since they are very robust against violations of their assumptions (Finch, 2005; Gene
V. Glass, 1972; Lix et al., 1996). Alternatively, one could just fall back to non-parametric
statistics to avoid violating assumptions. Unfortunately, there is still a lack of non-parametric
statistics, e. g., a non-parametric 3-way repeated measures ANOVA, in commonly used statistical
packages (Oliver-Rodriguez and Wang, 2015). Therefore, it is recommended to firstly look for
non-parametric statistics to test a hypothesis, only if assumptions are violated. If there is no
implementation available and self-implementing an statistical test is out of scope, one should
consider to carefully use parametric statistics. The use of both parametric statistics and non-
parametric statistics for testing hypotheses related to OLE ratings has been applied by Schoeffler
et al. (2015a) (presented in Section 4.4) and revealed only minor differences in effect sizes and
statistical significance values.

Correlation measures can be utilized for gaining additional insights into the data, if the systems
under test can be ordered. For example, if a single audio encoder at different bit rates was
assessed, the bit rates could be ordered and each bit rate would represent a system under test.
In most cases Kendall’s τ as well as Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ are well suited
correlation measures, as they are non-parametric measures and can be applied also on ordinal
data. Moreover, these correlation measures can be utilized to quantify and to visualize the effect
of the (basic) item’s content on the item ratings as well as the effect of the system under test on
the item ratings (see Schoeffler and Herre (2014a) for details). In particular, for each assessor,
one can calculate the correlation between his or her basic item ratings and item ratings as well
as the correlation between the rank of the system under test and the item ratings. As a result,
one obtains a pair of correlation values for each assessor that can be plotted onto a scatter plot.
Such a scatter plot, as exemplarily depicted in Figure 3.9, allows to quickly analyze to which
degree assessors took which independent variables into account. If one axis has many data points
around the value zero, this implies that assessors did not take the corresponding variable into
account for their item ratings.

3.7 Reliability

In this section, the reliability of the proposed method is discussed based on findings of previously
conducted assessments that follow the proposed procedure. A method’s reliability expresses its
overall consistency, i. e., a method is highly reliable, if, when repeated, similar results are achieved
under consistent conditions. There exist many different types of reliabilities for evaluation
methodologies, from which the four most used types of reliabilities are discussed here (Chen
et al., 2007): inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, inter-method reliability, and internal
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Figure 3.9: The coordinates of a point are based on a participant’s individual values of τIR,BIR
(Kendall’s τ of item ratings and basic item ratings), τIR,S (Kendall’s τ of item ratings and system),
and τIR,F (Kendall’s τ of item ratings and cut-off frequencies). Furthermore, also correlation
values calculated from the BAQ ratings are shown (τBAQ,BIR, τBAQ,S, and τBAQ,F). The color
and symbol of the points indicate whether the point represents correlation values of item ratings
or BAQ ratings. The data of the plot has been retrieved from the study presented in Schoeffler
and Herre (2016)

consistency reliability. This section gives a brief overview about which experimental investigations
included an analysis of which reliability types. More detailed information about the statistical
results can be found in the corresponding sections.

Inter-rater reliability evaluates the degree of agreement among assessors (raters) (Gwet, 2012). If
the inter-rater reliability is high, assessors can be used interchangeable. Naturally, the inter-rater
reliability of the proposed method is low, since assessors have different preferences for ratings of
the (affective) attribute OLE (Schoeffler and Herre, 2013; Schoeffler et al., 2013a, 2014b; Schoeffler
and Herre, 2016) (see also Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.6).

Typically, many participants will take the personal liking of an audio excerpt much more into
account than the overall sound quality when rating OLE. On the contrary, there will be some
other participants which will have almost contrary preferences and take the overall sound quality
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much more into account. In a previous study, presented in Section 4.1, the two extreme types of
“OLE assessors” have been addressed as “song likers” and “audio quality likers” (see Schoeffler and
Herre (2013) or Section 4.1). Moreover, it has been shown that a population of listeners cannot
be divided into clearly distinguishable listener types. Instead, a population of listeners tends to
be continuously distributed between “full song likers” and “full audio quality likers”. Nonetheless,
affective ratings, like OLE ratings, will probably always lead to a lower inter-rater reliability
compared to rather perception-based ratings as, e. g., BAQ ratings. Therefore, experimenters
must keep in mind that they might need more assessors in OLE-based assessments than, e. g., in
BAQ-based assessments.

Test-retest reliability evaluates the degree to which ratings are consistent from one assessment to
another assessment (Anthony R. Hendrickson, 1993). When the reliability of individual assessors
is analyzed in this context, one speaks of intra-rater reliability. In Schoeffler et al. (2014b), the
test-retest reliability was partly investigated by means of an experiment (see also Section 4.3.
The conducted experiment had two sessions having the same procedure, in which participants
rated the OLE of short music excerpts which were played back by a mono, stereo or surround
sound setup. The first session was carried out in a professional listening room, whereas the
second session was carried out in an office room. According to the results analysis, no significant
differences were found between the two sessions. The relative high test-retest reliability has also
been indicated by another study presented in Section 4.4, in which item ratings were given for
short music excerpts mixed in surround sound (Schoeffler et al., 2015a). In this study, participants
had to take part in four sessions which were carried out in different rooms and environments
(“real world” and “virtual reality”): real world cinema, real world listening booth, virtual reality
cinema, and virtual reality listening booth. The results indicate that there are only minor
statistically significant differences between the two environments. Moreover, in the real-world
environment, the ratings given in the listening booth were slightly higher than in the cinema.
Since the effect size is very small, the practical importance of the differences is concluded as
doubtful. In conclusion, both studies (Schoeffler et al., 2014b, 2015a) indicate a high test-retest
reliability, even if some parameters, like the listening rooms, are changed.

Inter-method reliability evaluates the degree to which ratings are consistent when the method is
changed (Bountziouka and B. Panagiotakos, 2010). As there exists a lack of formal subjective
evaluation methods based on affective attributes, an evaluation of inter-method reliability is
hard to conduct. Nevertheless, in the study presented in Section 4.6, the proposed OLE-based
methodology is compared to the well-known MUSHRA methodology (Schoeffler and Herre, 2016).
The results indicate that ratings of both attributes, BAQ and OLE, lead to similar rankings,
even if a different set of stimuli is rated.

Internal consistency reliability evaluates the consistency of results across items within an assess-
ment (Bountziouka and B. Panagiotakos, 2010). Due to the fact, that listeners are explicitly
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CHAPTER 3. OLE-BASED SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION METHOD

allowed to take the content of stimuli into account, the internal consistency reliability is typically
low in OLE-based listening tests. Therefore, experimenters must carefully select the stimuli for
the experiments, otherwise they might accidentally corrupt the results.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Investigation

In the next sections, multiple experiments including results analyses are presented. The results
analyses are mainly applied according to the guidelines given in Section 3.6. In addition to
these guidelines, the reader should take notice of the following remarks as they might increase
comprehensibility of the presented results analyses.

Linear regression models are sometimes used to measure the influence of independent variables
on BAQ or OLE ratings. In order to indicate how well data fits a model, a coefficient of
determination is often reported. There exist many variations of coefficients of determination.
Typically, these coefficients of determination range from 0 to 1, where 1 represents a perfect fit,
i. e., the model perfectly predicts the independent variable from the independent variables. In
the results analyses, adjusted R-squared (R̄2), a coefficient of determination, is often used as
it has the advantage to take the number of independent variables into account. As a result, it
prevents the phenomenon that coefficients of determination are automatically and spuriously
increasing when extra independent variables are added to the model. Instead of linear regression
models, ordinal regression models, e. g., cumulative links models (CLMs), are sometimes used
when the dependent variable is ordinal-scaled. If ordinal regression models are applied, the
models goodness of fit is reported as Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R-squared R2

CU (John G. Cragg,
1970). The reason for using Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R-squared is that the “normal” adjusted
R-squared is not defined for ordinal regression models.

For significance testing, Welch’s t-test, a variant of Student’s t-test, is sometimes applied since it
is more reliable when the two samples have unequal variances and unequal sample sizes. Because
of some practical reasons, variances and sample sizes are often unequal.

The significance level α is set to 0.05 in all experiment results analyses, since a value of 0.05 is
seen as good scientific practice.
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4.1 Experiment A: Influence of Distortions

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M.
and Herre, J. (2013). About the Impact of Audio Quality on Overall Listening Experience. In
Proceedings of Sound and Music Computing Conference, pages 48–53, Stockholm, Sweden.

In this section, an experiment is presented that was carried out at first in this work. The purpose
of the experiment was two-fold: First, the results of the experiment were expected to give some
insights about how much audio quality influences ratings of the OLE. Second, since it was the
first experiment that was based on the method presented in Chapter 3 (besides some preliminary
pilot tests), it was expected to get valuable feedback from the participants and from the results
for future experiments.

In the experiment, a change in audio quality was applied by limiting the bandwidth and/or
adding some distortions to the stimuli. In total, twenty-seven participants (näıve listeners and
expert listeners) rated their perceived OLE of short music excerpts which were played back at
different bandwidth and distortion levels.

In particular, the following two main research questions were subject of investigation:

• How much is the OLE influenced by distortions and bandwidth limitations?

• How well does the OLE-based subjective evaluation method (see Chapter 3) perform?

The first research question can be answered by a statistical analysis. Since many experiments
have been conducted in which the effect of distortions and/or bandwidth limitations on sound
quality was investigated (Tan et al., 2003; Zielinski et al., 2005, 2003), it was expected that the
same will also apply to OLE ratings. The second research question is more challenging to answer,
since a formal “evaluation method for subjective evaluation methods” would have been required.
Instead, all participants were informally interviewed after the experiment in order to get valuable
feedback for future OLE-based listening tests.

4.1.1 Method

4.1.1.1 Participants

Twenty-seven participants took part in the experiment including researchers, students and
related persons of the International Audio Laboratories Erlangen. Twelve participants had a
professional background in audio and 18 participants were familiar with listening tests. Twenty-
five participants were between 20 and 29 years old and two were between 30 and 39 years old.
Since especially the participants with a professional background in audio are in touch with audio
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Input

Mono downmix

Loudness normalization (EBU R128)
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[920, 3150 and 15500 Hz]
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Resolution levels
[8, 16 and 4096]

Loudness normalization (EBU R128)

Fade-in/Fade-out

Output

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the stimuli manipulation.

quality in their everyday work, it was assumed that these participants are more sensitive to audio
quality than randomly selected participants without a professional background.

4.1.1.2 Stimuli

Six music excerpts having nine different audio quality levels served as stimuli. The audio quality
levels were obtained by combinations of three bandwidth limitation levels and three distortion
levels. The cut-off frequencies used for limiting the bandwidth were 920 Hz, 3150 Hz and 15500 Hz.
The distortion levels were obtained by quantizing the magnitudes of the spectral coefficients at
three different quantization resolutions: 8, 16, and 4096 quantization values. An overview of the
processing applied to the stimuli is depicted in Figure 4.1.

The challenge in the music excerpt selection was to find music excerpts that are differently liked
among participants in order to get a wide range of different ratings. If all music excerpts were not
liked at all and, therefore, even the music excerpts with high audio quality would have received
low ratings, probably no useful conclusions could be drawn from the statistical analysis. It was
assumed that especially songs that are known by the participants would result in very high as
well as in very low ratings. Therefore, 79 music excerpts of ten seconds duration were chosen
from a large database such that a recognizable part of the song (e. g., chorus) was selected. Then,
a subset of six songs was selected based on their former ranking in known record charts. Table
4.1 shows the final selection of music excerpts including the song name and interpret.

The low-pass filter for limiting the bandwidth was realized by two biquad filters in series. The
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Song Interpret

Feel Robbie Williams
Hold on me Marlon Roudette
Love Today Mika

Paid my Dues Anastacia
Summertime Kenny Chesney

Respect Yourself Joe Cocker

Table 4.1: Selected music excerpts for Experiment A.

cut-off frequencies (920 Hz, 3150 Hz and 15500 Hz) for limiting the bandwidth correspond to the
cut-off frequencies of the 8th, 16th and 24th critical band of the Bark scale (Zwicker, 1961).

To introduce distortion, the magnitudes of spectral coefficients, obtained from short-time Fourier
Transform (STFT), were quantized. The boundaries for the quantization intervals were calculated
as follows:

QBound(i) = 1.0−
√

log (N − i)
logN , (4.1)

where i is the boundary index and N the number of total boundaries. The corresponding
quantization value for each interval is calculated as follows:

QValue(i) =

0 if i = 0
QBound(i)+QBound(i+1)

2 if i > 0
, (4.2)

where i is the interval index. Input values are mapped to quantization values according to

Q(x) = QValue(i), (4.3)

when QBound(i) ≤ Q(x) and QBound(i + 1) > Q(x). The details of the distortion processing
including frequency domain transformation are depicted as a block diagram in Figure 4.2. For the
STFT, a square-root Hann window with a size of 512 samples and an overlap size of 256 samples
was used. Before quantization, the values were normalized to the maximum value such that the
normalized values ranged from 0 to 1.

The loudness of the stimuli was normalized according to EBU R128 recommendation (EBU,
2011). Furthermore, a 500 ms long fade-in and a 500 ms long fade-out was added to the stimuli.

4.1.1.3 Materials and Apparatus

The participants used open electrostatic Stax SR-507 headphones with SRM-600 driver unit.
The system was calibrated to 75 dBA SPL for a 1000 Hz sine. As mentioned before, the music
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the quantization applied to the music excerpts.

excerpts were normalized according to EBU R128 which recommends to normalize at -23 dB.
During the experiment, no experimenter was present, since a custom-made computer software
was used by the participants to read instructions and give their ratings.

4.1.1.4 Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment, participants were instructed to rate the music excerpts
according to how much they like them. Further, they were instructed to report their rating on
a five-star Likert scale. Moreover, they were told that the music excerpts differ in song and
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Figure 4.3: User Interface of Experiment A.

quality. It was emphasized that it is asked for the listener’s personal rating and they should put
everything into account what they would do in a real world scenario.

After reading the instructions the participants undertook a short training. The purpose of the
training was to familiarize the participants with the rating scale, range of audio quality levels
and songs. In the training, participants listened to all six music excerpts, each in lowest quality
(bandwidth = 920 Hz and distortion = 8 quantization levels) and in highest quality (bandwidth
= 15500 Hz and distortion = 4096 quantization levels), resulting in 24 items in total. Pilot
tests showed that adding this training phase leads to more reliable responses, however, as a
consequence, listeners tend to become more audio quality-aware. In particular, in pilot tests
without a training phase, floor and ceiling effects (meaning at some point only very low or very
high ratings were given by a participant) could be observed. During the training phase, the same
experiment question and scale were used as for the actual rating, which followed the training
phase. Figure 4.3 shows the user interface of the experiment.

Then, the actual rating started and participants listened to 54 items (6 music excerpts · 3
bandwidth levels · 3 quantization levels). The ratings were obtained by a single-stimulus
procedure, meaning only a single item was presented at the same time. The question to the
participants was formulated as follows: “How do you like this music item?”. Participants were
allowed to play back an item as often as they wanted. The participants rated the items by using
a five-star Likert scale. The stars were labeled with “Very Bad”, “Bad”, “Average”, “Good” and
“Very Good”.

Finally, the participants were asked to respond with either “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”,
“Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree” to two statements: “Audio quality was important for my rating”
and “Song that was played was important for my rating”.
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4.1.2 Results

Participants needed M = 22.1 min (SD = 17.2) to complete the listening test. Figure 4.4 shows
means and 95% confidence intervals of all OLE ratings given by the participants. As one can see,
both bandwidth limitation and distortion significantly influenced the OLE ratings. For example,
a drop in quantization levels from 4096 to 16 decreased the mean OLE rating from 3.5 stars to
3.2 stars. A drop in bandwidth from 15.5 kHz to 3.15 kHz decreased the mean OLE rating from
3.5 stars to 2.35 stars. Based on the visual analysis, the selection of the quantization and cut-off
frequencies levels lead to a much higher influence of bandwidth limitation than adding distortion.
This is also confirmed by fitting a simple cumulative link model (CLM):

ôle = 0.52 · resolution+ 1.80 · bandwidth, (4.4)

where ôle is the predicted OLE rating of a stimulus, resolution ∈ {4 levels = 1, 16 levels =
2, 4096 levels = 3} the levels of the quantization resolution, and bandwidth ∈ {920Hz =
1, 3150Hz = 2, 15500Hz = 3} is the cut-off frequency of the bandwidth limitation. The
variables resolution and bandwidth are recoded so that they correspond better to their “per-
ceptual distance”. The threshold coefficients of the fitted model are: “very bad”/”bad” = 3.66,
“bad”/”average” = 5.35, “average”/”good”= 7.01, and “good”/”very good” = 9.07. The goodness
of fit of the model is R2

CU = 0.42.

4.1.3 Discussion

As expected, both, limiting the signal bandwidth and adding distortions, significantly influenced
the OLE ratings. According to the results, limiting the signal bandwidth had a stronger influence
on OLE ratings than distortions. Here, it must be noted that the strength of influence can easily
be manipulated by selecting different levels of cut-off frequencies or quantization levels. Further,
the implemented distortion algorithm introduced also some bandwidth limitation to the stimuli.

Besides the investigation of the influencing factors on the OLE ratings, the second purpose of the
experiment was to carry out an informal performance evaluation of the listening test procedure.
When looking at the results, it is very hard to say how much bandwidth and distortion influenced
the OLE ratings compared to OLE ratings of undistorted originals. The condition with a cut-off
frequency of 15.5 kHz and 4096 quantization levels comes close to a undistorted original and can
be used as “reference rating”. However, many participants reported that they got more focused
on audio quality during the listening tests, since they listened to the same songs over and over, it
became more and more annoying. Therefore, it could be that stimuli of the “best condition” are
rated differently when they appear at the end of the listening test compared to when they appear
at the beginning. As a conclusion, it was decided to split up the listening test method into two
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Figure 4.4: (The chart shows means and 95% confidence intervals of the OLE ratings given in
Experiment A.

parts in the future: In the first part, participants will rate the songs (or undistorted originals).
In the second part, participants will rate the actual conditions. Since many participants reported
that they got annoyed by listening to the same songs over and over, care was taken to have more
songs (items) and less condition in future experiments. Moreover, future experiments were split
into multiple sessions, if the same songs were presented too many times.

Interestingly, some participants sometimes gave stimuli with lower quality more stars than stimuli
with higher quality. These participants stated that lowering the bandwidth or adding some
distortions is sometimes pleasant to listen to. For example, one participant reported that a
low bandwidth reminds her of visiting festivals or concerts in the past. Such effects could not
be detected by classical subjective evaluation methods in which differences to the (internal or
external) reference are expected to lower the rating.
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4.2 Experiment B: Influence of Signal Bandwidth

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M., Edler,
B., and Herre, J. (2013a). How Much Does Audio Quality Influence Ratings of Overall Listening
Experience? In Proc. of the 10th International Symposium on Computer Music Multidisciplinary
Research (CMMR), pages 678–693, Marseille, France.

In the following section the relationship between bandwidth limitation and OLE ratings is
investigated in more detail. To this end, an experiment with 34 participants was carried out in
which participants rated the OLE of short music excerpts. In contrast to Experiment A (see
Section 4.1), the stimuli were only degraded by limiting the bandwidth, instead of applying also
a distortion degradation. Furthermore, more cut-off frequency levels were introduced (six instead
of three). The procedure of this experiment was also changed: both, basic item ratings and
item ratings, were given by the participants. Furthermore, in-between each item rating, a short
break of a few seconds was introduced so that participants did not pay too much attention to
the change in signal bandwidth.

The following two main research question are answered by the experiment:

• How strong are OLE ratings influenced by bandwidth limitations?

• Does bandwidth limitation influence ratings given by näıve listeners and experts listeners
differently?

4.2.1 Method

4.2.1.1 Participants

The experiment was attended by 34 participants, including students and researchers from the
International Audio Laboratories Erlangen. Participants were asked whether they are professionals
in audio and to which age group they belong. Thirteen participants reported that they have a
professional background in audio.

4.2.1.2 Stimuli

Selection Nine music excerpts were selected from a music database and were used as basic
items. The decision for selecting these nine basic items was mainly based on their spectral
centroids and their popularity.

The spectral centroid indicates where the “center of mass” of the spectrum is located and is
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defined as:

spectral centroid =
∑N−1
n=0 f(n) |X(n)|∑N−1

n=0 |X(n)|
, (4.5)

where |X(n)| is the magnitude of bin number n, f(n) is the center frequency of bin number n
and N is the total number of bins.

Since the basic items were limited in their signal bandwidth in a subsequent processing step, the
spectral centroid was used as a feature for roughly representing the perceived effect of limiting
the signal bandwidth. For example, when comparing a music excerpt with a very high spectral
centroid and a music excerpt with a very low spectral centroid, limiting the bandwidth would
more degrade perceptually the music excerpt with the higher spectral centroid. The reason for
this is that this music excerpt has more signal energy in the higher frequencies. Therefore, only
music excerpts were selected for the final stimuli list which have a similar spectral centroid. The
detailed selection process is described in Schoeffler et al. (2013a).

In a second step it was investigated which of these 20 music excerpts would lead to well
distributed ratings according to listeners’ music preference. Therefore, an informal pilot test
with four participants was conducted. The participants rated the excerpts by a five-star scale
according to how much they like each music excerpts. Based on the results of this informal
pilot test, a group of three audio professionals selected nine basic items that were used in the
experiment. The selected nine basic items including their spectral centroids are depicted in
Table 4.2.

Song Interpret Centroid[Hz]

American Pie Madonna 3620
Hold On Korn 3421

Hold on me Marlon Roudette 3636
Hotel California Eagles 3514

Love Today Mika 3887
No Light, No Light Florence and the Machine 3863

Nobody Knows Pink 3822
Respect Yourself Joe Cocker 3595

The Real Slim Shady Eminem 3819

Table 4.2: Selected music excerpts and their spectral centroid.

Bandwidth Limitation In order to generate different degradation levels of audio quality, the
nine selected basic items were limited in their bandwidth by a 5th-order Butterworth low-pass
filter (Butterworth, 1930). Six cut-off frequencies were selected for the filter: 1080 Hz, 2320 Hz,
4400 Hz, 7700 Hz, 12000 Hz and 15500 Hz. These cut-off frequencies correspond to the cut-off
frequencies of the 9th, 14th, 18th, 21st and 24th critical band of the Bark scale (Zwicker, 1961).
More frequencies from the upper critical bands were selected since they were found to be more
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important when listening to music. In total 54 items (9 basic items · 6 cut-off frequencies) were
generated in the bandwidth limitation processing step.

Loudness Normalization When limiting the bandwidth, the overall signal energy of the
signal was reduced. A reduction of the signal energy is perceived as a decreased loudness by
humans. Without normalizing the loudness, strongly bandwidth-limited signals would sound
less loud than weakly bandwidth-limited signals. One possibility to normalize the loudness is
to use a standard for loudness normalization like EBU R128 (EBU, 2011). One goal of EBU
R128 is to provide a standard which is easy to implement but also models the human perception
of loudness as closely as possible. For measuring the loudness according to EBU R128, the
so-called K-Weighting curve (specified in ITU-R BS. 1770 (International Telecommunications
Union, 2006)) is applied to all channels. The K-Weighting curve is a second-order high-pass filter
which forms (according to the ITU) the basis for matching an inherently subjective impression
with an objective measurement. After applying the K-Weighting curve, the total mean square
level is calculated and the result is displayed as LKFS (Loudness, K-Weighting, referenced
to digital Full Scale) or LUFS (Loudness Units, referenced to digital Full Scale). Loudness
Units (LU) are used for relative measurements where 1 LU corresponds to 1 dB. Regarding
bandwidth-limited signals, the K-Weighting curve has one major disadvantage. Especially in the
lower frequencies it does not correlate well with other established weighting-curves which model
thresholds of human hearing more accurately. In EBU R128 100 Hz and 1000 Hz have almost
the same weighting. ISO 226:2003 (ISO, 2003) specifies combinations of sound pressure levels
and frequencies of pure continuous tones which are perceived as equally loud by human listeners.
In this established specification the difference of the Sound Pressure Level between 100 Hz and
1000 Hz is about 20 dB. Figure 4.5 depicts the differences between ISO 226:2003 and EBU R128.
ISO 226:2003 is known for modeling the human threshold very well. The high deviations in
lower frequencies between actual thresholds and EBU R128 result in the circumstance that the
loudness of bandwidth-limited signals is calculated too high by EBU R128. When comparing a
bandwidth-limited signal and the same signal with full bandwidth, both normalized according
to EBU R128, the full bandwidth signal might be perceived significantly louder. In previously
conducted pilot tests the items were normalized by using only EBU R128 and many listener
reported that especially the highly bandwidth-limited items were not perceived loud enough
compared to the other items.

To overcome this problem, a combination of EBU R128 and Zwicker’s loudness model (Zwicker
and Fastl, 1999) was applied for normalizing the loudness of all items. The detailed procedure
of the loudness normalization is described in Schoeffler et al. (2013a). In the end, the applied
loudness normalization was able to properly loudness-normalized bandwidth-limited stimuli.

Summarizing, the loudness normalization was the final part of the stimuli generation. The
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Figure 4.5: Frequency weighting of ISO 226:2003 and ITU-R BS. 1770 (EBU R128) relative to
1000 Hz.

set of stimuli consists of nine basic items and 54 (bandwidth-limited) items. The basic items
were loudness-normalized according to EBU R128. The items were loudness-normalized by a
combination of EBU R128 and Zwicker’s loudness model.

4.2.1.3 Materials and Apparatus

The user interface of the experiment was written in HTML5 and JavaScript. The website was
tested on all major web browsers and optimized for mobile devices and desktop computers. The
default file format for the stimuli was MP3 encoded with 256 kbit/s CBR (constant bit rate). If
the browser of the participant did not support MP3, WAV was used as alternative format.

4.2.1.4 Procedure

The experiment was conducted as a web-based experiment. Each participant attended by using
his own computer or mobile device. Since all participants were known by the experimenters,
them were trusted to use an appropriate audio setup and to take care of a quiet environment
when doing the listening test. The experiment was divided into one registration session and 12
listening sessions.

In the registration session the participants registered themselves to the experiment by their
personal email address. Furthermore, the participants were asked by a questionnaire whether they
are professionals in audio and to which age group they belong. After filling out the questionnaire,
participants had to test their audio setup and adjust the volume. Then, the participants rated
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all nine basic items according to how much they liked each music item (“How much do you like
this item?”). It was emphasized on the instructions that participants should take everything
into account what they would do in a real world scenario (e. g., including their taste in music).
The ratings were given on a five-star Likert scale, where the stars were labeled with “Very Bad”,
“Bad”, “Average”, “Good”, and “Very Good”. Participants were allowed to play back the basic
items as often as they wanted. Figure 4.6 shows a screenshot of the user interface on which the
participants rated the basic items. When the registration session was finished, an email was sent

Figure 4.6: Screenshot of the Basic Item Rating.

to the participant with a website link to his or her first listening session.

The items – participants would listen to in the listening sessions – were individually selected
depending on the responses of the participant in the registration session. Four groups of basic
items were defined: all basic items with a rating of two stars, three stars, four stars and five
stars. All basic items were assigned to a group according to the rating of the participant. Basic
items which were rated with one star were not assigned to a group since it was expected that a
one-star basic item would not be rated higher on average when its bandwidth is degraded. Two
basic items were randomly selected from each of the four groups. If a group contained less than
two basic items, the remaining number of basic items were selected. If a group contained more
than two basic items, only two basic items were randomly selected. A maximum of eight basic
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items was selected for the listening sessions which was the case when every group contained at
least two items.

The purpose of the listening session was to rate the corresponding items of the selected basic
items. Since six bandwidth-limited items were generated from each selected basic item, listeners
would have to rate a maximum of 48 (8 basic items ∗ 6 items) items. Since two responses were
taken for each item, the maximum number of ratings of a single participant increased to 96. As
mentioned before, in Experiment A (see Section 4.1), participants reported that listening to the
same song again and again annoyed them and probably influenced their rating. Therefore, the
listening test was divided into multiple sessions. In each listening session the participants would
listen to a song only once. As two responses were taken from each of the six items that belong to
one basic item, in total 12 listening sessions are needed to fulfill the requirement that each song
appears in a session only once. In each of these 12 listening sessions participants listened to a
maximum of eight songs.

The listening sessions were similar to the registration session and started with testing the audio
setup and adjusting the volume. As in the registration session, the listeners were instructed to
rate each item according to how they like it and they should take everything into account what
they would do in a real world scenario. The stimuli were rated separately from each other by
using the user interface depicted in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: User interface of the listening sessions.

After listening to all selected items, listeners had to fill out a questionnaire in each session. It was
asked whether they agree that audio quality, song and their mood were important for their ratings.
The answers were given by a Likert scale with the values “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”,“Neutral”,
“Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree”. Additionally, participants indicated whether they were using
headphones or loudspeakers for the session and could fill out a text field for feedback.

When a session was finished the participant had to wait at least five hours before the next session
could be started. Participants automatically received an email when the 5-hour-break expired
and the next session was ready to begin. Since the experiment lasted about a month, participants
had the opportunity to let more time pass between two sessions than five hours.
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In total each participant took part in one registration session where a maximum of nine basic
items were rated. In the 12 listening sessions, participants rated each of the maximal 48 selected
items two times (maximal 96 responses).

4.2.2 Results

For the statistical analysis, the basic item ratings of the registration session were used as
independent variables for the item ratings. Table 4.3 shows the ratings of the participants for all
items.

Basic Item
Rating

Cut-off Frequency ∑
1080 Hz 2320 Hz 4400 Hz 7700 Hz 12000 Hz 15500 Hz

2 Stars

1 Star = 82 1 Star = 41 1 Star = 20 1 Star = 2 1 Star = 4 1 Star = 4

636
2 Stars = 18 2 Stars = 57 2 Stars = 58 2 Stars = 56 2 Stars = 50 2 Stars = 44
3 Stars = 5 3 Stars = 8 3 Stars = 21 3 Stars = 35 3 Stars = 35 3 Stars = 34
4 Stars = 1 4 Stars = 0 4 Stars = 6 4 Stars = 10 4 Stars = 14 4 Stars = 21
5 Stars = 0 5 Stars = 0 5 Stars = 1 5 Stars = 3 5 Stars = 3 5 Stars = 3

3 Stars

1 Star = 69 1 Star = 24 1 Star = 11 1 Star = 2 1 Star = 2 1 Star = 3

708
2 Stars = 40 2 Stars = 59 2 Stars = 35 2 Stars = 16 2 Stars = 14 2 Stars = 12
3 Stars = 9 3 Stars = 26 3 Stars = 55 3 Stars = 59 3 Stars = 55 3 Stars = 63
4 Stars = 0 4 Stars = 8 4 Stars = 15 4 Stars = 35 4 Stars = 42 4 Stars = 34
5 Stars = 0 5 Stars = 1 5 Stars = 2 5 Stars = 6 5 Stars = 5 5 Stars = 6

4 Stars

1 Star = 60 1 Star = 21 1 Star = 3 1 Star = 0 1 Star = 0 1 Star = 0

720
2 Stars = 34 2 Stars = 44 2 Stars = 28 2 Stars = 9 2 Stars = 2 2 Stars = 5
3 Stars = 18 3 Stars = 35 3 Stars = 43 3 Stars = 32 3 Stars = 24 3 Stars = 29
4 Stars = 8 4 Stars = 19 4 Stars = 43 4 Stars = 70 4 Stars = 74 4 Stars = 68
5 Stars = 0 5 Stars = 1 5 Stars = 3 5 Stars = 9 5 Stars = 20 5 Stars = 18

5 Stars

1 Star = 11 1 Star = 0 1 Star = 0 1 Star = 0 1 Star = 0 1 Star = 0

276
2 Stars = 9 2 Stars = 13 2 Stars = 0 2 Stars = 0 2 Stars = 0 2 Stars = 0
3 Stars = 19 3 Stars = 14 3 Stars = 16 3 Stars = 6 3 Stars = 1 3 Stars = 0
4 Stars = 5 4 Stars = 14 4 Stars = 13 4 Stars = 18 4 Stars = 12 4 Stars = 11
5 Stars = 2 5 Stars = 5 5 Stars = 17 5 Stars = 22 5 Stars = 33 5 Stars = 35

2340 responses ( 34 participants)

Table 4.3: The number of different item ratings given by the participants for all basic item ratings
and cut-off frequencies.

Figure 4.8 depicts the mean of item ratings for all cut-off frequencies grouped by the corresponding
basic item ratings of the items. For all groups of basic item ratings, a log-linear relationship
between cut-off frequencies and the item ratings can be seen. The mean of item ratings for their
corresponding basic item ratings and grouped by the cut-off frequencies is shown in Figure 4.9.
A combination of Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 as color map is depicted in Figure 4.10.

The relationship between the two independent variables (basic item rating and cut-off frequency)
and the item rating was confirmed by the Kendall rank correlation coefficient. Kendall’s τ
between basic item rating and item rating was 0.38 (p ≤ .001). Kendall’s τ calculated from the
correlation between cut-off frequency and item rating was 0.45 (p ≤ .001).
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Figure 4.8: Mean of the item ratings for
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Figure 4.10: Color map of the average item ratings grouped by basic item ratings and cut-off
frequencies.

For investigating the relationships between the independent variables and item rating in more
detail, a cumulative link model was applied with the following expression:

ôleir = olebir + bandwidth+ professional + (bandwidth · professional) · , (4.6)

where ôleir is the predicted item rating of a stimulus, olebir the basic item rating of the stimulus,
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Coefficient Estimate p-value

basic item rating 1.21 ≤ .001
bandwidth 0.80 ≤ .001

professional = “yes” -0.5 .009
bandwidth · (professional=“yes”) 0.08 .124

Threshold coefficients:
Estimate

1 Star |2 Stars 2.81
2 Stars|3 Stars 4.88
3 Stars|4 Stars 6.72
4 Stars|5 Stars 9.02

Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R2: 0.56

Table 4.4: Logit cumulative link model of the basic item ratings.

bandwidth ∈ {1080 Hz= 1,2320 Hz= 2,4400 Hz= 3,7700 Hz= 4,12000 Hz= 5,15500 Hz= 6} is the
cut-off frequency of the bandwidth limitation, professional ∈ {no = 0, yes = 1} is the partici-
pant’s answer to the question whether he or she is a professional in audio, and “·” is the operator
for interacting two variables. The result of the fitted CLM is shown in Table 4.4. According to
the fitted CLM, the basic item rating and the bandwidth did significantly influence the item
ratings. Furthermore, audio professionals were slightly more critical than non-professionals.
However, the effect size was much below the effect sizes of basic item rating and bandwidth. No
significant interaction effect between bandwidth and being an audio professional were observed.
In MUSHRA or ITU-R BS.1116 tests, such an interaction effect would be expected, since expert
listeners are known to be more sensitive to changes in sound quality.

For investigating the different ratings of the participants in more detail, Kendall rank correlation
coefficients were individually calculated for each participant. Figure 4.11 depicts the correlation
coefficients between the dependent variable item rating and the independent variables basic
item rating and cut-off frequency. The mean of the inter-individual correlation between item
rating and basic item rating was 0.35 and the standard deviation was 0.24. The inter-individual
correlation between item rating and cut-off frequency had a mean of 0.51 and a standard deviation
of 0.21. The scatter plot shows very clearly, that the OLE was rated very differently among the
participants. Some participants took the bandwidth limitation very strongly into account (data
points in the upper left corner). Whereas some participants paid almost no attention to the
bandwidth limitation but had a very similar item rating and basic item rating (data points in
the lower right corner).

4.2.3 Discussion

The analysis of the result indicates that the item rating was strongly influenced by cut-off
frequency and the basic item rating. Compared to the previous experiment (see Section 4.1 or
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Figure 4.11: Correlation with basic item ratings and cut-off frequencies for each participant.
Correlations which are significant for basic item ratings, cut-off frequencies or both are marked
differently.

Schoeffler and Herre (2013)), it looks like bandwidth limitation had a much weaker influence on
the OLE ratings. The reason for this is probably that the previous experiment had no break
in between the stimuli presentation and had a smaller variation of songs. As a result, in the
previous experiment (see Section 4.1) participants reported that they got annoyed from listening
to the same songs again and again. In this experiment, none of the participants reported that he
or she got annoyed by listening to the same songs more than once.

When comparing the means of the item ratings (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9), it becomes apparent
how important the song is. For example, a song rated with 5 stars in the registration session and
bandwidth-limited by a cut-off frequency of 4400 Hz has an average rating of 4.02. A song rated
with 4 stars in the registration session and played back in highest quality has a lower average
rating (3.83). This is especially interesting since such a low bandwidth is normally considered as
bad audio quality. Additionally, the average item ratings “saturated” when the cut-off frequency
was 12000 Hz or higher.

The experiment was participated in by 13 audio professionals who are familiar with audio
quality degradations. The requirements for being an expert listener differ from experiment to
experiment. Nevertheless, audio professionals can be seen as a good estimation of how expert
listeners in bandwidth degradation would rate the OLE. As the results of the cumulative link
model (Table 4.4) show, the ratings of audio professionals differed only slightly from the other
participants. This has also been confirmed by discussion with participants. Even if many audio
professionals were very aware of the bandwidth degradation, they did not take it that much into
account when rating their individual OLE.
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An analysis of the individual correlation coefficients among the participants revealed that
participants had very individual preferences for rating the OLE. The item ratings of some
participants had a very high correlation with the cut-off frequencies and only a very weak
correlation with the basic item ratings. On the other hand, the song was very important for
some other participants and their ratings had almost no correlation with the cut-off frequency.
Also the high standard deviation of the individual correlations with item rating (SD basic item
rating: 0.242, SD cut-off frequency: 0.212) indicates that developing a model for predicting
the OLE without taking into account the preferences of an individual listener seems to be very
challenging.
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4.3 Experiment C: Influence of Spatial Representation and Lis-
tening Room

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M.,
Conrad, S., and Herre, J. (2014b). The Influence of the Single/Multi-Channel-System on the
Overall Listening Experience. In Proc. of the AES 55th Conference on Spatial Audio, Helsinki,
Finland.

In the following sections, a study with two experiments is described that was carried out to
investigate how much the spatial representation (mono, stereo and surround sound) influences
ratings of the OLE. In the first experiment, participants gave their ratings in a professional
listening room. Whereas, in the second experiment participants gave their ratings in a common
office rooms. Since the room acoustics were very different between the two rooms, an observable
effect of the room was expected.

Both näıve and expert listeners took part in the study. In the literature, some experiments that
also considered näıve listeners can be found. In the context of rating the overall sound quality
of multi-channel systems, Rumsey et al. (2005a) identified the level of listening experience as a
factor which has an effect on quality judgments. They observed that näıve listeners paid almost
no attention to the frontal spatial fidelity, in contrast to the experienced listeners who considered
this as important for their rating. Surround spatial fidelity was found to be much more important
for näıve listeners than for experienced listeners. However, the timbral fidelity dominates the
judgments of both types of listeners. In comparison to the first experiment of this study, Rumsey
et al. used a paired comparison method and a multiple comparison method for their experiments.
The participants used the same music excerpt for a comparison, which means that they did not
take, e. g., the song itself into account when they gave their preference judgment. Furthermore,
they asked the participants whether they would use the system at home instead of how much
they like listening to the music excerpt.

Another related work is from Choisel and Wickelmaier (2007), where participants evaluated the
sound quality of eight multi-channel systems. They found out that preferences for a multi-channel
system could be predicted using two principal components: one component was related to spatial
characteristics of the sound and the other one to spectral characteristics.

Beresford et al. (2006b) developed a method for predicting the “purchasability” of different
recording designs. Although purchasability cannot be confirmed to reflect the OLE, the results
clearly indicate that näıve listeners are prepared to purchase classical music recordings which
envelop the listener. Their results also indicated that experienced listeners are interested in
traditional recordings in which timbral fidelity, naturalness and locatedness are optimized.

Since rating the OLE or QoE instead of sound quality is a relative new approach, recent literature
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has not answered yet how much OLE ratings are influenced by the spatial representation. To
this end, the study was carried out to answer the following three main research questions:

• How much is the OLE influenced by the spatial representation used to play back the
stimuli?

• Does the spatial representation influence OLE ratings given by näıve listeners and experts
listeners differently?

• How much is the OLE influenced by the room in which the stimuli are played back?

4.3.1 Method (Experiment 1)

The first experiment consisted of two sessions. In the first session, participants rated all music
excerpts by a multi-stimulus comparison while listening through headphones. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, these ratings are called “basic item ratings” and are expected to reflect how much a
participant likes each song without taking the spatial representation into account. In the second
session, participants rated music excerpts presented with different spatial representations. The
ratings of the second session are called “item ratings”.

4.3.1.1 Stimuli

Fifteen songs mixed in 5.1 surround sound were selected for the experiment (see Table 4.5). From
each song an excerpt with a duration of about 10 seconds was taken. Since source material for
the mono and stereo system had to be created, the music excerpts were down-mixed to stereo
and mono according to Recommendation ITU-R BS.775-3 (International Telecommunications
Union, 2012). All music excerpts were loudness-normalized according to EBU-R128 (EBU, 2011).
In total, 45 stimuli (15 songs · 3 systems) were generated.

4.3.1.2 Participants

The experiment was attended by 30 participants, mainly including students and researchers
from the International Audio Laboratories Erlangen. Participants were asked whether they are
audio professionals, familiar with surround sound and to which age group they belong. Nineteen
participants indicated that they are audio professionals. Moreover, 15 participants reported that
they are familiar with surround sound.
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Song Interpret

Ironic Alanis Morissette
Piano Quintet Delores Stevens & The Ives Quartet
Have You Ever See The Rain Creedence Clearwater Revival
Symphony No. 9 Antonin Dvorak
She Drives Me Crazy Fine Young Cannibals
Cold As Ice Foreigner
You’re Beautiful James Blunt
Poker Face Lady Gaga
Best Of My Love Nicci Gilbert & Friends
Amazing Seal
Every breath you take Sting
Eugene Onegin Tchaikovsky
Long Train Runnin’ The Doobie Brothers
Owner Of A Lonely Heart Yes
Now Is The Month Of Maying Zephyr

Table 4.5: Selected music excerpts of the experiment.

4.3.1.3 Materials and Apparatus

The first session of the experiment was conducted in a small listening booth. Participants used
electrostatic Stax SR-507 headphones with a SRM-600 driver unit. The system was calibrated
with a dummy head to 75 dBA SPL for full scale pink noise.

The second session of the listening test took place in a soundproof listening room with room
measurements (H x W x D) 257 x 456 x 447 cm. A 5.1 surround sound setup with five loudspeakers
(KSdigital ADM 25) and one subwoofer (KSdigital B2) was installed according to Recommendation
ITU-R BS.775-3 International Telecommunications Union (2012). The radius of the 5.1 surround
sound setup was 1.5 m. The system was calibrated with a dummy head (at listener’s position)
to 85 dBA SPL for full scale pink noise. The pink noise was played back only from the center
loudspeaker. The left (L) and right loudspeakers (R) had a horizontal angle of 30 ◦ from center.
The left surround (LS) and right surround loudspeakers (RS) were disposed with a horizontal
angle of 110 ◦ from center. For the mono down-mixes the center loudspeaker (C) was used. The
stereo down-mixes were played back by the left and the right loudspeakers (L and R). The
surround sound was played back using all loudspeakers. The subwoofer (LFE) was used, if the
music excerpt had an LFE channel.
A chair and a table were placed in the center of the room for the participants. A 24′′ widescreen
LCD monitor mounted on a small table was placed in front of the chair and table. A black-colored
360 ◦ masking curtain made of deco-molton was installed to veil the loudspeakers. The curtain
was fixed to an aluminum ring with a diameter of 2 m which was attached to three truss stands
at a height of 212 cm. The lighting in the room was adjusted such that participants could not
spot the loudspeakers beyond the curtain. The masking curtain attenuated frequencies above
300 Hz by about 2.5 dB. Figure 4.12 depicts a scheme of the experiment installation.
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Figure 4.12: Scheme of the experiment installation which was used in the second session of the
first experiment.

During the experiment, participants used a computer software to read the instructions and report
their answers. No additional instructions were given by the experimenters.

4.3.1.4 Procedure

The first experiment was divided into two sessions. At the beginning of the first session,
participants had to fill out a questionnaire. They were asked whether they are familiar with
surround sound, whether they are an audio professional, if they are familiar with listening tests
and to which age group they belong. After the questionnaire, the instructions for the ratings
were shown to the participants. They were instructed to rate the music excerpts according to
how much they liked each music excerpt. It was emphasized in the instructions that participants
should take everything into account what they would do in a real world scenario (e. g., including
their taste of music). Then, the participants rated all fifteen mono-downmixes of the music
excerpts in a multi-stimulus comparison. The music excerpts were rated by using a five-star
Likert scale (see Figure 4.13). The stars were labeled with “Not at all”, “Not a lot”, “Neutral”,
“Much” and “Very Much”. Participants could play back a music excerpt as often as they wanted.
The user interface did not show any information about the song (e. g., interpret and title). At
the end of the first session, participants were asked to give feedback about the experiment to the
experimenters if they had any. The ratings retrieved from the first session are called “basic item
ratings” and are used in the result analysis.

Participants were allowed to take part in the second session after a break of at least three days.
At the beginning of the second session, participants were familiarized with the different spatial
representations. They had to listen to three mixes (mono down-mix, stereo down-mix and 5.1
surround sound) of a sample music excerpt which contained a recording of a live rock concert.
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Figure 4.13: User interface which was used in the first session of the first experiment.

When the participants had listened to all three music excerpts, they continued with reading the
instructions. As for the first session, participants were instructed to rate the music excerpts
according to how much they like them. Again it was emphasized that participants should take
everything into account what they would do in a real world scenario. The instructions also stated
that the music excerpts would be played back through different spatial representations. After
reading the instructions, the participants started with rating the music excerpts. The music
excerpts were individually selected for each participant depending on the participant’s ratings of
the first session. Five (participant-dependent) rating groups were defined: all music excerpts
with a rating of one star, two stars, three stars, four stars and five stars. Two music excerpts
from each group were randomly selected as stimuli for the second session. If a group contained
no or only one music excerpt, no or the remaining music excerpt was selected. A maximum of
30 stimuli (10 music excerpts · 3 spatial representations) were selected for the second session
which was the case when every group contained at least two music excerpts. At the end of the
second session, the participants were asked whether their ratings were dependent on the spatial
representation, the song, their mood and if they had any feedback about the second session.

4.3.2 Results (Experiment 1)

A first overview of the results is shown as a color map in Figure 4.14. The hypotheses were
checked by a cumulative link model without interactions. The cumulative link model predicts the
item ratings by the predictor variables: basic item ratings, spatial representations, participants
being a professional and participants being familiar with surround sound (see Table 4.6). As
the color map indicated, the basic item rating and the spatial representation had a significant
effect on the item ratings. The stereo representation led to higher item ratings than the mono
representation (β = 0.953, p ≤ .001) and the surround representation results in higher ratings
than the stereo representation (β = 1.540, p ≤ .001). The correlation1 between basic item
ratings and item ratings (r = 0.551, p ≤ .001) was stronger than the correlation between spatial
representation and item ratings (r = 0.210, p = .000).

1The spatial representation is encoded as numeric number (1 = mono, 2 = stereo, 3 = surround).
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Figure 4.14: Color map of the average item ratings grouped by basic item ratings and spatial
representations.

Coefficient Estimate p-value

basic item rating = 2 1.490 ≤ .001
basic item rating = 3 2.471 ≤ .001
basic item rating = 4 4.244 ≤ .001
basic item rating = 5 5.316 ≤ .001

representation = stereo 0.953 ≤ .001
representation = surround 1.540 ≤ .001

professional = true -0.083 .623
surround sound = true -0.343 .039

Threshold coefficients:
Estimate

1 Star |2 Stars 0.325
2 Stars|3 Stars 2.086
3 Stars|4 Stars 3.995
4 Stars|5 Stars 6.528

Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R2: 0.498

Table 4.6: Logit cumulative link model of the item ratings obtained from the first experiment.

Being an audio professional had a non-significant negative effect on the item ratings (β =
−0.083, p = .623) which was also confirmed by a Wilcoxon rank sum test (W = 62438.5, p = .505).
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Both None

Figure 4.15: Kendall’s rank correlation between item rating and the two variables basic item
rating and spatial representation for each participant. Correlations which are significant for basic
item ratings, spatial representation, none or both are marked differently.

As the medium value of R2
CU = 0.498 of the cumulative link model indicated, the OLE cannot

be easily predicted by a handful of variables.

An analysis of the correlation values for each participant showed that they determine the overall
listening experience very differently. Figure 4.15 depicts a Scatter plot where each point represents
the correlation coefficients of one participant. The x-axis shows the correlation between item
rating and the spatial representation. The y-axis shows the correlation between item rating and
basic item rating. The points of the Scatter plot are spread along both axes which indicates a
listener-dependent determination of the OLE within the participants.

4.3.3 Method (Experiment 2)

The second experiment had the same procedure as the first experiment but was conducted in a
different listening room. By using a different listening room, the influence of the room on the
OLE was measured. Two and a half months passed between the first and the second experiment.
If the ratings do not significantly differ from the ratings given in the first experiment, it can also
be concluded that overall listening experience ratings are consistent, even over a long period of
time.
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4.3.3.1 Stimuli

The participants listened to the same stimuli which were selected for the second session of the
first experiment.

4.3.3.2 Participants

Ten participants took part in the second experiment who had also taken part in the first
experiment.

4.3.3.3 Materials and Apparatus

The listening room of the second experiment was an empty office room with room measurements
(H x W x D) 276 x 388 x 514 cm. The room of the first experiment had a very short reverberation
time whereas the room of the second experiment had a much longer reverberation time. The
reverberation time (RT60) of the professional listening room slightly varied between 0.23 s (100 Hz)
and 0.12 s (800 Hz), then being almost constant up to 8 kHz (0.12 s). The RT60 of the office room
varied between 0.62 s (100 Hz), 0.67 s (800 Hz), and 0.32 s (8 kHz). The same experiment setup
was used as in the first experiment. As for the first experiment, the loudness of the loudspeakers
was calibrated to 85 dBA SPL for full scale pink noise played back by the center loudspeaker.

4.3.3.4 Procedure

The ten participants took part in the second experiment in the same way they did in the second
session of the first experiment. The only difference to the first experiment was that a different
listening room was used.

4.3.4 Results (Experiment 2)

The differences between ratings from the first experiment and ratings from the second experiment
were on average M = 0.588 stars (SD = 0.591). A cumulative link model was calculated
(see Table 4.7) and showed a non-significant and very low effect of the listening rooms on the
OLE (β = 0.071, p = .689). The item ratings of both listening rooms were not found to be
normally distributed by a Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.914, p ≤ .001). A Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test indicated that the ratings from both rooms were of identical populations (χ2(1, N =
456) = 0.067, p = .796). A paired t-test showed no significant differences between the two rooms
(t(227) = 0.477, p = .634). Also a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (W = 4006, p = .589) showed no
significant differences.
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Coefficient Estimate p-value

basic item rating = 2 1.557 ≤ .001
basic item rating = 3 3.092 ≤ .001
basic item rating = 4 4.776 ≤ .001
basic item rating = 5 5.242 ≤ .001

representation = stereo 1.084 ≤ .001
representation = surround 1.970 ≤ .001

professional = true -0.145 .611
surround sound = true -0.395 .083
listening room = office 0.071 .689

Threshold coefficients:
Estimate z-value

1 Star |2 Stars 0.228
2 Stars|3 Stars 2.377
3 Stars|4 Stars 4.588
4 Stars|5 Stars 7.073

Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R2: 0.538

Table 4.7: Logit cumulative link model of the item ratings retrieved by the first and the second
experiment.

4.3.5 Discussion

The analysis of the first experiment revealed that the spatial representation had a significant
effect on the OLE. This was expected to some extent. Over the past few decades stereo has
become the most used multi-channel system for many entertainment devices like TVs, radios and
notebooks. Since stereo might establish an internal reference of multi-channel systems for many
listeners, mono systems are less common and might be perceived as a significant degradation.
Since the 5.1 surround system increased the OLE, the question arises whether systems with even
more channels, like the 22.2 multi-channel system (Hamasaki et al., 2007), would still increase
the overall listening experience. This research question is answered by the experiment described
in Section 4.7.

The item ratings had a very strong correlation with the basic item ratings for many participants.
The “content” of the music excerpt dominated the ratings of these participants. Other participants
took the reproduction system much more into account in their ratings. In the previously conducted
experiment (see Section 4.2), participants were asked to rate the OLE of bandwidth-limited music
excerpts. An analysis of the individual ratings revealed the same tendency: some participants
took the basic item ratings much more into account than the bandwidth-limitation and the other
way around.

As in the previously conducted experiment (see Section 4.2), being an experienced listener or
näıve listener had almost no effect on the ratings of the OLE. This is in contrast to other
experiments which were about sound quality ratings or the “purchasability” of different recording
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designs, where the listener’s experience had an influence on the results (Rumsey et al., 2005a;
Beresford et al., 2006b).

The result analysis of the second experiment did not find a significant influence of the listening
room on the OLE. Even if the reverberation times were different, the professional listening room
and the office room had almost the same size which might be a reason for the similar ratings.
Further research could look into the influence of larger listening rooms with longer reverberation
times on the overall listening experience (e. g., church, concert hall or cinema). As an additional
note, it should be mentioned that testing the first hypothesis of the second experiment was not
done by a randomized experiment design. All participants took the experiment in the professional
listening room first and then the experiment in the office room.
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4.4 Experiment D: Influence of Environment and Listening Room

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M.,
Gernert, J. L., Neumayer, M., Westphal, S., and Herre, J. (2015a). On the validity of virtual
reality-based auditory experiments: A case study about ratings of the overall listening experience.
Springer Journal on Virtual Reality, pages 1–20.

The purpose of the following experiment was two-fold: firstly, the experiment was carried out
to investigate whether Virtual Reality-based experiments are valid compared to “real-world”
experiments2. Secondly, the influence of the room on OLE ratings was investigated further, since
Experiment C did not reveal any significant effect of the room. In this thesis, only findings about
the second purpose are reported in detail.

Nowadays, conducting so-called web-based experiments (or Internet experiments) is becoming
more popular (Welch and Krantz, 1996; Schoeffler et al., 2015b; Pysiewicz, 2014). The validity of
web-based experiments has been evaluated by various researchers who came to the conclusion
that this type of experiment results in very similar outcome compared to real-world experi-
ments (Pysiewicz, 2014; Schoeffler et al., 2013b). Compared to laboratory experiments, web-based
experiments support a simplified recruitment process since the experiment can be accessed by
any web-enabled device from all over the world. One of the main disadvantages of web-based
experiments is that they lack full control over the experiment procedure. Moreover, web-based
experiments are not suited for all types of experiments related to spatial audio, especially, e. g.,
if they require specific room acoustics.

Virtual Reality (VR) experiments have the potential to overcome this issue by providing an
authentic visual and auditory representation of a specific room. The term VR describes the
simulation of an environment that creates the immersion to be present in places in the real or
in an imagined world (Steuer, 1992). A simulated physical presence becomes only plausible for
humans when several requirements are met. Stanney (1995) described issues related to these
requirements which must be solved to reach the full potential of VR systems, including human
performance, user characteristics, visual and auditory perception, absence of cybersickness and
social impacts (see also Stanney et al. (1998)).

Increasing computational power and capabilities of VR devices, e. g., higher display resolution
of head-mounted displays, allow rendering virtual environments more accurately in real-time,
resulting in more authentic visual and auditory representations. An authentic auditory represen-
tation of an environment can be achieved by binaural synthesis. When using binaural synthesis,
audio algorithms process two signals, where each signal is fed into a single ear of a listener. For

2In this thesis, the term real-world experiment is used to describe experiments that were conducted under
laboratory conditions in the real world (meaning without utilizing a Virtual Reality-device). Sometimes this term
is also used as a synonym for the term field experiment.
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example, room impulse responses of a room (which contain information about the acoustical
characteristics of a room) can be measured by a dummy head having one microphone in each
ear. A set of such room impulse responses is called binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs).
When convolving a (single-channel) auditory stimulus with a BRIR, the resulting audio signal
sounds like an accurate reproduction of the stimulus played back in the measured room at the
exact position where the BRIRs were recorded.

In the future, web-based experiments might be combined with VR experiments having both
advantages: theoretical access to millions of participants and the possibility to create any
type of environment, provided participants have a compatible VR device at home. In order
to draw scientifically correct conclusions from such experiments, both types, web-based and
VR experiments, must be valid compared to real-world experiments. Therefore, results of VR
experiments must be compared to the results of real-world experiments, to find out under which
circumstances they become valid.

This work investigates the validity of an auditory experiment conducted in a real-world and in a
VR environment. In Section 4.4.1, a system is presented which was developed to carry out the
VR sessions of the auditory experiment. The system consists of a modified game engine which
allows a virtual scene to be rendered on a head-mounted display, an apparatus to measure BRIRs
for any number of head positions, and a real-time convolution engine for convolving the BRIRs
with auditory stimuli. A pair of headphones is used to reproduce the convolved auditory stimuli.

Besides, investigating the validity of VR experiments, there is a need for looking into the effect
of the room on OLE ratings in more detail. In Experiment C, a significant effect of the room
(professional listening room vs. office room) has not been found, although the room acoustics were
quite different from each other. In the experiment, thirty participants rated the OLE of music
excerpts while sitting in a cinema as well as in a listening booth for a real-world environment
as well as for a VR environment. In total, the OLE is rated under four different conditions:
real-world cinema, real-world listening booth, VR cinema, and VR listening booth.

Two main research questions are answered by the experiment:

• Are there any differences in ratings between the real-world cinema and the real-world
listening booth?

• Are there any differences in ratings between the real-world environment and the VR
environment (only slightly considered in this thesis)?
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Figure 4.16: Software architecture of the VR system depicted as an UML component diagram.

4.4.1 System for VR Experiments

The VR system consists of two main components: the VR Application and the Convolution
Engine (see Figure 4.16). The main purpose of the VR application is to process the user’s
input and to render the visual representation of the virtual scene on the display of the HMD
(Head-Mounted Display). Thus, the VR application contains the whole business logic, e. g.,
showing the instructions to the participants, controlling the workflow of the experiment, and
fetching sensor data from the HMD. The second main component is the Convolution Engine
which retrieves head-tracking data from the VR Application and renders the auditory stimuli.

4.4.1.1 VR Application

The VR Application must render virtual scenes in which a participant of an experiment is sitting
inside a room and taking part in an auditory experiment. The rendering software component
of the VR Application was based on a game engine called OGRE (The OGRE Team, 2013). In
order to authentically render the appearance of the rooms, models of the two rooms were created
and used in the experiment. The first room was a medium-sized cinema and the second one was
a small listening booth, both located at the Fraunhofer IIS in Erlangen, Germany. More details
about the rooms are given in Section 4.4.2.3. Both models were modeled true-to-scale, since
blueprints of the rooms were used. Figure 4.17 depicts wire frame views of the two models.

Besides rendering the room appearance, the VR Application enables participants to read instruc-
tions and to listen to auditory stimuli and rate them. In typical real-world experiments, a GUI
(or sometimes sheets of papers) is used where participants can read instructions and rate stimuli.
To have the same experience in VR, a GUI framework (based on Gui3D (Frechaud, 2013)) was
programmed that enabled to create a virtual screen within the virtual environment. On this
screen, one could place GUI elements (buttons, textfields, audio players, etc.) into an interface
similar to the one used in the real-world experiment. For this experiment, a virtual screen was
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Figure 4.17: Wire-frame view of the cinema model (upper image) and listening booth model
(lower image).

Figure 4.18: Screenshots taken from the real-word experiment software (upper image) and the
VR experiment software (lower image).

placed at a monitor model of the VR listening booth. In the VR cinema, a virtual screen was
placed at the cinema screen.

The graphical user interfaces differed slightly between the real-world and VR sessions. Due to
technical limitations of the Oculus Rift (and other VR HMDs) having the same look&feel can
lead to unexpected results (see Schoeffler et al. (2015a) for details). The differences are depicted
in Figure 4.18, where screenshots of the two different GUI are shown.
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4.4.1.2 Audio Rendering

BRIRs Measurements In general, BRIRs are measured by placing a dummy head with two
in-ear microphones at the listening position and playing back a stimulus (excitation signal) from
a loudspeaker. The stimulus is recorded by the two microphones resulting in two signals from
which the BRIRs are extracted. There are several approaches to do this, where each approach
has its advantages and disadvantages. Nowadays, it is common practice to use a variant of the
logarithmic-sweep method, since these kinds of methods provide excellent signal-to-noise ratios.
The BRIRs that are used for rendering the auditory stimulus in the VR rooms were measured
with a logarithmic-sweep method based on the approach proposed by Müller and Massarani
(2001).

For the VR environment, BRIRs were measured with a dummy head in both rooms at the same
location where the virtual avatar of the participant would sit. In order to achieve satisfying
immersion, BRIRs were measured at different head rotations. The reason for this is that the
localization of sound sources (or spatial hearing in general) is strongly influenced by perceived
differences between the ears. For example, the localization of sound sources is, among other
factors, dependent on the so-called interaural time difference (ITD) and interaural level difference
(ILD) (Blauert, 1996; Palomäki et al., 2005; Sandel et al., 1955). The ITD is a sound’s difference
in arrival time between two ears. If a sound, for example, arrives earlier at the right ear, humans
instinctively assume that the sound is coming from the right. The ILD, sometimes also called
interaural intensity difference (IID), describes a sound’s differences in intensity between the two
ears. If a sound source is located at the front of the listener and the listener moves his or her
head, the ITD and ILD change.

Since participants usually move their heads while sitting in an auditory experiment with loud-
speakers, head movement must be supported by a VR system. Moreover, sound sources should
be perceived as similar as possible to the way they are perceived in the real-world while moving.
Therefore, BRIRs were measured at different head positions with a custom-made dummy head
(designed by Hess and Weishäupl (2014), see 4.19) that supports neck and head movements in
the three rotational degrees of freedom. The dummy head has a mechanical compression spring
which allows a range of motion of ±30◦ for pitch and roll. Four stepper motors are used to tilt a
base board holding the dummy head in which two microphones (DPA 4061) in the ear-canals
are incorporated for binaural measurements. This construction is placed on a rotatory actuator,
a combination of stepper motor and turntable. For rotation in the horizontal plane a full turn
would be possible, but it is limited by software to ±90◦. The dummy head consists of many parts,
including motors and microphones, that influence the measured impulse responses. Great care
was therefore taken to obtain impulse responses as authentically as possible (e. g., by powering
off the motors during the sweep playback).
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Figure 4.19: The dummy head used for the BRIRs measurement. On the left hand side, the
torso and a part of the four stepper motors can be seen. The right hand side shows the dummy
head while conducting a measurement. The lap mouse pad in front of the dummy head was also
used in the real-world sessions.

The dummy head was programmed to automatically move its head according to a list of
configured head rotations. Moreover, the head was connected to the sound system of the room
to be measured, allowing automatically triggering measurement at each position. The dummy
head was configured to measure BRIRs with a length of 32768 samples using a sample rate of
48000 Hz. The resulting length of each impulse response was 32768

48000 Hz = 0.683 seconds. The range
and resolution of head rotations measured were different for yaw, pitch, and roll. The dummy
head yawed from −40◦ to 40◦ with a step size of 1◦. Pitch movement ranged from −6◦ to 6◦ and
roll movement ranged from −3◦ to 3◦. Both movements used a step size of 3◦. The reason for
introducing a wider range in yaw than in pitch and roll was that changes in yaw have a stronger
influence on human spatial perception (Blauert, 1997, pp. 178 ff.), especially if a surround sound
setup without height loudspeakers is used. The same applies to the step sizes used. The step size
in yaw was chosen to be smallest due to its importance for the spatial perception. The maximum
step sizes of 3◦ were chosen as they lead to adequate results and are a very good compromise
regarding the time needed for measuring all BRIRs (Lindau et al., 2008). The 5.1 surround sound
system that was installed in each room was recorded, resulting in six input channels.

Convolution Engine A convolution engine was implemented that allowed to convolve any
number of input signals and BRIRs (Schoeffler and Hess, 2012). This convolution engine was
used to convolve the measured BRIRs with the stimuli and to render the result signals on two
output channels. Further, the convolution engine takes care of all additional processing steps
that are needed in order to create an authentic auditory virtual environment (e. g., cross-fading
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when listeners move their head). As a 5.1 surround sound format was used in the experiment,
the convolution engine was configured to convolve six input channels with six BRIRs (filters) for
each ear. In Schoeffler et al. (2015a), the processing of the convolution engine is described in
more detail.

4.4.2 Method

In this experiment, participants joined five sessions, where they rated the OLE of music excerpts.
In the first session (basic item session) they rated the OLE of music stimuli with headphones in a
professional listening room. These ratings were expected to reflect how much a participant likes
a specific stimulus without being influenced by the room or the environment. In the other four
sessions, participants sat in the cinema or listening booth either in the VR or in the real-world
environment.

4.4.2.1 Participants

Thirty participants (24 males, 6 females) volunteered to participate in the experiment. Twenty
participants reported an age between 20 and 29 years, nine reported being between 30 and 39
years old and one participant reported being between 40 and 59 years old. Twenty participants
identified themselves as professionals in audio (audio researchers, audio engineers, Tonmeisters,
etc.). Twenty-seven participants were familiar with listening tests and indicated that they had
volunteered for at least one listening test before.

4.4.2.2 Stimuli

Two sets of stimuli were used in the experiment. The first set was used for giving some indication
of how much the responses of listening-room- and reproduction-system-dependent attributes
differ between the VR and real-world environment. The first set contained the following stimuli:

pink noise The pink noise signal (peak = −10.4 dB, crest factor = 12.3 dB) had a duration of
ten seconds and was rendered in mono. It was thus played back by the center channel of
the surround systems.

castanets The castanets signal was a dry recording and had a duration of about seven seconds.
The castanets recording was mixed in stereo. It was thus played back by the left and the
right channel.

drums The drums recording was a seven-second-long beat where mainly the bass drum, toms,
and cymbals were played. The drums recording was also mixed in stereo.
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Song Interpreter

You’re Beautiful James Blunt
She Drives Me Crazy Fine Young Cannibals
Everyday Is A Winding Road Sheryl Crow
Cold As Ice Foreigner
Messias Georg Friedrich Händel
In My Head Jason Derulo
Ironic Alanis Morissette
Symphony Nr. 4 Peter I. Tschaikowsky
Have You Ever Seen The Rain Creedence Clearwater Revival
Long Train Runnin’ The Doobie Brothers
Amazing Seal
Shout Tears For Fears
Chase The Thrill Nikka Costa
Tonight Alex Max Band

Table 4.8: Selected music excerpts of the experiment.

The second set of stimuli was used to rate the OLE and contained fourteen music excerpts of
songs of various genres (see Table 4.8). The songs were obtained from the “Mercedes-Benz
Signature Sound” DVD and the “BR Klangdimensionen” DVD. The excerpts had a duration of
about ten seconds and mainly covered the most recognizable part of the song (e. g., the refrain).
The stimuli of the second set were originally mixed in 5.1 surround sound. In the first session,
the basic item session, the participants used headphones, so stereo-downmixes of the stimuli were
played back. The 5.1 mixes were down-mixed to stereo according to the commonly used “ITU
downmix” (International Telecommunications Union, 2012).

In order to have all stimuli within the same range of loudness, an EBU-R128 loudness-normalization
was applied (EBU, 2011).

4.4.2.3 Materials and Apparatus

Software Infrastructure The undertaking of the experiment required a complex software
infrastructure since many components were involved and sessions had to be taken by participants
in parallel. The main reason for parallel sessions was that in total 150 sessions (30 participants ×
5 sessions) had to be supervised and the rooms could only be booked for a limited period of time.
The software infrastructure mainly consisted of the VR application, which was already described
in Section 4.4.1 and a web application, which was used for the basic item session and the two
real-world sessions. An overview of the complete software infrastructure as a UML component
diagram is shown in Figure 4.20.

The web application is mainly a framework that was developed at the International Audio
Laboratories Erlangen for the purpose of easily and time-efficiently creating GUIs for experiments
by using web technologies. The web application was deployed in two variants: The first variant
was used in the basic item session and the second variant was used in the two real-world sessions.
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The difference between the two variants was that the basic item session had a totally different
procedure than the two real-world sessions.

All three applications accessed the same data source that contained the music excerpts that were
used as stimuli in the experiment. The web application of the basic item sessions retrieved the
stereo downmixes as they were used during the first session. The other two applications fetched
the original 5.1 surround sound mixes. The responses of the participants and all other data
needed was stored into and retrieved from a database. Furthermore, the database component
executed consistency checks, e. g., checking that the same session was not performed twice by a
participant and confirming that participants took the sessions in the intended order.

Professional Listening Room The participants sat in a professional listening room during
the basic item session and the VR sessions.

In the basic item session, participants sat at a desk, where a 24” widescreen LCD monitor, mouse,
and keyboard were placed. The monitor displayed the experiment software. The participants
used Beyerdynamics DT 770 PRO headphones connected to a LAKE People Phone AMP G109
amplifier.

The audio equipment used for the VR environment sessions is described in the next paragraph.

Virtual Environment The VR sessions were done on a high-end PC on which the VR
Application was running. A PreSonus Audio Box 44VSL sound interface was connected to
the PC. Participants used electrostatic headphones (Stax SR-507) driven by a Stax SRM 600
amplifier which was connected to the PreSonus sound interface. The measured BRIRs were
post-processed to compensate the headphone’s transfer function by inverse filtering.

As mentioned before, the Oculus Rift HMD was used to render the images of the virtual scene
and to track head positions of the participants. The display of the Oculus Rift had a resolution
of 960 × 1080 pixels per eye, and could be set to a refresh rate of 60, 72, and 75 Hz. For the
virtual sessions, the refresh rate was set to 75 Hz. The orientational head-tracking is based on
data from a gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer and has an update rate of 1000 Hz.

The Oculus Rift also supports positional tracking which was not fully enabled in the VR
application, since only BRIRs with different orientational positions were measured. The VR
application allowed only translational movements of ±10 cm in normal direction of the median,
frontal, and horizontal planes. If a participant moved his or her head more than ±10 cm in any
of these axes, the virtual avatar of the participant stopped moving its head. In previous usability
tests, stopping the movement was well recognized as a feedback that translational movements
are not fully supported, and the limit of 10 cm turned out to be a good trade-off.
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Figure 4.20: Software architecture of all systems used in the experiment.

Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.22 depict the VR listening booth and the VR cinema. Figure 4.21
depicts two screenshots that show how the virtual scenes of the cinema and listening booth were
rendered on the display of the Oculus Rift.
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Figure 4.21: Screenshots of the virtual scenes as they were displayed on the Oculus Rift. The
upper screenshot shows the VR cinema and the lower screenshot shows the VR listening booth.
Each screenshot shows two views of the scene: the left one rendered for the left eye and the right
one rendered for the right eye.

Listening Booth The listening booth had room measurements of 1.81 × 2.44 × 2.07 m and
provided enough space for one participant. A desk was placed inside the listening booth on which
a monitor, keyboard, and mouse was placed. The monitor was used to display the experiment
software. Inside the listening booth, a 5.1 surround sound system was installed with five Genelec
8030 APM speakers and one Genelec 7050B subwoofer. The speakers and the subwoofer were
controlled by a SPL Surround Monitor Controller (Model 2489).

The reverberation time (RT60) of the listening booth slightly varied between 0.39 s (100 Hz) and
0.11 s (800 Hz), then being almost constant up to 8 kHz (0.07 s). A picture of the listening booth
is shown in Figure 4.23.

Cinema The cinema had room measurements of 12.3 × 8.75 × 5.6 m (height measured at
stage) and a capacity of 70 seats (7 rows with 10 seats each). The cinema had installed multiple
sound systems. A 5.1 surround sound system was used which was based on the Alcons CRMS
(Cinema Ribbon Monitor) integrating a 3-way main channel (left/center/right) and a 2-way
surround sound system. Since the system must provide an acoustical sweet spot wide enough
for an entire audience, six loudspeakers are used for each surround sound channel. The aspect
ratio of the cinema screen was set to 16:9 and room lighting was rather darkened. As in the VR
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Figure 4.22: The upper image shows the real-world cinema and the lower image shows the VR
cinema.

Figure 4.23: The left image shows a picture of the real-world listening booth. The right image
shows the corresponding picture from the VR listening booth.

cinema, every participant sat at the fifth seat in the fourth row. Since participants had to use a
physical mouse during the experiment, a mouse pad was provided that could be laid on the lap.
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The RT60 of the cinema varied between 0.69 s (100 Hz), 0.27 s (800 Hz), and 0.22 s (8 kHz). A
picture of the cinema is shown in Figure 4.22.

Loudness Equalization Since the loudness level of music being played back might have a
significant impact on the listening experience, the loudness was equalized between the real-world
environment and the VR environment. A pink noise stimulus (peak = −0.7 dB, crest factor =
12.8 dB) was used for all loudness measurements. The stimulus was recorded with a dummy head
(Cortex Manikin MK1) which had one microphone installed in each ear.

In the first session, the participants listened to stereo stimuli with headphones. The loudness of
the playback system was calibrated to 80 dBA SPL for each microphone.

The loudness of the virtual environment and real-world environment was measured separately
for each channel. The left and surround left channels were measured by the microphone installed
in the left ear of the dummy head. The other channels (right, center, LFE, and surround right)
were measured by the right ear of the dummy head. The loudness of each channel was calibrated
to 70 dBA SPL, except the LFE channel which was calibrated to 50 dBA SPL. The main reason
for calibrating the LFE channel to a lower loudness was that the LFE channel plays back only
the lower frequency range of a signal. High volume in such a low frequency range leads to audible
artifacts when reproduced by headphones.

4.4.2.4 Procedure

The participants had to accomplish five sessions in total. An overview of the procedure is depicted
as a UML activity diagram in Figure 4.24.

The first session, the basic item session, took place in the professional listening room. Participants
sat in front of a computer that ran the experiment software. All instructions were presented by
the experiment software and participants responded only by using the experiment software. In
the basic item session, headphones were used for listening to the stimuli. At the beginning of the
session, participants filled out a questionnaire. They were asked about their gender, their age
group, whether they are professionals in audio (e. g., sound engineers, audio researchers), and
about their familiarization with listening tests. In addition, the participants were asked whether
they play computer games more than one hour a week and whether they listen via headphones
for more than one hour a week.

After answering all questions, participants read the instructions about rating the OLE of music
excerpts subsequently presented. The instructions stated that participants are asked to rate each
music excerpt according to how much they enjoy listening to it. Additionally, it was emphasized
that we were interested in participants’ personal opinion and that they should take everything
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Figure 4.24: The procedure of the experiment depicted as a UML activity diagram.

into account in their rating that they would take into account in a real-world (non-experiment)
scenario. The reason for giving the participants this additional instruction is that the majority of
listening tests conducted at the International Audio Laboratories Erlangen are about assessing
audio quality. This additional instruction as added to avoid that a participant accidentally rates
the audio quality of the items.

After reading the instructions, participants were asked to rate the OLE of fourteen music excerpts
in a multi-stimulus comparison, which means that all music excerpts were presented on the same
screen. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2.2, the stereo down-mixes of the stimuli were played back
in this session. The order in which the music excerpts were presented was randomized. The
question that was asked to the participants was “How much do you enjoy listening to each item?”.
Participants responded by using a five-star Likert scale which was labeled with “not at all”, “not
a lot”, “average”, “much”, and “very much”. Each music excerpt could be played back as often
as desired. In order to rate a music excerpt, participants had to completely play back the music
excerpt at least once. In the remainder, the ratings retrieved from the first session are called
basic item ratings.

Next, the participants filled out another questionnaire where feedback could be given to the
experimenters. At the end of the first session, each participant had to spend a few minutes trying
out a demo application of the Oculus Rift. The purpose of playing around with the Oculus
Rift was to familiarize the participants with it in order to avoid or at least reduce cybersickness
during the VR sessions. Furthermore, it was tested whether each participant could clearly see
using either the pre-defined male or female IPD (Inter Pupilliary Distance) profile.
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The basic item session was followed by another four sessions: one session in the real-world cinema,
one in the real-world listening booth, one in the VR cinema, and one in the VR listening booth.
Between each session participants had to take a break of at least a few hours. If possible, the next
session was taken one day after the last session. The reason for having these long breaks was that
participants might get annoyed or bored when they listen to the same song several times over a
short period of time. The four sessions had almost the same procedure. One major difference
between the real-world sessions and the VR sessions was that the GUI of the experiment software
had a different look&feel, which was already mentioned in Section 4.4.1.1. The real-world cinema
and real-world listening booth sessions took place in the respective rooms. The VR sessions took
place in the professional listening room which was also used for the first session.

In all four sessions, the experimenter was not in the room, so all instructions were given by the
experiment software and participants gave all responses using the experiment software. The
experimenters were only present at the beginning of the VR sessions to help the participants
setting up the Oculus Rift and to make sure that they wore the headphones with the correct
orientation.

Each session was divided into two parts. In the first part, questions were asked that were related
to room acoustics. In the second part, participants rated the OLE of music excerpts.

At the beginning of each of the four sessions, instructions were shown to the participants. The
instructions gave some information that the following questions are related to the room acoustics
and the perception of sound. The analysis of the answers regarding the room acoustics are not
covered in this thesis. Therefore, see Schoeffler et al. (2015a) for more details.

After the questions regarding room acoustics, instructions were shown to the participants which
were very similar to the instructions shown in the basic item session. They were instructed to
rate the OLE of short music excerpts. Next, the fourteen music excerpts were presented in a
single-stimulus comparison, i. e., each music excerpt was separately rated. The question that was
asked to the participants was “How much do you enjoy listening to this item?”. Participants
gave their responses on the same five-star Likert scale used in the first session. In order to rate
a music excerpt, participants had to completely play back the music excerpt at least once. A
screenshot of the GUI as it was used in the real-world sessions and in the VR sessions is shown
in Figure 4.18. In case the session was a VR session, participants were asked whether they felt
dizzy while doing the session. This question could be answered with “no”, “a bit”, or “yes”.

4.4.3 Results

Participants needed on average 6.7 min (SD = 2.2) for completing the basic item session. A
single real-world session took on average 6.9 min (SD = 2.2) and a single VR session on average
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Figure 4.25: Relative frequencies of the basic item ratings retrieved from the first session and
the item ratings retrieved from the other four sessions.

7.4 min (SD = 1.1). All item ratings retrieved from the participants are visualized by a frequency
plot depicted in Figure 4.25.

Next, differences between the item ratings retrieved from the real-world sessions and from the VR
sessions are investigated in more detail. The mean absolute difference was 0.51 stars (SD = 0.62)
between item ratings given in the VR sessions and item ratings given in the real-world sessions.
A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied to test whether the differences between the ratings
are statistically significant. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that the ratings given in
the VR environment were statistically significantly lower than ratings given in the real-world
environment (Z = −3.623, p =< .001). However, the effect size of the differences was very low
r = Z√

N
= −0.088. A further analysis on the validity of the VR environment compared to the

real-world environment can be found in Schoeffler et al. (2015a).
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Next, the differences in OLE ratings between the real-world listening booth and real-world cinema
were analyzed in more detail. Overall, the mean of the absolute difference between the item
ratings given in the cinema and given in the listening booth were 0.53 stars (SD = 0.62). A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Z = 1.937, p = .054) indicated the difference between ratings given in
the listening booth and in the cinema were not significant. The effect size of the differences was
very low r = 0.067 (slightly positive effect for the listening booth). When analyzing the ratings
of both rooms by a paired t-test, the difference turned out to be just statistically significant
(t(419) = 1.98, p = .048). In accordance with the effect size r, Cohen’s d also indicated a
very weak effect of the listening room (d = 0.078). Depending on the test method, there were
significant or non-significant differences. In both cases, the effect size was very weak, thus
practical importance of the differences is doubtful.

4.4.4 Discussion

The experiment revealed some differences between the real-world environment and the VR
environment. First of all, participants needed more time in the VR sessions (M = 7.4 min) than
in the real-world sessions (M = 6.9 min). Many participants reported that, especially at the
beginning of the VR sessions, they spent a few moments to just look around and to examine the
VR rooms.

The item ratings retrieved from the VR environment turned out to be significantly lower than
the ratings retrieved from the real-world environment. However, the effect sizes of the VR
environment was found to be very weak. Based on the weak effect sizes, the results are in line
with Bella’s experiment (Bella, 2004), where the VR environment and the real-world environment
also had a weak effect on the experiment’s results. In summary, although the first hypothesis
was rejected, it has been shown that VR environments are suitable for experiments related to
OLE since only minor differences were found between the results for the VR and the real-world
environment.

Based on results of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, ratings given in the real-world listening booth
were non-significantly higher than the ratings given in the real-world cinema. One reason for the
slightly favored listening booth might be that the sound emitted from the surround channels
was much better perceived in this room. In the cinema, the surround left and surround right
channel are played back by a large loudspeaker array where some loudspeakers were located
at the front left and front right of the participant. Thus, the surround channels could be
perceived as additional front channels. Moreover, the majority of the music excerpts were mixed
as foreground-background mixes meaning that mainly ambient signal-parts were emitted by the
surround loudspeakers. Additionally, the loudness of the background was low compared to the
foreground. Altogether, the music excerpts sounded more like stereo mixes in the cinema.
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4.5 Experiment E: Influence of Up-/Down-mix algorithms

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M., Adami,
A., and Herre, J. (2014a). The Influence of Up- and Down-mixes on the Overall Listening
Experience. In Proc. of the AES 137th Convention, Los Angeles, USA.

When converting mono or stereo material to surround sound, the sound signals for the additional
channels are retrieved from the source material itself. The conversion of a source format into
a target format with more channels is referred to as up-mixing. Typically, up-mix algorithms
extract ambient information from the source format and reproduce the extracted ambient sound
through the surround channels to enhance the spatial audio quality (Madsen, 1970; Avendano
and Jot, 2002). When up-mixing audio material, the quality aims are frontal scene stability,
excellent overall audio quality, limited timbre distortion, and constancy in performance regarding
the type of audio content (Chétry et al., 2007).

The opposite of up-mixing, the so-called down-mixing, is applied, e.g., when surround sound
material ought to be reproduced by a stereo reproduction system. In some cases, this can be
achieved by weighting and summing up respective channels but in general, the down-mix process
has to take care of not introducing down-mix artifacts like comb-filtering (Adami et al., 2014).

In many experiments, the audio quality of up- and down-mix algorithms was subjectively
evaluated by listeners (Chétry et al., 2007; Rumsey, 1999; Sporer et al., 2006; Bai and Shih, 2007;
Marston, 2011). For example, Rumsey (1999) carried out a series of subjective listening tests
to determine the quality of front imaging and spatial impression of up-mixed material. In his
work, a modified A/B comparison listening test method was used for evaluating front imaging,
spatial impression, and overall preference. The stereo stimuli were up-mixed by four different
algorithms which were only described very briefly. The results of the listening tests indicated
that, in general, the front image quality is reduced and the spatial impression is slightly improved
by up-mixing. Overall, the participants had a strong preference towards unprocessed material.

Sporer et al. (2006) described a test method derived from Recommendation ITU-R BS.1534
(see International Telecommunication Union (2015b)) for evaluating the audio quality of up-mix
algorithms. Additionally, they conducted a listening test according to their proposed method, in
which participants rated thirteen conditions (hidden stereo reference, mono down-mix, low-passed
mono down-mix, nine up-mixes, and one copy of an up-mix) of several stimuli according to their
overall impression. The participants rated the stimuli using a multi-stimulus comparison where
they could switch between time-aligned stimuli at any time and compare them to a reference.
The results showed that three of the nine tested algorithms produced up-mixes which were rated
approximately as good as the reference.

Chétry et al. (2007) reviewed the test methodologies of Rumsey (1999) and Sporer et al. (2006)
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and proposed another listening test method. They used a similar method as Sporer et al. (2006),
however, they did not add any visible or hidden reference to their stimuli list. The stimuli
were processed by four up-mix algorithms including one that obtains the surround channels by
delaying and filtering the left and right stereo channels, one that applies decorrelation filters
to front and rear channels, a PCA-based algorithm and a binaural cue coding based approach.
Thirteen participants rated stimuli which were presented as 5.1 surround sound, stereo and
up-mixed stereo-to-surround sound according to their preference in spatial immersion and overall
listening comfort. The participants preferred the 5.1 surround sound mix most, the stereo mix
least, and the up-mixed stimuli were rated in between. However, there were no statistically
significant differences between the four up-mixes based on the average scores of their experiment.

Bai and Shih (2007) conducted a study to compare various up- and down-mix algorithms. Among
the up-mix algorithms, a reverb-based algorithm achieved the highest ratings with respect to
spatial quality and overall preference. Regarding the down-mix algorithms, an HRTF-based
algorithm outperformed standard down-mix algorithms in spatial quality as well as in overall
preference.

Although many studies investigated the influence of up/down-mix algorithms on sound quality,
little is known about the influence on the OLE. The next experiment investigated the effect on
the OLE of three up- and down-mixes (stereo to 5.0 surround and 5.0 surround to stereo) and
two artistic mixes (5.0 surround and stereo) was evaluated. The experiment contributes towards
answering the following main research questions: Do up- and down-mixes significantly influence
OLE ratings? Moreover, the results of the experiment were analyzed to investigate whether
artistic surround sound mixes lead to higher OLE ratings than up-mixed stereo material.

4.5.1 Method

4.5.1.1 Stimuli

Fifteen songs were selected on condition that an artistic stereo and a 5.1 surround sound mix
existed for each song (see Table 4.9). An excerpt with a duration of about ten seconds was
selected from each mix of each song.

Up-Mixes

Each artistic stereo excerpt was up-mixed to three surround mixes (5.0 surround sound) by
applying different algorithms.

For the first up-mix, the stereo signal was routed directly to the left and right channels of the
surround setup. Additionally, the stereo signal was decomposed into direct and ambient signal
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Song Interpret

You’re Beautiful James Blunt
She Drives Me Crazy Fine Young Cannibals
Everyday Is A Winding Road Sheryl Crow
Cold As Ice Foreigner
Poker Face Lady Gaga
Messias Georg Friedrich Händel
In My Head Jason Derulo
Ironic Alanis Morissette
Symphony Nr. 4 Peter I. Thschaikowsky
Have You Ever Seen The Rain Creedence Clearwater Revival
Long Train Runnin’ The Doobie Brothers
Amazing Seal
Shout Tears For Fears
Chase The Thrill Nikka Costa
Tonight Alex Max Band

Table 4.9: Selected music excerpts of the experiment.
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Figure 4.26: Signal flow diagram of the ambient-driven up-mix.
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Figure 4.27: Signal flow diagram of the passive up-mix based on an algorithm proposed by Jot
and Avendano (2003).

parts according to the algorithm presented by Faller (2006). The direct signals were discarded
while the ambient signal parts were fed to the surround speakers. A signal flow diagram of this
up-mixer is depicted in Figure 4.26. This up-mix is in the remainder referred to as ambient-driven
up-mix.

The second up-mix was a passive up-mix. Left and right channel were fed through directly while
the center signal is the sum of the 3 dB attenuated stereo signal. The surround signals were
obtained by low-pass-filtering and delaying the difference signal of the stereo signal as proposed
by Jot and Avendano (2003). A signal flow diagram of this up-mixer can be found in Figure 4.27.

For the “lower anchor”, an up-mix was created according to Figure 4.28, i. e., by down-mixing the
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Figure 4.28: Signal flow diagram of how to generate the mono-based up-mix anchor signals.
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Figure 4.29: Signal flow diagram of how to generate the mono-based down-mix anchor signals.

stereo signal into a mono signal which was subsequently fed to all five channels of the surround
setup. This up-mix is in the remainder referred to as mono-based up-mix.

Down-Mixes

Also, each artistic surround mix was down-mixed into three stereo versions utilizing different
algorithms.

The first down-mix approach was the commonly used ITU down-mix proposed in International
Telecommunications Union (2012), where a static down-mix matrix is applied to the input signals.
In the remainder, this down-mix is referred to as passive down-mix.

The second one used a combination of the ITU and a matrix surround down-mix and has
been proposed by Faller and Schillebeeckx (2011). In a first step, the surround signals of the
multi-channel input signal are decomposed into direct- and ambient signal parts. In a second
step, the actual down-mix is assembled utilizing two parallel down-mixes: the ITU down-mix is
applied to the front channels and the direct components in the surround channels. The matrix
surround down-mix is applied to the ambient signal parts in the surround channels. Finally,
both mixes are summed up. In the remainder, this down-mix is referred to as ambient-driven
down-mix.

The last down-mix represented the “lower anchor” that was expected to receive the lowest ratings.
The so-called mono-based down-mix was generated according to Figure 4.29 by summing up over
all channels.
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4.5.1.2 Participants

Twenty-five participants volunteered to participate in the experiment. The participants were
asked whether they are audio professionals, familiar with surround sound and to which age group
they belong. Sixteen participants indicated that they are audio professionals. Moreover, 17
participants indicated that they are familiar with surround sound.

4.5.1.3 Materials and Apparatus

The first session of the listening test took place in a professional listening room with room
measurements (H x W x D) 256 x 452 x 455 cm. Participants used electrostatic Stax SR-507 head-
phones with a SRM-600 driver unit. The system was calibrated with a dummy head to 75 dBA
SPL for full scale pink noise.

The second and third session of the listening test took place in the same listening room. In
contrast to the headphones used in the first session, a 5.0 surround sound setup with five
loudspeakers (KSdigital ADM 25) was installed according to the Recommendation ITU-R BS.775-
3 (International Telecommunications Union, 2012). The radius of the 5.0 surround sound setup
was 1.5 m. The system was calibrated with a dummy head (at listener’s position) to 85 dBA
SPL for full scale pink noise. The pink noise was played back only from the center loudspeaker.
The left (L) and right loudspeakers (R) had a horizontal angle of ±30 ◦ from center. The left
surround (LS) and right surround loudspeakers (RS) were disposed with a horizontal angle
of ±110 ◦ from center. For the mono down-mixes, the center loudspeaker (C) was used. The
stereo down-mixes were played back through the left and the right loudspeakers (L and R).
The surround sound stimuli were played back using all loudspeakers. A 24′′widescreen LCD
monitor mounted on a small table was placed in front of the chair and table. A black-colored
360 ◦ masking curtain made of deco-molton was installed to veil the loudspeakers. The curtain
was fixed to an aluminum ring with a diameter of 2 m which was attached to three truss stands
at a height of 212 cm. The lighting in the room was adjusted such that participants could not
spot the loudspeakers beyond the curtain. The masking curtain attenuated frequencies above
300 Hz by about 2.5 dB. Figure 4.30 depicts a scheme of the experiment installation.

During the experiment, participants used a computer software to read the instructions and report
their answers. No additional instructions were given by the experimenters.

4.5.1.4 Procedure

At the beginning of the first session, participants had to fill out a questionnaire. They were
asked which gender they are, which age group they belong to, whether they are familiar with
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Figure 4.30: Scheme of the experiment installation which was used in the second and third
session.

surround sound, whether they are an audio professional and if they are familiar with listening
tests. Furthermore, they indicated by a five-point Likert-scale (ranging from “I strongly disagree”
to “I strongly agree”) if surround sound, the song, and audio quality is important for their
listening experience. After the questionnaire, the instructions for the ratings were shown to the
participants. They were instructed to rate the music excerpts according to how much they enjoy
listening to each music excerpt. It was emphasized in the instructions that participants should
take everything into account what they would do in a real world scenario (e. g., including their
taste in music). Then, the participants rated the artistic stereo mixes of the fifteen songs which
were described in Section 4.5.1.1. Headphones were used for the stimuli reproduction to avoid
familiarization with the loudspeaker setup. The participants rated the stereo versions using a
five-star Likert scale (see Figure 4.31). The stars were labeled with “Not at all”, “Not a lot”,
“Neutral”, “Much”, and “Very Much”. Participants could play back a music excerpt as often as
they wanted. The user interface did not show any information about the song (e. g., interpret
and title). At the end of the first session, participants were asked to give feedback about the
experiment to the experimenter if they had any. The ratings retrieved from the first session are
called “basic item ratings”.

Next, participants took part in another two sessions: a session with up-mixed material and the
artistic surround mix, and a session with down-mixed material and the artistic stereo mix. The
order of the sessions was for every participant individually randomized.

At the beginning of the second session, participants were familiarized with the multi-channel
system. They had to play back two mixes of the song “Owner Of A Lonely Heart” interpreted by
Yes. If participants took part in the session with up-mixed material, the artistic surround mix
and the mono-based up-mix had to be played back. In the other case, participants took part in
the session with down-mixed material; if so, participants had to listen to the artistic stereo mix
and to the mono-based down-mix. After the participants listened to both music excerpts, they
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Figure 4.31: Screenshot of the user interface which was used in the first session.

continued with reading the instructions. As for the first session, participants were instructed
to rate the music excerpts according to how much they enjoy listening to them. Again it was
emphasized that participants should take everything into account what they would do in a real
world scenario. The instructions also stated that the music excerpts would be played back by
different mixing algorithms. Next, the participants started with rating the music excerpts. The
music excerpts were individually selected for each participant depending on the participant’s
ratings of the first session. Five (participant-dependent) rating groups were defined: all music
excerpts with a rating of one star, two stars, three stars, four stars, and five stars. Two music
excerpts from each group were randomly selected as stimuli for the second session. If a group
contained no or only one music excerpt, no or the remaining music excerpt was selected. A
maximum of 40 stimuli (10 music excerpts · [3 mixing algorithms + 1 artistic mix]) were selected
for the second session which was the case when every group contained at least two music excerpts.
At the end of the second session, they had the possibility to give feedback to the experimenters.

The procedure of the third session was the same as for the second session. If a participant listened
to up-mixed material in the second session, he or she had to listen to down-mixed material in
the third session and the other way around.

Between each session, participants had to take a break of at least a few hours. The participants
needed in average 7.3 minutes (SD = 2.0) for the first session. The session with the downmixes
took the participants in average 11.2 minutes (SD = 3.2) and the session with the upmixes took
them in average 12.0 minutes (SD = 5.6).

4.5.2 Results

A first overview of the results is given by Figures 4.32 and 4.33 which depict the frequency of
each rating option. The influence of the up-/downmix algorithms on the rating of OLE was
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Figure 4.32: Rating frequency of the up-mixed stimuli and the artistic surround mix (color levels
from red to yellow corresponds to ratings of 1 to 5 stars).
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Figure 4.33: Rating frequency of the down-mixed stimuli and the artistic stereo mix.

investigated by a regression analysis. Therefore, a cumulative link model was defined which
predicts the dependent variable item rating by the independent variables basic item rating and
the up-/down-mix algorithm (without interaction).

Table 4.10 describes the cumulative link model that was fitted with the ratings from the first
session and the “up-mix” session. As expected, the basic item rating had a significant and
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Coefficient Estimate p-value

basic item rating = 2 0.955 .000
basic item rating = 3 2.058 .000
basic item rating = 4 3.097 .000
basic item rating = 5 3.946 .000
up-mix = mono-based -1.707 .000

up-mix = passive -0.296 .136
up-mix = artistic 0.076 .709

Threshold coefficients:
Estimate

1 Star |2 Stars -1.464
2 Stars|3 Stars 0.414
3 Stars|4 Stars 2.564
4 Stars|5 Stars 4.905

Maximum likelihood pseudo R2: 0.35
Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R2: 0.37

Table 4.10: Logit cumulative link model applied to a data subset which contained the basic item
ratings and ratings of up-mix algorithms.

strong influence on the item ratings. Considering the different up-mixes, the mono-based up-mix
was the only algorithm with a significant (negative) influence on the results compared to the
ambient-driven algorithm. This implies that, except for the mono-based up-mix, the up-mix
algorithms only had a weak influence on the ratings of OLE. However, the ranking order of the
algorithms corresponds to an order which would probably have chosen by an expert listener,
aiming at best spatial impression: mono-based, passive, ambient-driven, artistic.

Considering the down-mix algorithms, a similar outcome was achieved. The cumulative link
model used for the down-mix algorithms is described in Table 4.11. Again, the basic item rating
had a strong and significant effect on the ratings of OLE. The mono-based down-mix, which was
used as lower anchor, led to lower ratings than the other mixes. As for the up-mixes, the order
of the estimates corresponds to an order which would probably have been chosen by an expert
listener aiming at best spatial impression.

Summarizing, compared to the ambient-driven down-mixes, the mono-based down- and up-mixes
had a significant and strong negative influence on the rating of OLE. The differences between
the other up- and down-mixes were rather small and not significant.

The second research question was about whether artistic surround mixes lead to higher ratings
than up-mixed stereo material. The results of testing the first hypothesis indicated that artistic
surround sound mixes did not statistically significantly lead to higher ratings. In order to confirm
this assumption, a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test was applied to the data. The mono-based up-mix
algorithm was excluded from the data as its ratings significantly differed from the other algorithms.
The Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test indicated that the ratings of the artistic mix, the passive up-mix,
and the ambient-driven up-mix were identical populations (χ2(2, N = 510) = 66.060, p = .185).
As the ratings of the three mixes were not from different populations, the hypothesis must
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Coefficient Estimate p-value

basic item rating = 2 1.012 .000
basic item rating = 3 2.119 .000
basic item rating = 4 3.089 .000
basic item rating = 5 4.131 .000

down-mix = mono-based -1.373 .000
down-mix = passive -0.298 .140
down-mix = artistic 0.122 .541

Threshold coefficients:
Estimate

1 Star |2 Stars -1.261
2 Stars|3 Stars 0.764
3 Stars|4 Stars 2.593
4 Stars|5 Stars 4.995

Maximum likelihood pseudo R2: 0.34
Cragg and Uhler’s pseudo R2: 0.36

Table 4.11: Logit cumulative link model applied on a data subset which contained the basic item
ratings and ratings of down-mix algorithms.

be rejected: artistic surround mixes did not significantly lead to higher ratings compared to
up-mixed stereo material. This result should be taken with caution as the experiment was not
explicitly designed to test this hypothesis. Moreover, strictly speaking, the high p-value indicated
that more participants are needed to investigate this research question further.

4.5.3 Discussion

The positive verification of the first hypothesis was expected since mono-based up- and down-
mix algorithms were used as “lower anchor” in the stimuli generation. However, it was not
fully expected that the other up- and down-mix algorithms resulted in ratings originating from
the same population. In context of audio quality evaluation, former studies found significant
differences between mixing algorithms in most cases (Rumsey, 1999; Sporer et al., 2006; Bai and
Shih, 2007). However, when looking closely at the results of these studies, sophisticated up- and
down-mix algorithms result in similar ratings which was also addressed by Chétry et al. (2007).
Nevertheless, as shown by the previous experiment, ratings of the OLE have been found to be
less influenced by audio quality degradations than ratings of audio quality. According to these
results, the same applies to up- and down-mix algorithms. As long as the mixing algorithms
considers some basic aspects of acoustics, the average listener is fully satisfied.

The rejection of the second hypothesis (artistic surround sound mixes lead to higher ratings
compared to up-mixed stereo material) indicates that the additional effort for producing more
than one artistic mix of a music piece was not appreciated by the participants of our experiment.
However, this indication must be taken with great caution as only tracks from two compilations
were used and other aspects, such as the recording design, was not further investigated. Especially
the recording design is known to have an impact on listeners’ preference as shown by an experiment
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carried out by Beresford et al. (2006b). The purpose of the experiment was to find a method to
predict the “purchasability” of different recording designs. Although, purchasability cannot be
confirmed to reflect the OLE, the results clearly indicate that näıve listeners are prepared to
purchase classical music recordings which envelop the listener. Their results also indicated that
experienced listeners are interested in traditional recordings in which timbral fidelity, naturalness
and locatedness are optimized. Summarizing, more experiments must be carried out to further
investigate whether an artistic mix leads significantly and strongly to higher ratings of OLE
compared to up-mixed material.
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4.6 Experiment F: Interaction Effect between Signal Bandwidth
and Spatial Representation

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M. and
Herre, J. (2016). The relationship between basic audio quality and overall listening experience.
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 140(3):2101–2112.

The previous experimental investigations have shown that many factors influence the OLE.
Moreover, the individual participant themselves turned out to be one of the most influencing
factors. As a consequence, the inter-rater reliability is rather low in OLE-based evaluations.
Therefore, the question arises whether OLE ratings are as consistent as BAQ ratings when it
comes to evaluating audio systems. To this end, another experiment was carried out to contribute
towards answering these questions. Twenty-eight participants were assigned into two groups and
rated OLE and BAQ of music excerpts, which were differently degraded in timbral and spatial
quality. Participants of each group rated a different set of music excerpts, either set A or set B.
As the result of the experiment was supposed to answer many research questions (RQs), they are
numbered and presented in the following list:

The first three research questions are concerned with the consistency of BAQ and OLE ratings
when the listener panel and the list of stimuli are changed.

Research Question I (RQ1)
Do BAQ ratings obtained from set A and set B result in the same ranking score of the
conditions?

Research Question II (RQ2)
Do OLE ratings obtained from set A and set B result in the same ranking score of the
conditions?

Research Question III (RQ3)
Do BAQ-based ranking scores correlate to OLE-based ranking scores?

BAQ ratings are known to be more influenced by timbral than spatial degradations (Rumsey
et al., 2005a; Marins et al., 2008). In order to confirm these results and to investigate whether
the same applies to OLE ratings, two more research questions are formulated:

Research Question IV (RQ4)
Are BAQ ratings more influenced by timbral degradations than by spatial degradations?

Research Question V (RQ5)
Are OLE ratings more influenced by timbral degradations than by spatial degradations?
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Recent studies investigated whether the listener type, experienced or inexperienced listener, has
an influence on BAQ ratings or ratings of a similar perceptual attribute (Gabrielsson et al., 1974;
Olive, 2003; Schinkel-Bielefeld et al., 2013). In contrast, results of studies (presented in Sections
4.2 and 4.3), which originated from this work, pointed to some indications that the listener type
might have only a minor influence on OLE ratings (Schoeffler et al., 2013a, 2014b).

4.6.1 Method

4.6.1.1 Participants

Twenty-eight participants (20 males and 8 females) volunteered to participate in the experiment.
The mean age of the participants was 28.5 years (SD = 4.1). Twelve participants reported being
an expert listener in judging timbre and eight participants reported being an expert listener in
spatial audio. Twenty-three participants took part in a MUSHRA listening test before. Nineteen
participants indicated that they have a background in professional audio. The participants were
asked to self-report on a five-point Likert scale how important song, audio quality, and surround
sound are for their listening experience. The self-reports about the importance of song and audio
quality had a rather low variability. Eighteen participants indicated that they “strongly agree”
and ten participants indicated that they “agree” that the song is important for their listening
experience. Regarding the importance of the audio quality, twelve participants responded with
“strongly agree”, another twelve participants with “agree”, and four participants with “neutral”.
Concerning the importance of surround sound, every possible answer was given at least once. Four
participants responded with “strongly agree”, seven participants with “agree”, ten participants
with “neutral”, six participants with “disagree”, and one participant with “strongly disagree”.

As the conducted experiment was based on a between-group design, the participants were
randomly assigned into two groups, group A and group B. Fourteen participants were assigned
to each group.

4.6.1.2 Stimuli

For each participants group, a different set of stimuli, set A and set B, was selected. Each of the
two sets contained fifteen music excerpts having a duration of about sixteen seconds (M = 16.2 s,
SD = 1.9). The music excerpts were selected such that the two sets were still comparable to
each other. For example, set A had the same number of classical music excerpts as set B. All
music excerpts were originally mixed in 5.1 surround sound and obtained from various albums
namely “Klangdimensionen”, “A High Resolution Audio Experience”, “Mercedes-Benz Signature
Sound”, “In Absentia”, “Orbital - The Altogether 5.1”, “Symphonic”,“This Binary Universe”,
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and “Surrounded”. The list of music excerpts is shown in Table 4.12. The experiment had five
sessions with different lists of stimuli.

Song Performer Genre Set

Mahler: Symphony No. 4 G-dur unknown Classical A
Dvořák: Stabat Mater (Op. 58 B71) unknown Classical A
Mozart: Symphony No. 41 (1st movt.) George Enescu Philharmonic Orchestra Classical A
Dynamic Symmetry BT Electro A
Last Thing Orbital Electro A
Tootled Orbital Electro A
Danties Dream Steffen Schorn Jazz A
Ma Fi Minnak Manfred Leuchter Jazz A
Sweet Georgia Brown Steve March Tormé Jazz A
Poker Face Lady Gaga Pop A
Amazing Seal Pop A
She Drives Me Crazy Fine Young Cannibals Pop A
Tonight Alex Max Band Pop A
Titanic Falco Pop A
Blackest Eye Absentia Progressive A
Händel: Messiah (HWV 56) unknown Classical B
Tschaikowsky: Symphony No. 6 h-moll
(Op. 74)

unknown Classical B

Stravinsky: Firebird Suite Finale George Enescu Philharmonic Orchestra Classical B
Shadows Orbital Electro B
Over the Coals Tipper Electro B
Forty Winks Tipper Electro B
Crescent Moon Peter Fulda Jazz B
Parque Trillo Stephan Kurmann Strings Jazz B
Wet Jackson Vantage Point Jazz B
You’re Beautiful James Blunt Pop B
Everyday Is A Winding Road Sheryl Crow Pop B
In My Head Jason Derulo Pop B
Ironic Alanis Morissette Pop B
Vienna Calling Falco Pop B
Trains Absentia Progressive B

Table 4.12: A list of songs, including the performer and genre, that have been used as a basis to
generate the stimuli of the experiment. As participants were split into two groups, A and B, also
the list of songs was split. The “Set” column indicates whether the song was used to generate a
stimulus for either group A or group B.

In order to generate the stimuli list for the first session, stereo downmixes of the music ex-
cerpts were processed. The downmixes were applied according to Recommendation ITU-R
BS.775-3, which describes a downmix matrix for downward mixing of multichannel audio sig-
nals (International Telecommunications Union, 2012).

For the second, third, and fourth session, the timbral and spatial audio quality of the music
excerpts were degraded. First, each music excerpt was downmixed in mono and stereo and
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then added to the stimuli list including the original 5.1 mix. Next, mono, stereo, and 5.1 mixes
were low-passed with a cut-off frequency of 4400 and 7700 Hz and added to the stimuli list. In
summary, for sessions two to four, nine stimuli (conditions) were created for each music excerpt.

In the last session, almost the same stimuli as in sessions two to four are used. The only difference
is that the stimuli were shortened to eight seconds by cutting the beginning and the ending by
several seconds.

All created stimuli were linearly faded-in and faded-out over a length of 0.25 seconds. Furthermore,
the loudness was equalized between all stimuli by applying a loudness-normalization according
to EBU Recommendation R 128 (EBU, 2011).

4.6.1.3 Materials and Apparatus

The first session took place in a soundproof listening room, in which participants listened to
the stimuli with Sennheiser HD 650 headphones driven by a LAKE PEOPLE PHONE-AMP
G109-S headphones amplifier. The other sessions were conducted in a different listening room
with room measurements (H×W×D) 257× 456× 447 cm. The acoustics of the listening room
can be described as “dry”. The reverberation time (RT60) slightly varied between 0.23 s (100 Hz)
and 0.12 s (800 Hz), then being almost constant up to 8 kHz (0.12 s). A 5.1 surround sound setup
with five loudspeakers (KSdigital ADM 25) and one subwoofer (KSdigital B2) was installed
according to Recommendation ITU-R BS.775-3 (International Telecommunications Union, 2012)
with a radius of 1.5 m. A chair and a table were placed in the center of the room (sweet spot). In
front of the table, a widescreen monitor was placed in a lowered and tilted position in order to
not cover the center loudspeaker of the 5.1 surround sound setup. Furthermore, a black-colored
360 ◦ masking curtain made of deco-molton was installed to veil the loudspeakers to control
the visual influence. The masking curtain consistently attenuated frequencies above 300 Hz by
approximately 2.5 dB. The curtain was fixed to an aluminum ring with a diameter of 2 m which
was attached to three truss stands at a height of 212 cm. In Figure 4.34, taken from within the
masking curtain, the apparatus is shown.

No experimenter was present at any session to give instructions to the participants. Instead,
participants used software to read the instructions and to give their responses. The software was
based on a modified version of webMUSHRA (Neumayer et al., 2015).

4.6.1.4 Procedure

The experiment had five sessions. Between the sessions, participants had to take a break of at
least several hours. Typically, a break lasted between one and a few days.
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Figure 4.34: The picture shows a participant who is rating the BAQ of conditions in a MUSHRA
listening test in the fifth session. The participant is surrounded by a masking curtain to veil the
loudspeakers in order to control the influence of the visual stimulus on the ratings.

At the beginning of the first session, participants adjusted the volume to their convenience
by listening to a music excerpt (“Chase the Thrill” performed by Nikka Costa), which was
neither included in stimuli set A nor stimuli set B. Next, instructions were shown, stating that
participants are asked to rate how much they enjoy listening to each music excerpt. It was
emphasized in the instructions that participants should take everything into account what they
would do in a real world scenario (e. g., to include their taste in music). Then, participants rated
the stereo-downmixed music excerpts in random order in a multi-stimulus comparison, meaning
all music excerpts were presented on the same screen. Participants were not provided with any
information about a music excerpt but they could play back a music excerpt as often as they
wanted. The ratings were given on a five-star Likert scale, where the stars were labeled with
adjectives ranging from “Not at all” to “Very Much”. The purpose of these ratings was to find out
how much a participant likes each song without being influenced by the bandwidth-limitations
or the reproduction systems, which are the independent variables in the later sessions. At the
end of the first session, participants answered some general questions, e. g., how old they are and
whether they have taken part in a MUSHRA listening test before (see Section 4.6.1.1). In the
remainder, the ratings obtained from the first session are called “basic item ratings”.

The next three sessions, sessions two to four, followed a similar procedure. The sessions started
with the adjustment of the volume. Participants were then informed that the stimuli of the
current session are degraded and they had to listen to three stimuli in different timbral and
spatial qualities. They listened to a mono-downmixed and 4400 Hz bandwidth-limited, a stereo-
downmixed and 7700 Hz bandwidth-limited, and to the original 5.1 surround sound mix of
“Chase the Thrill” performed by Nikka Costa. By presenting the range of degradations that
occur in the experiment, suppression of ceiling and floor effects was expected. Subsequently,
almost the same rating instructions as in the first session were shown to the participants. Then,
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Figure 4.35: The screenshot partly shows the graphical user interface that was used by participants
to playback a stimulus and to report an OLE rating in the second, third, and fourth session.

participants started to rate the stimuli in random order by a single-stimulus comparison, meaning
a single stimulus was presented at the same time. The same rating scale as in the first session
was used (see Figure 4.35). In each session, the same song occurred only three times to avoid
participants getting bored by listening to the same songs too many times. At the end of each
session, participants had the possibility to enter feedback to the experimenters. In the remainder,
the ratings obtained from sessions two to four are called “item ratings”.

In sessions two to four, participants did not rate all stimuli of the set that was assigned to their
group. Instead, the stimuli were individually selected for each participant depending on the
participant’s ratings of the first session. Five “participant-dependent” rating groups were defined:
all music excerpts with a rating of one star, two stars, three stars, four stars and five stars. Next,
two music excerpts from each group were randomly selected. If a group contained no or only one
music excerpt, no or the remaining music excerpt was selected. A maximum of 90 stimuli (10
music excerpts · 3 mixes · [2 cut-off frequencies + “unfiltered original”]) had to be listened to
in the sessions two to four, which was the case when every group contained at least two music
excerpts.
The reason for the “post-selection” of the stimuli was to “balance” the set of stimuli to avoid
floor and ceiling effects. For example, if a participant did not like the majority of the songs at all,
he or she would probably rate all of them with only one star in the first session. Besides the song,
if this participant also took bandwidth-limitation strongly into account, a results analysis of the
item ratings might reveal only a minor effect of bandwidth-limitation, since bandwidth-degraded
stimuli would probably not be rated significantly lower than in the first session. Therefore, a
post-selection was introduced to reduce the skewness of the stimuli’s corresponding basic item
ratings. Naturally, this post-selection introduced some inconsistencies, e. g., participants rated a
different number of stimuli in session two to four. However, it was seen to be more important to
have stimuli which are balanced regarding the ratings given in the first session.

In the last session, participants rated the BAQ of the stimuli that were selected in sessions two to
four. The last session started with adjusting the volume to the participant’s convenience. Next,
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instructions were shown that explained how to rate BAQ of stimuli according to Recommendation
ITU-R BS.1534. In order to familiarize participants with the MUSHRA procedure and the
graphical user interface, an interactive tutorial was presented to the participants. The tutorial
explained the MUSHRA procedure step-by-step by the use-case of rating three conditions.
Furthermore, the tutorial emphasized to make use of looping, i. e., select a very short excerpt
of a stimulus in order to more easily detect minor differences between the reference and the
conditions. After participants completed the tutorial, the actual MUSHRA listening test started
in which participants rated the BAQ of the stimuli in random order. As references, the stimuli
mixed in 5.1 surround sound and without bandwidth-limitation were used. No anchors were
presented to the participants since the “lowest” condition (with 4400 Hz cut-off Frequency and
being mono-downmixed) was expected to be rated lower than the recommendation-compliant
low-quality anchor (3.5 kHz lowpass; 5.1 surround sound mix). At the end of the fifth session,
participants had the possibility to give feedback to the experimenters.

4.6.2 Results

4.6.2.1 General Analysis

On average, participants needed M = 67.0 min (SD = 15.2) to complete all five sessions. In
particular, the average time needed for the first session was M = 7.6 min (SD = 2.1), for one of
the second to fourth sessions M = 10.4 min (SD = 2.0), and for the last session M = 28.3 min
(SD = 10.9).

In order to get a first overview of the differences between BAQ and OLE ratings as well as
between the two sets, all BAQ and OLE ratings were transformed to standard scores. The
standard score is obtained by subtracting the population mean from an individual raw score and
then dividing the difference by the population standard deviation. As a result, the standard
scores mean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1, which allows a more meaningful comparison
between two scales of different types. Figure 4.36 shows the means and the 95% confidence
intervals of the BAQ- and OLE-based standard scores grouped by the conditions. Although
the rankings of all conditions were not identical across the rating types (BAQ or OLE) and
stimuli sets, one might agree on a “ranking trend” of the conditions. Furthermore, the confidence
intervals of the BAQ-based standard scores were narrower (M = 0.21,SD = 0.07) than the
confidence intervals of the OLE-based standard scores (M = 0.35,SD = 0.03). This indicates
that there was less variability in BAQ ratings than in OLE ratings. The rankings of the various
conditions are listed in Table 4.13.

The previously presented experimental investigations have shown that listeners take different
factors into account when rating OLE. Therefore, the individual preferences were analyzed with
the purpose to get a better impression of the populations. As proposed in Schoeffler and Herre
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Figure 4.36: The chart shows means and 95% confidence intervals of the standard scores grouped
by the conditions, rating attributes (BAQ and OLE), and stimuli sets (A and B). The standard
scores were obtained from the continuous BAQ ratings and ordinal OLE ratings in order to allow
a meaningful comparison between the two different scale types.

(2014a), the preferences of each participant can be visualized by calculating Kendall’s rank
correlation coefficients (Kendall’s τ). For each participant, Kendall’s τ was calculated from the
item ratings and basic item ratings (τIR,BIR), item ratings and reproduction systems (τIR,S), item
ratings and cut-off frequencies (τIR,F). For the calculation, the reproduction systems were ordered
as mono, stereo, and surround and the cut-off frequencies were ordered as 4400 Hz, 7700 Hz, and
“none”. For example, a result of τIR,BIR = 0.70, τIR,S = 0.05, τIR,F = 0.05 would be calculated for
someone who took the song very much into account when listening to a music excerpt but did
not really care about listening to low-passed and downmixed music excerpts. Figure 4.37 shows
three 2D-views of a 3D-scatterplot where each point represents a participant. The position of a
point depends on Kendall’s τ values obtained from the corresponding participant. In addition to
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Rank BAQ/Set A M BAQ/Set B M

#1 none/surround 1.50 (100) none/surround 1.52 (100)
#2 none/stereo 0.83 (82) none/stereo 0.94 (85)
#3 7700/surround 0.27 (68) 7700/surround 0.44 (72)
#4 none/mono 0.07 (63) 7700/stereo 0.27 (68)
#5 7700/stereo -0.02 (61) none/mono 0.12 (64)
#6 7700/mono -0.56 (47) 7700/mono -0.35 (52)
#7 4400/surround -0.76 (42) 4400/surround -0.50 (48)
#8 4400/stereo -0.94 (37) 4400/stereo -0.56 (47)
#9 4400/mono -1.34 (27) 4400/mono -0.97 (37)

Rank OLE/Set A M OLE/Set B M

#1 none/surround 0.31 (3.2) none/surround 0.63 (3.6)
#2 7700/surround 0.16 (3.0) 7700/surround 0.48 (3.4)
#3 none/stereo 0.09 (3.0) none/stereo 0.37 (3.3)
#4 7700/stereo 0.03 (2.9) 7700/stereo 0.21 (3.1)
#5 none/mono -0.07 (2.8) 4400/surround -0.03 (2.8)
#6 7700/mono -0.18 (2.6) 4400/stereo -0.09 (2.7)
#7 4400/surround -0.29 (2.5) 7700/mono -0.12 (2.7)
#8 4400/stereo -0.41 (2.4) none/mono -0.15 (2.7)
#9 4400/mono -0.54 (2.2) 4400/mono -0.44 (2.3)

Table 4.13: Rankings of the conditions based on the means of the standardized scores. In total,
four rankings were calculated for each combination of rating attribute (BAQ and OLE) and
stimuli set (A and B). The mean of the original BAQ ratings (MUSHRA scores) and OLE ratings
are shown in brackets next to the mean standardized scores.

the correlation values calculated from the item ratings, also correlation values calculated from
the BAQ ratings are shown (τBAQ,BIR, τBAQ,S, and τBAQ,F).

The standard deviations of the Kendall’s τ values indicate a high variability among the partici-
pants’ preferences. The mean of τIR,BIR was 0.63 (SD = 0.15) for set A and 0.47 (SD = 0.22) for
set B. The mean of τIR,S was 0.12 (SD = 0.12) for set A and 0.22 (SD = 0.17) for set B. The
mean of τIR,F was 0.20 (SD = 0.13) for set A and 0.19 (SD = 0.10) for set B.

RQ 1: “Do BAQ ratings obtained from set A and set B result in the same ranking
score of the conditions?” The first research question was evaluated with Pearson’s r. If
Pearson’s r turned out as 1, both BAQ-based rankings (ranking of set A and ranking of set
B) would have been identical, whereas if Pearson’s r turned out as 0, both rankings would not
be correlated at all. In order to test whether there is significant correlation between the two
rankings, Pearson’s r of the corresponding mean standard scores was calculated. The result
indicated that there was a very strong and significant correlation between the two rankings
(r(7) > 0.99, p ≤ .001). Due to the nature of the calculation of Pearson’s r and of the standard
scores, using the “raw” MUSHRA scores would have yielded the exact same results.
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Figure 4.37: Three 2D-views of a 3D-scatterplot where each point represents a single participant.
The coordinates of a point are based on a participant’s individual values of τIR,BIR (Kendall’s
τ of item ratings and basic item ratings), τIR,S (Kendall’s τ of item ratings and system), and
τIR,F (Kendall’s τ of item ratings and cut-off frequencies). Furthermore, also correlation values
calculated from the BAQ ratings are shown (τBAQ,BIR, τBAQ,S, and τBAQ,F). The color and
symbol of the points indicated whether a participant listened to stimuli of set A or set B and
whether the point represents correlation values of item ratings or BAQ ratings.

RQ2: “Do OLE ratings obtained from set A and set B result in the same ranking
score of the conditions?” In accordance to evaluating the first research question, the second
research question was also evaluated by calculating Pearson’s r between the two OLE-based
mean standard scores of the conditions. Although the effect size was not as strong as for BAQ
rankings, Pearson’s r indicates that there was a strong and significant correlation between the
two rankings obtained by rating OLE of different sets of stimuli (r(7) = .92, p ≤ .001).

RQ3: “Do BAQ-based ranking scores correlate to OLE-based ranking scores?” First
of all, the “global” BAQ- and OLE-based rankings, which were calculated from both sets, were
compared. There was a strong and significant correlation between the global BAQ-based ranking
and the global OLE-based ranking (r(16) = .92, p ≤ .001). If Pearson’s r was separately
calculated for each set, it turned out that the BAQ- and OLE-based rankings from set A were
slightly more correlated (r(7) = .95, p ≤ .001) than the BAQ- and OLE-based rankings from set
B (r(7) = .91, p ≤ .001).
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RQ4: “Are BAQ ratings more influenced by timbral degradations than by spatial
degradations?” Next, it was evaluated how differently timbral degradations (represented by
different cut-off frequencies) and spatial degradations (represented by different reproduction
systems) were balanced by the participants when rating BAQ. First, to identify the correlation
between timbral degradations and the BAQ ratings, Kendall’s τ was calculated between the
cut-off frequencies and the BAQ ratings. Second, to identify the correlation between spatial
degradations and the BAQ ratings, Kendall’s τ was calculated between the reproduction systems
and the BAQ ratings. It tuns out that there was a medium and significant correlation between
cut-off frequencies and the BAQ ratings (rτ = .56, p ≤ .001). Moreover, there was a medium and
significant correlation between reproduction systems and the BAQ ratings (rτ = .30, p ≤ .001).
According to these results, the BAQ ratings were more influenced by timbral degradations than
by spatial degradations.

In order to confirm these results, a linear regression model was fitted that predicts BAQ ratings
by the levels in bandwidth-limitation and reproduction system:

ˆbaq = −4.75 + 21.31 · f + 11.67 · s, (4.7)

where ˆbaq is the predicted BAQ rating of a stimulus, f ∈ {4400Hz = 1, 7700Hz = 2,none = 3}
the cut-off frequency of the stimulus, and s ∈ {mono = 1, stereo = 2, 5.1 surround sound = 3} is
the reproduction system of the stimulus. The R̄2 of the fitted model is 0.61. In accordance to
the correlation values, the fitted linear regression model confirms that BAQ ratings were more
influenced by timbral degradations than spatial degradations.

RQ5: “Are OLE ratings more influenced by timbral degradations than by spatial
degradations?” In order to evaluate if timbral and spatial degradations were differently
balanced when rating OLE, Kendall’s τ was calculated between OLE ratings and, on the one
hand, cut-off frequencies, and on the other hand, reproduction systems. It turned out that
there was a weak and significant correlation between cut-off frequencies and the OLE ratings
(rτ = .17, p ≤ .001). Moreover, there was a weak and significant correlation between reproduction
systems and the OLE ratings (rτ = .15, p ≤ .001). In contrast to BAQ ratings, the OLE ratings
are almost equally influenced by timbral and spatial degradations.

In order to confirm the results of the correlation values, a linear regression model was fitted:

ôle = −0.02 + 0.55 · bir + 0.29 · f + 0.27 · s, (4.8)

where ôle is the predicted OLE rating (item rating) of a stimulus and bir is the basic item rating
of the stimulus. The basic item ratings were added to increase the goodness of fit of the model,
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which was R̄2 = 0.45. The similar values of s and f confirm that both independent variables had
a similar effect on the OLE ratings.

4.6.3 Discussion

When ranking conditions are based on ratings, BAQ ratings turned out to be more reliable than
OLE ratings (RQ1 and RQ2). The higher reliability of BAQ ratings obtained by the MUSHRA
method was expected since the method has been used for more than 15 years and was improved
three times by revisions. Although OLE ratings were less reliable than BAQ ratings, the two
OLE-based rankings are still well correlated. The lower reliability was expected, especially, since
it has been shown by this work that listeners have very different preferences for OLE. Moreover,
when looking more closely into the differences of the rankings, in set B the standard score means
of the conditions differ only very slightly (see Table 4.13). For example, ratings of one or two
more participants being “surround likers” in set A would reduce the number of unequal ranks.
Furthermore, in comparison to the BAQ-based rankings, which were given by a multi-stimulus
procedure, the OLE ratings were given by a single-stimulus procedure, which is known to produce
less reliable and statistically more noisy results (Beresford et al., 2006b).

Recent studies reported that timbral degradations are more important than spatial degradations
for rating BAQ (Rumsey et al., 2005a; Marins et al., 2008). These findings were confirmed by
the results analysis (RQ4).

In contrast to BAQ ratings, OLE ratings were almost equally influenced by timbral and spatial
degradations (RQ5). Unfortunately, recent studies have not covered this issue. Although some
studies are dealing with preference ratings, e. g., Rumsey et al. (2005b), and might give some
indications, preference ratings still cannot directly be compared to OLE ratings since preference
ratings typically do not involve comparing two audio excerpts with different content (e. g., different
songs). Therefore, in order to validate the findings of this study, more related experiments have
to be conducted.

In the related paper (Schoeffler and Herre, 2016), the influence of the type of listener (experienced
or inexperienced) is investigated in more detail. In summary, the results showed significant
differences between experienced and inexperienced listeners. Experienced listeners were more
critical than inexperienced listeners, which was also observed by Schinkel-Bielefeld et al. (2013);
Gabrielsson et al. (1974); Olive (2003). Moreover, more significant results were obtained from
experienced listeners than from inexperienced listeners. This confirms the results of Schinkel-
Bielefeld et al. (2013). Furthermore, both experienced and inexperienced listeners took timbral
degradation much more into account than spatial degradations which has been also reported
by Lorho (2006). As indicated by previously presented experimental investigations, no notable
differences between experienced and inexperienced listeners were found for rating OLE.
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In conclusion, the relationship between BAQ and OLE was investigated for conditions which
differed in timbral and spatial quality. BAQ and OLE ratings turned out to be reliable when
conditions are rated with different sets of stimuli. Furthermore, when conditions were ranked
based on BAQ and OLE ratings, these rankings turned out to be highly correlated. For rating
BAQ, timbral quality was more important to listeners than spatial quality. In contrast, for rating
OLE, timbral and spatial quality was almost equally important to listeners. Nevertheless, OLE
ratings could be predicted based on BAQ ratings almost as well as based on knowledge about
the reproduction system and bandwidth-limitation.
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4.7 Experiment G: Influence of stereo, surround sound and 3D
audio

The work described in this section is based on the more detailed publication: Schoeffler, M., Silzle,
A., and Herre, J. (2017). Evaluation of Spatial/3D Audio: Basic Audio Quality vs. Quality of
Experience. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing: Special Issue on Measuring
Quality of Experience for Advanced Media Technologies and Services [accepted for publication].

During the past decades, spatial reproduction of audio signals has evolved from simple two
channel stereo to surround sound (e. g., 5.1 or 7.1) and, more recently, to 3D sound including
height speakers, such as 9.1 or 22.2. This section describes an experimental evaluation of the
subjective quality provided by these formats, contrasting BAQ-based evaluation with the OLE-
based evaluation. In particular, the purpose of the experiment is to investigate the perceived
subjective sound quality of stereo, surround sound and 3D audio by carrying out two types of
comparative listening tests. The first type of listening test is based on the MUSHRA method,
while the second type is based on the OLE method which were both presented in the previous
section.

4.7.1 Method

4.7.1.1 Participants

Thirteen participants (all male) with a mean age of 25.4 years (SD = 4.2) volunteered to
participate in the listening tests. Five participants identified themselves as experts in judging
audio coding artefacts. Moreover, six participants each defined themselves as experts in spatial
audio and experts in judging timbre. All participants had taken part in at least one MUSHRA
listening test before. Nine participants indicated that they had participated in more than ten
MUSHRA listening tests before.

4.7.1.2 Stimuli

Eleven audio excerpts with a length between 6.5 and 17.7 seconds served as a basis for creating
the stimuli. Two audio excerpts were played back only for training purposes during the listening
test. The audio excerpts were mainly music items, however, two audio excerpts were audio effect
items. A full list of the items, including a description, can be found in the related paper (Schoeffler
et al., 2017). All audio excerpts were originally mixed in a “3D audio format”, i.e., the excerpts
also contained channels for elevated loudspeaker positions. In particular, three different types of
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3D mixes occurred: 5.1 surround sound with 4 height channels (5.1+4), 7.1 surround sound with
5 height channels (7.1+4+1), and “full” 22.2 sound.

The 3D audio excerpts were down-mixed to 5-channel surround sound as well as to 2-channel
stereo. For downmixing, the format converter of the MPEG-H 3D-Audio standard was used (Herre
et al., 2015). This format converter applies downmix coefficients to map input channels to output
channels. Moreover, the downmix is signal-adaptive in order to avoid downmixing artifacts, e. g.,
when coherent or partially coherent input signals are superimposed. The format converter also
features an energy-normalization of the downmix gains such that the original input signal energy
is preserved. In the remainder, the different types of mixes (stereo, surround and 3D audio) are
referred to as conditions. In total, six training stimuli (2 excerpts · 3 conditions) and additional
27 stimuli (9 excerpts · 3 conditions) were created.

4.7.1.3 Material and Apparatus

The main part of the listening test was conducted in a standard listening room which conforms
to ITU-R BS.1116 (International Telecommunication Union, 2015a). The room’s floor area was
about 70 m2 and its volume was about 300 m3. Moreover, the listening room contained a 22.2
installation, featuring Dynaudio BM6 MKII loudspeakers, which were used for playback of the
stimuli. The radius of the loudspeakers was 3 m. Besides the use of loudspeakers, also headphones
of type Sennheiser HD650 were used during one session in the listening test. The graphical user
interface used by the participants to give their responses was based on webMUSHRA (Neumayer
et al., 2015).

4.7.1.4 Procedure

The listening test was divided into three sessions: the BAQ session, the OLE session, and the
follow-up OLE session. In the BAQ session, participants rated the basic audio quality of the
stimuli in a MUSHRA-based procedure. The procedure of the BAQ session was fully compliant
to the procedure described by ITU-R Recommendation BS.1534 with the exception that anchor
stimuli were not used. In the OLE session, participants rated the OLE based on the procedure
presented in this thesis. The order in which each participant took the BAQ and OLE session
was randomly selected. At last, participants took part in the follow-up OLE session, in which
they were again asked to rate the OLE.

At the beginning of the BAQ session, participants were instructed with the fundamentals of a
MUSHRA listening test procedure. In particular, they were told that they are asked to rate the
basic audio quality of short audio excerpts. Basic audio quality was defined as a global attribute
that is used to judge any and all detected differences between the reference and the condition.
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Figure 4.38: A screenshot of the GUI which was used in the BAQ session.

Next, a short training was presented to the participants with the purpose that they become
familiarized with the GUI and the procedure. During the training, participants rated the three
conditions of the two training audio excerpts. After the training, the actual rating according to a
MUSHRA procedure started. In the training as well as in the actual MUSHRA rating, for each
audio excerpt, a single condition was randomly selected and presented twice to the participants.
Therefore, participants rated five conditions for each item (one hidden reference, three conditions
and one additional randomly selected condition). The purpose of the additional condition was
two-fold: firstly, the additional condition made the listening more challenging to the participants.
If stereo, surround, and 3D audio had been used only, the actual conditions would have become
very obvious. Secondly, the additional condition allowed to measure the reliability of the ratings
given by the participants. For several reasons, additional anchor conditions were not used. The
standard MUSHRA procedure requires two anchors, a 3.5 and 7 kHz low pass filtered version of
the reference signal, to span the scale. These frequency degradations do not represent adequate
anchor signals for the investigated spatial presentation. However, the stereo condition served as
a suitable spatial lower anchor. As reference served the “3D audio format”-mixes. Finally, at the
end of the BAQ session, participants had the possibility to give feedback to the experimenters.
A screenshot of the GUI used in the BAQ session is shown in Figure 4.38. In the following, the
MUSHRA ratings retrieved from the BAQ session are denoted as baq. In order to denote ratings
of specific conditions, BAQ ratings of stereo, surround, and 3D mixes are referred to as baqstereo,
baqsurround, and baq3d, respectively.

At the beginning of the OLE session, participants were told that they are asked to rate the OLE
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Figure 4.39: A screenshot of the GUI which was used in the OLE- and follow-up OLE session.

according to how much they enjoy listening to the stimuli. Moreover, it was emphasized that
they should take into account everything that is important to them. Next, the participants did a
short training which had the same procedure as the later actual rating. The OLE rating was
divided into two phases. In the first phase, participants rated the 3D audio mixes of the training
items in a multi-stimulus procedure. Thereby, all stimuli were presented at once. Participants
could playback an item as often as they wanted. The ratings were given on a five-star Likert scale,
where the stars were labeled with “Not at all”, “Not a lot”, “Neutral”, “Quite”, and “Very much”
(see Figure 4.39). In the remainder, the basic item ratings retrieved from the first phase are
referred to as olems

3d . In the second phase, participants rated all conditions by a single-stimulus
procedure. Thereby, each stimulus was presented separately to the participants. The item ratings
retrieved from the second phase are referred to as ole. OLE ratings of stereo, surround, and 3D
mixes are referred to as olestereo, olesurround, and ole3d, respectively. In both phases, the stimuli
sequence was randomized. After the training, the actual subjective evaluation started. In the
first phase, 9 stimuli were rated. Whereas, in the second phase, 27 stimuli (9 items · 3 conditions)
were rated. Optionally, at the end of the OLE session, participants could give feedback to the
experimenters.

Since it could not be excluded that participants took strongly into account the “3D effect” when
giving basic item ratings, a third session was added to the listening test. In this “follow-up” OLE
session, participants rated the stereo down-mixes in a multi-stimulus procedure with headphones.
As headphones were not part of the previous setup, they were expected to represent a “neutral”
reproduction format. The follow-up OLE session was very similar to the previous OLE session.
Again, participants were instructed to rate the OLE according to how much they enjoy listening
to the stimuli. Next, they rated the 2D mixes of the stimuli in a multi-stimulus procedure. In
the remainder, the basic item ratings of the third session are denoted as olems

stereo. After rating
the stimuli, they had the possibility to give feedback to the experimenters.
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Figure 4.40: The charts show the mean values and 95% confidence intervals (t-distribution) of
the BAQ ratings given in the BAQ session across all items. The condition “3D Audio” served as
a reference and therefore its mean is expected to be around 100 MUSHRA points.

4.7.2 Results

The participants took part in three sessions: the BAQ, OLE, and follow-up OLE sessions. In
particular, participants spent M = 20.5 min (SD = 9.0) in the BAQ session, M = 13.0 min
(SD = 2.7) in the OLE session, and M = 4.1 min (SD = 1.7) in the follow-up OLE session. Two
types of ratings were retrieved by the sessions: BAQ ratings and OLE ratings. In the BAQ
session, conditions were randomly presented twice to the participants. As these conditions were
rated two times, the mean rating score was used in the results analysis. The mean distance
of the original BAQ ratings between two identical conditions was M = 5.6 MUSHRA points
(SD = 9.6).

In our experiment, none of the participants had to be removed via post-screening as it is defined
in the MUSHRA recommendation(International Telecommunication Union, 2015b). For the
OLE and follow-up session, post-screening is not applied as basically any rating is accepted by
definition of the instructions and the term OLE.

4.7.2.1 BAQ Session

The results of the BAQ session are shown in Figure 4.40. The differences between stereo, surround,
and 3D-audio were significant for almost all items based on the 95% confidence intervals. Only
the difference between ratings of the conditions stereo and surround of the item “le mans02”
were not significant. A repeated measures ANOVA was applied on the data to examine the
effect of the condition and the item on the BAQ ratings. According to the results of the
ANOVA, there was a significant effect of condition (F (2, 26) = 142.8, η2

G = .82, p ≤ .001), item
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(F (8, 104) = 4.6, η2
G = .08, p ≤ .001) and the interaction effect between condition and item

(F (16, 208) = 4.2, η2
G = .09, p ≤ .001). The effect size of the condition can be considered as large

whereas the other effect sizes, of item and of interaction, can be considered as small.

For a later comparison with the OLE ratings, a linear regression model was fitted that predicts
BAQ ratings based on the condition and olems

stereo.

ˆbaq = 16.19− 0.36 · olems
stereo + 28.04 · c, (4.9)

where ˆbaq is the predicted BAQ rating of a stimulus, olems
stereo is the rating obtained from the

third session, and c ∈ {stereo = 1, surround = 2, 3D audio = 3} is the condition. The R̄2 of the
fitted model was 0.73 and indicated that it explains enough variation to draw some conclusions.
In accordance to the ANOVA results, BAQ ratings were strongly influenced by the condition
(β = .85, p ≤ .001). Furthermore, BAQ ratings were essentially not influenced by the OLE ratings
obtained from the third session (β = −.013, p = .620). This was expected, as these OLE ratings
might reflect how much the content of an audio excerpt is liked by the participant, which should
not be taken into account when rating BAQ.

4.7.2.2 OLE Session

An overview of the ratings of the OLE and the follow-up OLE session are depicted as stacked
bar chart in Figure 4.41. The ratings retrieved from the multi-stimuli procedures, olems

3d and
olems

stereo, were expected to give some indications about how much each song is personally liked
by the participants. As indicated by the stacked bar chart, the ratings of the 3D audio mixes,
olems

3d , were higher (M = 3.9 stars, SD = 1.0) than the ratings of the stereo mixes, olems
stereo

(M = 3.6 stars, SD = 1.0). According to a paired t-test, the difference was also significant
(t(125) = 3.2, d = 0.31, p = .002). Additionally, a non-parametric Wilcoxon-Pratt signed rank
test was run on the data and confirmed the significant difference (Z = 3.13, r = 0.01, p = .002).
Due to the significant differences, it seems likely that participants did also take into account
the reproduction system when rating the stimuli by the multi-stimulus procedure. In order to
confirm this, the differences between ole3d (M = 4.0 stars, SD = 1.0) and olems

3d were analyzed.
A paired t-test (t(125) = 0.8, d = 0.05, p = .427) as well as a Wilcoxon-Pratt signed rank test
(Z = 0.79, r = .003, p = .44) were applied and both did not reveal any significant differences.

Next, a repeated measures ANOVA was calculated to allow a comparison of the effect sizes
of the item and the condition between BAQ and OLE ratings. The ANOVA applied to the
OLE ratings revealed a significant effect of condition (F (2, 26) = 33.2, η2

G = .30, p ≤ .001), item
(F (8, 104) = 2.2, η2

G = .07, p ≤ .001) and the interaction effect between condition and item
(F (16, 208) = 2.7, η2

G = .07, p ≤ .001). In accordance with the ANOVA results of the BAQ
ratings, the effect sizes of item and the interaction effect can be considered as small. However,
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Figure 4.41: The stacked bar chart shows the distribution of the ratings retrieved from the OLE-
and OLE follow-up session. The first three bars (olestereo, olesurround, and ole3d) are obtained
by ratings of a single-stimulus procedure, whereas the latter two were obtained by ratings of a
multi-stimulus procedure (olems

3d and olems
stereo). The ratings were given on a five-star Likert scale

where labels (“not at all”, “not a lot”,...) were assigned to the stars.

the effect size of the condition turned out to be much smaller than in the previous ANOVA.
Nevertheless, the much smaller effect size of the condition should be noted with caution as the
data of the ANOVA was retrieved from very different listening test procedures.

A linear regression model was fitted based on the same independent variables that were used for
the linear regression model described in Section 4.7.2.1:

ôle = 0.82 + 0.38 · olems
stereo + 0.63 · c, (4.10)

where ôle is the predicted OLE rating of a stimulus. The goodness of fit R̄2 = .30 of the fitted
model is much lower than R̄2 of the previous (BAQ) model. However, this was expected as
participants have very different preferences for rating the OLE. Similarly to the BAQ ratings,
the condition had a strong influence on the OLE ratings (β = .44, p ≤ .001). In contrast to
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the BAQ ratings, the OLE ratings were strongly influenced by the ratings of the third session
(β = .33, p ≤ .001).

4.7.2.3 BAQ versus OLE

A more meaningful comparison between BAQ and OLE ratings is achieved by transforming the
ratings into standard scores, which share the same scale. As mentioned before, the standard
score is calculated for each rating by subtracting the population mean and then dividing by
the population standard deviation. Thereby, the OLE and BAQ ratings are considered as two
different populations. As a result, the standard score’s mean is 0 and the standard deviation is
1, which allows a meaningful comparison between two scales of different types. The standard
scores of baq and ole are denoted by baqz and olez, respectively. Furthermore, the standard
scores of each condition are denoted by baqz

stereo, baqz
surround, and baqz

3d as well as by olez
stereo,

olez
surround, and olez

3d.

Figure 4.42 shows all standard scores obtained from BAQ and OLE ratings. By comparing
BAQ and OLE standard scores, it becomes obvious that BAQ was more strongly influenced
by the condition than OLE. Especially, the distance of the BAQ-based standard score between
“surround” and “3D” was much higher than of the distance of the OLE-based standard score.
Next, the effect sizes of the conditions across the rating types were analyzed in more detail by
Cohen’s d. Cohen’s d between baqz

surround and baqz
stereo was 1.25, and therefore to be considered

as a large effect. The same applied to the differences of olez
surround and olez

stereo, which resulted
in a Cohen’s d of 0.83, which also indicated a large effect. When examining the differences
between surround and 3D audio, Cohen’s d between baqz

3d and baqz
surround indicated a large

effect (d = 1.58). In contrast, Cohen’s d of olez
3d and olez

surround resulted in a value of 0.30, which
was the lowest effect size and considered as a medium effect. The question arises whether there
is some kind of saturation effect for OLE ratings, meaning that at some point “more channels”
do not further increase the OLE strongly.

4.7.2.4 Analysis of Preferences for Rating

In order to examine to which extent the condition and the personal liking of an item (olems
stereo)

was taken into account, the individual ratings of each participant were examined in more detail.
As proposed in Schoeffler and Herre (2014a), the rating preferences of each participant are
visualized by calculating Kendall’s rank correlation coefficients (Kendall’s τ). For each participant,
Kendall’s τ was calculated from the corresponding ratings and olems

stereo as well as from the ratings
and the condition (Equations 4.11-4.14):

τbaq,c
i = corτ (baqi, c

baq
i ) (4.11)
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Figure 4.42: Standardized scores separately calculated from the BAQ and OLE ratings, where the
latter ones were obtained by the single-stimulus procedure. Standard scores have the property
that their mean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1.

where corτ is the operation of Kendall’s τ , i is the index identifier of the participants, τbaq,c
i is

Kendall’s τ of participant i’s BAQ ratings and the rated stimuli’s conditions, baqi is participant
i’s BAQ ratings, and cbaq

i the stimuli’s condition. The ranking of the conditions is defined as:
stereo < surround < 3D audio.

τ
baq,olems

stereo
i = corτ (baqi,olems

i,stereo) (4.12)

where τbaq,olems
stereo

i is Kendall’s τ between participant i’s BAQ ratings and participant i’s OLE
ratings of the third session (olems

i,stereo).

τole,c
i = corτ (olei, cole

i ) (4.13)

where τole,c
i is Kendall’s τ between participant i’s OLE ratings and the rated stimuli’s conditions

(cole
i ).

τ
ole,olems

stereo
i = corτ (olei,olems

i,stereo) (4.14)

where τole,olems
stereo

i is Kendall’s τ between participant i’s OLE ratings and participant i’s OLE
ratings of the third session (olems

i,stereo).

As a result, two pairs of correlation values were calculated for each participant as two types
of ratings, BAQ and OLE, were given. The first pair reflects how much the condition and the
personal liking accounted for BAQ ratings (τbaq,c

i and τbaq,olems
stereo

i ). The second pair reflects how
much the condition and the personal liking accounted for OLE ratings (τole,c

i and τ
ole,olems

stereo
i ).

For example, assuming someone is drawn to music that one personally likes but does not care
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Figure 4.43: Each point in the scatter plots represents a pair of correlation values calculated
from a participant’s BAQ or OLE ratings. The coordinates of the red circles are based on the
values of τbaq,c

i and τ
baq,olems

stereo
i , whereas the blue triangles are based on the values of τole,c

i and
τ

ole,olems
stereo

i . In contrast to the coordinates of the OLE-based correlation values, the coordinates
of the BAQ-based correlation values (red circles) are tightly clustered which indicates that
participants were sharing almost the same preferences for rating BAQ.

about the reproduction format. Then, on the one hand, the ratings probably result in a high
value of τole,olems

stereo
i . On the other hand, the chances are high that a very low value of τole,c

i is
calculated. On the contrary, the correlation values of the BAQ ratings should be the other way
around, since, when rating BAQ, assessors are expected to suppress factors such as the associated
liking or disliking of a stimulus. Figure 4.43 depicts a scatter plot of the participants’ correlation
values. As one can see, Kendall’s τ values obtained from the BAQ ratings are generally high
for τbaq,c

i and rather low for τbaq,olems
stereo

i . Kendall’s τs obtained from the OLE ratings are more
widely distributed as participants took different aspects into account.
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4.7.3 Discussion

Three conclusions can be drawn from the results analysis of the experiment:

1. The increments from stereo to surround and from surround to 3D audio were about the
same size for BAQ ratings, whereas for OLE ratings, the increment from surround to 3D
audio was notably lower.

2. The variance of BAQ ratings was much lower than the variance of OLE ratings.

3. OLE ratings of 3D audio obtained by a single-stimulus procedure were consistent with
OLE ratings retrieved from a multi-stimulus procedure.

The first conclusion was expected to some degree, at least for BAQ ratings, since similar results
were achieved by a study from Silze et al. (2011). Their study contained a MUSHRA-based
listening test session in which participants rated stimuli reproduced by different multi-channel
formats ranging from stereo to 22.2. The results of their study showed that if 3D audio is used
as a reference, the increments between the stereo, surround, and 3D audio are also about the
same sizes. Therefore, these findings are in line with the results of their study. In contrast, when
rating OLE, the gain from surround to 3D audio is notably reduced in this experiment. More
specifically, it seems to be less appreciated than going from stereo to surround. However, one
must keep in mind that the OLE rating was obtained without an explicit reference. Nonetheless,
it can be concluded that 3D audio still notably enhances the OLE over both stereo and surround
sound.

As previously reported, OLE ratings have a much higher variance than BAQ ratings (see Schoeffler
and Herre (2016) or Section 4.6). This has also been confirmed by the results of the presented
experiment. For example, the linear regression model for predicting OLE ratings turned out to
have a lower goodness of fit than the model for predicting BAQ. Moreover, a detailed analysis of
each participant’s ratings has shown that the BAQ was homogeneously rated, i.e., all participants
took the condition strongly into account and suppressed their personal liking of the stimuli. In
contrast, when rating the OLE, participants had very individual preferences for rating OLE.
For example, on the one hand, some participants took the personal liking of an audio excerpt
much more into account than the reproduction system when rating OLE. On the other hand,
some other participants had almost contrary preferences and took the reproduction system very
much into account when rating. In a previously presented study, the two extreme types of
“OLE assessors” have been addressed as “song likers” and “audio quality likers” (see Schoeffler
and Herre (2013) or Section 4.1). Moreover, it was shown in the context of this work that a
population of listeners cannot be divided into clearly distinguishable listener types (Schoeffler
and Herre, 2014a). Instead, a population of listeners tends to be equally distributed between
“full song likers” and “full audio quality likers”.
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The 3D audio condition was rated by two different procedures, a multi-stimulus procedure and a
single-stimulus procedure. The differences of the ratings between the two procedures turned out
to be small. Therefore, it can be concluded that the instructions and rating scale support the
reliability and robustness of the OLE-based method, since a change of the procedure type did
not significantly influence the results.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, the concept of the overall listening experience (OLE), related methodologies, and
experimental investigations, have been established. In particular, new ideas, that came along
with the upcoming of recent research related to Quality of Experience, have been pushed into
the domain of evaluating audio systems.

Moreover, these concepts were also implemented in a detailed subjective evaluation method.
Seven major studies had been carried out that were based on this subjective evaluation method.
The proposed evaluation method has proven to be reliable in terms of test-retest reliability,
inter-method reliability, and internal consistency reliability. Due to the definition of the OLE, in
particular that it is allowed to take into account any aspects that seem to be important to a
subject, the inter-rater reliability of the method is rather low. Nonetheless, if the population of
participants is large enough, statistically significant results for audio system evaluation can still
be achieved. Certainly, the required number of participants is dependent on the research question
that is investigated. However, as a rule of thumb, having between 20 and 30 participants should
turn out as sufficient in order to obtain statistically significant results.

The proposed evaluation method has been used to identify influencing factors and to measure
their importance for the perceived overall listening experience. In comparison to the well-known
basic audio quality (BAQ), it turned out that the individual listener is one major influencing
factor for OLE. As expected, audio quality-related attributes, such as signal bandwidth and
spatial representation, have a strong influence on OLE ratings. Surprisingly, the results of this
work indicate that OLE is almost equally influenced by timbre and spatial quality, whereas BAQ
is stronger influenced by timbre quality than spatial quality according to the findings of Rumsey
et al. (2005a) and results of Experiment E. In the presented studies, a noteworthy effect of the
listening room on the OLE was not found. The reader should take note that only two studies
were carried out which partly investigated the effect of the listening on the OLE. Moreover, in
each of the two studies, only two rooms were compared. Therefore, notable effects might be
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found by carrying out a study which focuses on investigating the influence of the listening room
on the OLE and which investigates more than two different room types. Interestingly, a strong
effect of the listening experience on the OLE could not be found. Thus, expert listeners did not
consistently judge OLE significantly differently than näıve listeners. However, a major study
that mainly focuses on the differences between expert and näıve listeners might give additional
insights. It remains an open research question which listener attributes (e. g. age, gender, listening
experience etc.) have a major impact on OLE ratings.

Naturally, the work presented in this thesis can be extended by investigating and identifying
more influencing factors of the OLE. For example, more audio quality-related factors could be
investigated. Although understanding the influence of more audio quality-related factors on the
OLE is very relevant, another very important and, very likely, main influencing factor is the
context which was only considered slightly in this thesis. The context is probably the key element
which influences the “list of desired features” for a specific situation. For example, one has very
likely different desires when watching a movie in a cinema in comparison to listening music while
driving a car.

The prediction of listening test results has been a popular research topic for many years. Especially
for predicting speech quality, new models are proposed and standardized frequently within the
last years. For example, POLQA, the successor of PESQ (International Telecommunications
Union, 2001), was revised two years ago in 2014 (International Telecommunications Union, 2014).
On the contrary, for predicting audio quality, new promising models with a visibility similar
to PEAQ have not came up so far. However, new models for predicting audio quality are
still highly demanded. PEAQ was standardized almost two decades ago in 2001 (International
Telecommunication Union, 2001) and does not work well with, e. g., recent audio codecs. Since
the prediction of OLE ratings is much harder than of BAQ ratings, it is questionable whether
reliable objective evaluation methods for OLE will be emerge in the near future. However, the
prediction of OLE should still be a long term goal. To this end, another contribution towards
predicting OLE has been published in the context of the work (Schoeffler and Herre, 2014c),
though it was not presented in this thesis.

In this work, the OLE was investigated by methodologies that originates from the domain of
psychoacoustics and audio engineering. Obviously, the OLE could have also been investigated
from, e. g., a neuroscientist, musician, or psychologist’s point of view. These other disciplines
have established different solution approaches which are beneficial in order to find out why
humans enjoy listening to something. Since the underlying layers behind rating OLE are multi-
dimensional and complex, future research should address open questions related to OLE by an
even more interdisciplinary approach.
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